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. 9. SOME GENERAL PROBLEMS OF LOCATION| 

In this final chapter we skaXl treat a number of topics 

of location theory from the measure-theoretic point of view. 

“AThe major omission will be Thilnen theory, which was discussed 

extensively in chapter 8{?; We begin f£iwst with an attempt to 
/Q,fi set up a comprehensive framework into whiéh these various 
'{i (! topics can be fitted. The discussioh here will be informal,,\ 

)V for the most part. | | 
ASeES Spatial 
( />\} 9.1. Preferences 

One convenient approach to tfie problems of location is by 

-the classification of the preference orderings &hieh enter into 

them. In normative problems this involves the classification 

of the objectives to be optimized. For example, how should 
plants be arranged to minimize the total cost of production 

plus distribution? Orfkhow should residences and industry be 
arranged so-as to minimize overall pollution costs? Or again, 

how should population be distributed B8o-as to facilitate social 

contact and the exchange of information? Or, in the case of 

mutually hostile groups, how shall these be arranged to 

minimize friction? Production costs, pollution, social contact, 
and conflicts é‘-thefsearaajhs;zafew of the mahy objectives 

that arise in location problems. 

In positive problems involving social interaction, each of 

the participants will have a preference ordering, and each tries
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to optimize over the set of options believed available to 

himself. Thus a person may have objectives concerning income, 

career, marriage and family, recreation‘and environment in 

which to live, and on the basis of these makes decisions con- 

cerning what to buy and sell, where to work and live, when to 

move, etc. These preferences may vary considerably from person 2 

to person, ééke environmen%fimprefarancesj;fer»fixam@%ew There 

are preferences for urban over rural surroundings, and con- 

versely; for the presence or absence of children; for the 

presence or absence of one or another ethnic group; etc. The 

problem, then, is: éiven this spectrum of preference orderings, 

and given the pattern of options (as determined by resource 

ownership, the legal system, technology, etc.), how will these 

People sort themselves out, what activities will they engage 

in, and how will they run the enterprises they control? 

Ideally, ' a preference 6rdering states; for any two pos= 

sible worlds, whether the first is preferred, indifferent, or 

dispreferred io the second. (A "possible world®” is given by a 

measure over the set of all possible histories, as discussed in 

Chapter 2. If uncertainty is to be incorporated, a still more 

complicated construct is needed % the preference ordering is 

over the set of all probability measures on the set of possible 

worlds. See, 2.8). The problem is to find relatively simple 

ways to represent, ét least approximately, common preferences 

such as those discussed above.
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pur-approTCh—te=8s—FoTIowsrFirst-f-ailwe examine 
separately various aspects of preference —kSuch as pollution, 

social contacts, consumptionfgé\services'— and develop 

plausible utility functions for each aspect. Since an agent 

will be concerned with several of these aspects, these various 

utility functions must be amaiqamated into one function 

representing his overall préferences. The simplest way of 

doing this is just to addffhem up (after appropriate scaling 

to reflect the relative importance the agent attaches to the 

various aspects of preference). We are not particularly con=- 

cerned with this ama%&amation problem, howeveyr, but rather 

with the form of thafspecial utility functions for each aspect 

of preference. 

All thé utility functions wefi@he%i examine are in the 
15 Y3 

form of integrals ;A igu, where Y is constructed from various 

physical stock or flgfi measures, while f is a "pricing" or 

"weighting" function. bne example with which we have already 

dealt extensively is the representation of transportation cost; 

here A is the space of origin-destination pairs, u is the 

shipment~flow measure, and £ is the unit transport cost 

function. 

Congider the representation of pollution costs, for example. 

Take a person at a particular point in Space-Time, (s', t'). 

The release of resourpes into c1rculation at various times and 

places will impinge on (s', t'). In 4 4 we discussed a simple 

model for this physical circulation; here we are interested in
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the evaluation of these flows. We assume this may be approxi- 

mated by the integral 

g7t 2.1 ) b ] £(r,s,t) (dr,ds dt) ¢ “{1) RXSXT _ 

\ 
Here u is a measure on (R x § Wxy By x I % Z,.) which we may 

interpret as follows: u(E x F x g)';s th; mas; of resources 

of types E released into circulation in region F in period G. o 

zf(;,s,t) is the cost per unit mass of resourcéltype r released 

at location g at instant t to the given person at (s',t'). 

This cost function may represent the valuation of the pollutee 

himself - how much he is willing to pay to avoid contact —-or 

it may perhaps represent the valuation of a committee of health 

experts, etc.m f may take on both positive and negative valueis 

negatlve referrlng to things the person prefers to encounter 

(say flowers, perfum%)or music). 

: (1) refers to a single point in a person's itinerary. To 

flnd lifetime costs we must integrate (1) over Time. Thus let 

to, t° be the moment of a person's birth and death, respectively, 

and let g:[t,,t%] + S be his itinerary, giving his location at 

each moment of his existence. Lifetime pollution is then 

approximated by
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where we have added two arguments to f. #hiéh were suppressed 

in (1), name%y, the space-time location of the pollutee. Time- 

dlscounting may be built directly into £. ((9)fifia£m@au:aa* is 

11able to be a bad approximatlon_gé’there are important inter3 

actions among pollutants or other nonflinearities. We have 

also sidestepped the problem of what to do when a person's 

values themselves change over his 1ifetimé§ 

There is a similar formulation in terms of actlvitles 

rather than resources. We postulate a function f£:S xQx 8 x 

Q * reals with the interpretation; ,g(sl,ql.sz,gz) is the cost QLJLFP 

imposed upon activity gzvlocated at;gz by activity_gl located 

at s,, per unit level of;l per unit level of d,. (Negative 

values of f correspond to "positivggéxternal effects" from 

(gl,gl) to (52,92), and vice versa}lg The total cost imposed 

upon unit level of g, at s, is then 

f<squ1.sz.q2)u(dsl.dql) — 3) 
e, e 

Here u is the assignment measure on (S x g, I, x Zq); " u(E x F) 4 s a’j g% 
is the total activity of types-? going on in region E. (The 

unit of measurement of activity levels was taken to be "acres" 

7 in chapter 8; here we fleave it arbitrarys\ 

vwéwwwwsfifi%ar we have just considered the cost imposed upon one 

person or activity. From a normative point of view, it is of 

interest to consider the total cost imposed upon all persons 

or activities together. 1In (3) this involves a further
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integration over the remaining two va‘riables,rs2 andflgz. Total 

cost equals 

s\ L e’ 4 b 

H(§§2,dq2) f(slinlszl%z) (dal,dql),.e 

By Fubini's theorem, this can be written as a single integral 

with respect to a product measure%g 

D (4 .Lu 
£ aluxu) ~49 

(SXQ)X(SxQ) 

The form of integral (4) is quite interesting. It is a 

special case of the following: 
W\ Weo 

f 
[Ax{(allaz)/‘[u (dal) X u(da )]} Y —(.5__) 

where u is a measure‘on space (A,Z), and £:A x A + reals is 

measurable with respect to I x 2.'4 J) w111 be called a 

guadratic form in the measure MU. (Indeed, if I is a finite 

sigma-field, one eaS¢1y verifies that (5) is a quadratic form 

in the ordinary algebraic sense of that term, in the n-tuple 

(Ql,...,@n) of values which p assumes on the partition 

generatin; Z.)fi\ 

This quadratic form may be taken as a general represent- 

ation of the costs associated with a measure u when these costs 

are generated by the interaction of pairs of "entities" from
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N 
some realm A. In the pollution example theseq‘entitiesfikwere 

activities at sites, A = S X Qs and the interaction was that 

of polluter and pollutee. But this paradigm extends to a 

surprisingly wide range of phenomena‘fihieh have nothing to do 

with pollution. i 

For example, let p be the spatial distribution of people;j7 

types at a certain point in time. To be precise, let H be the 

set of all people~types (H is a subset of R), and let u be the 

measure on H xfg\for which u(E x ¥) is the number of people of 

types E living in region F, for all measurable Ec H, F g S. 

We suppose there is a function f:H X S x H x § + reals, where 

£(r;,s,,x,,8,) is the cost imposed upon a person of type r, 

lccatedAat 8, by the presence of a person of type\;l located 

at sl.difwfiay take on both positive values (absence of r, 

preferred by x, to presence of_gl) and negative va}ues (presence 

preferred to absence). 

—As—to-the-nature-of these costs,-they may stem from the 

direct liking or dislikifig of_E1 by r,, or they may stem from 

consequences which xr, believes (perhaps erroneously) to be 

associated with the presence of r, 7ieeneeqaences such as loss 

of prestige, poorer schools, exposure to crime or disease, 

slovenliness, welfare burdens. Whatever the source of these 

preferences, the consequences for the behavior of_r2 will be 

the same \.2/
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The total cost of these people interactions is given by 
5 

\iZite i 
{1 { 
H.iwc 

£ aluxy), t6) 
HxSxHx3 

Note-that this is formally identical to the pollution cost 

formula (4), with H in place of Q. (Some religions recognize 

the phenomenon of "#ituel pellution“3; this can be represented 

in the function f of (6), and is, indeed, formally indistinZ 
guishable from physical pollution.) 

By specifying the cest function £ in various ways, we can 

capture a number of commonly recognized preference patterns. 

”fie%~ae first make a 51mplificatlon. It is plausible to assume 

that locations 8, and s, enter the cost function f only in 

terms of the distance between them. To he precise, we assume 

that £ may be written in the forn 

_§(£1,§1,52,§2) = g(§1,§2,§(§1,§2)) »%#%FJ 

Here h:8 x § + reals has the interpretationéh‘g(el,ez) is the 

distance from Sy to Bye This can be ordinary physical distance, 

: but more generally it is "ideal" distance, not necessarily 

@fi satisfying any properties oglefmetric. For example, if the 

prevailing wind blows from Sy to S, then g(gl,ez) may be 

small compared to h(sz,sl). The function g:H x H x reals -+ 

reals appearing in (7) has the interpretatiofi?yig(rl,r ¢X) is 
thejcost imposed on a person of type x, by a person of type r 

=1 
at distance X Erom Ty
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The limit of g(rl,rz,x) as x + o represents the "absolute" 
preference of X, for the existence or nonrexistence of r In . 
general one expects g(rl,rz,xfzto decline 1n absolute value as 

X increases, since "neighborhood effects" become attenuated 

with distance. But the decline may not be monotonic. There 

-are two very general motives embodied in the variation of g with 
distance: "sociability" on the one hend and dislike of crowd= 

ing on the other. The latter motive is reflected in a sharp 

pgpking of positive cost at very small distances. “Sociability‘fixfl 

is a complex motive whxch may be further analyfied into gregars 

iousness per se, sexual and famillel motives, desire for 

religious communion, for exchange;cf goods and services, for 

information acquisition, etc. It is reflected in a negative 

cost component ;hteh increases 1n absolute value as distance 

declines. Together, these compbnents will usually yield a 

function g(gl,gz,fi)?which,‘forfgiven‘gl,:gz,fwill attain a 

minimum at some positive "optimal" distance 5.%/ Observers have 

noted characteristic nationai(differences in these preferred 

distances.? 

The foregoing discussion indicatee that the objective 

function (6) may be a rlausible representation of distance 

preferences. However, (6) is not adequate for the related but 

distinct component of density preferences. This refers to such 

things as preferences concerning total population, or ccng 

eerning rural vs. urban living. (The latter in turn may stem 

from more ultimate preferences concerning the clean air, unf 

hurried pacesand closeness to nature of rural living vs. the 

f
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variety, culture and "bright lights"™ of the city). That (6) 

is not adequate to represent density preferences is clear from 

the observation that multiplication of u by a constant ¢ 

multiplies (6) by 92. Thus there is no way to represent the 

preference for an intermediate density level over a higher or 

lowefi): | 

There are various ways to remedy this defect. The simplest 

is to convert the hocheneofis quadratic form (&) into a non- 

homogeneous form by“;ddingfa term linear in yu, converti;g (5) 

into FJQ G ?Ll; 31 24 

| (.1:%) 
J £ d(uxp) + I £' du, +8) 
HXSXHXS HxS 

for some given functioh £':H x S + reals. (Conversely, (&) 

indicates ;Lgeneral method for introducing non}iinearities into 

linear objective functions. In the transportation problem of 

chapters 7 and 8, fct example, we studiously avoided taking 

eccount of congestion phenomena. This could be done by adding 

a term of the form;(é)hlfiwithué x B in place of H x §%—fto the 

objective function; obtaining (8). The "kernel" function f 

should be positive definite. This converts the measure- 

theoretic linear trogram into a measure-theoretic guadratic 

program.)*\ 
s 

i v 

~Density preferences vary greatly, from Daniel Boone at one 

extreme to Samuel Johnson on the other.6
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A 

et now turn to the question, how does the cost function 

g(fll¥2'x) vary with“r1 and r,? Liking or disliking can be 

directed toward other persons qua individuals — relatives, 

lovers, friends, enemies)— or ggg_fiembexs of groups ethnic, 

religious, occfipational/or income groups, women, children, etc. 

Both of these situations can be handled formally; the first by 

making distinctions among people-types which are sufficiently 

fipe for the particular individuals in question to be disZ 

tinguishable from all othere;ethe second by takingvg(:l,rz,x) 

constant over.xl € E, where fi is, say, the set of people-types 

coméZ%i%ég a certain ethnic‘group, for a given Yyr X, indicating 

that the attitude °f,52 isfthe same toward all abmbers of group 

20 the 

person whose preferenceetare represented by<3(51'52'§)‘ 

Attitudes wh%ehnare~co@fion to ezgroup E are reflected in the 

fact that g(r,,r,,x) is constant over r, ¢ §:1for given ry, X; 

while attitudes wh&eh;aee-idiosyncratic to somzrindividual can 

be represented by making sufficiently fine distinctions. 

For simplicity, assume that H can be partitioned into a 

finite number of sets, Eysee.,E . such that 

glr,,xy,%) = gy, T, %) 

$ 

whenever ry and x; both belong to the same set Eyv and_;_g2 and 

x, botfl\belong"to the same set Ej‘ We may then simply speak of 

the attitfide of group Ej toward croup gi, as reflected in the 
pe
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cost function g in (9). (The terminology "group EJ“ is con— 

venient but slightly inaccurate; we should say "the set of 

people whc —~ at time t - are of types in Ey 3 e 

The costs that arlse from a group's assoclation with 

itself may be positive or negative. Perhaps the most common 

case is where cost is negative, becoming gre;ter in absolute 

value as distance shrinks (down to some point at which congest 

L Y » g tion becomes serious). ~That-is, there is mutual attraction: 
J o 

"fifirds of a feather flock together"., But mutual repulsion 

also occurs. Borrowing a term from ethology, .this phenomenon 

may be called "territoriality."zf An example would be 

competitors for some economic or political niche: “?his town's 

not big enough for both of us."” (Note, however, that the 

tendency for competing firms to spread oct spatially can arise 

as an indirect result of responses to local price variations. 

We need not invoke any direct repulsive forces to explain this 

phenomenon, cf. saejian 1 be&ewiQ% 

The costs of asscciation between different groups may 

again be positive or negative. One common pattern is where 

attraction depends on the degree of "similarity" of groups, 

"similarity" being a composite of "distances" on several socic? 

economic dimensions: race, religion, language, occupation, 

income, ete. fsimilar“ groups may find themselves mutually 

attracted (an extension of the'"birds~cf-a-feather“ phenomenon) , 

while repulsion is greater, the greater the "dissimilarity" or 

"social distance" between groups (the phenomenon of xenophobia).
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On-the-other-hand, -there—are some dissimilarities which are 

attractive, the most notable being a difference in sex. Finally, 

the pattern need not be symmetric: group~§i may be attractive 

to Ej while gj is repulsive to Ei‘ Feéeegegeiey a low-status 

group Ej may try to liveLcear a high-status group Ei' while Ei 

flees from Ej 
.t 

One important modification of the above ideas ts—workh- 

-noting. Phis is where the continuous scale of distances x 

collapses into a dichotomy, which we may call ”association and 
-efl 

"nonjassociationrr For example, the cost whieh x, imposes on 

o may depend only on whether they live in the same town or=net, 
R N <. 

and not on the physical distance between them. Here "association" 

means living in the same town. One might instead have "house”, 

"neighborhoog" or "country" in place of "town". There is also 

a noéiepatial interpretation{m\association“”%an mean -belonging 

to the same -organization, which might be a family, a firm, a 

union, a political party, etc. That is,__:;1 imposes a cost (or 

benefit) on x, iff they both belong to the organization in 

question.g/ 

angtmue now turn to quite a different situatlon ;%eee 

again leads to a cost function of the form (4)9 the layout 

problem. Consider an industrial process consisting of n 

activities, ql,...,qn. A total (ideal) weight Of'yiilis to 

flow from activity qi to activity qj ?here are m possible 

sites, sl,...,s » at which activities may be located. The 

(ideal) distance from s, to §} is given bY‘§5&° Thus, if 9 
b
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is located at sk' end qIJ at sz, this pair gnnerates a trans— 

portation flowflwhech costs wij K4 (plus Wjith in the opposite 

direction). In general, there may be fracti:;s of an activity 

assigned to a site. If xik is the fraction of activity qi 

assigned to s *k' the total tranSport cost incurred with this 

layout is 

Y1970 X (10) — e wte - s 

quadruply summed over i,j = l,...yn and 5;& = ljeee,m. A 

typical problem is then to minimize (l@)f(perhaps augmented by 

terms linear in x), subject to all activities being allocated, 

=ik 
e 

constrained to equal 0 or l.g’ 

The restriction to a finite number of activities and sites 

is somewhat artificial. The measure~theoretic generalization 

is similar to the allotment-assignment problem. One is to 

find an assignment measure yu on (8 x @, Z§ x Zq) to minimize 

o\ el / y b o 
\ 91l 

W(qllq2)h(51132) [u‘dsltdql) x u(dszldqz)] (1’“11) 
(s. xnl)x(szxaz) 

%%”CQ Here Sl and S2 are replicas of §, 9 and gz are replicas of Qr 

W(ql'qz) 1s;the mass which is to flow from activity q;, to Qg0 

per unit level of each; h(s1 2) is the distance from 8, to Sye 

The constraints include the specification of u", the right 

marginal of u (this is the allotment which defines the industrial
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f ,‘; d 

process in question);ialso areal capacity constraints, perhaps 

integeé&alue constraints, etc. When Z and Z are both fifiite, 

(11) reduces to (10). swtm%e“glear Ehet (11) is a special case 

14
 

of the quadratic form (4) , in which the integrand £ has the 

factored form y-@. 

Consider the special case of (11) in which h(s,,8,) = 1 if 
8) = 85, and = 0 if,§1 # 8,. This is the formal representation 

of the "essociation" Vs, “no@fiessociation" dichotomy mentioned 

above, ~£et;ee spell this outD -We reinterpret y(gl,gz) as an 

interaction cost between activities 9 and qz, which comes infio 

effect iff the activities are aesociated - that is, in this 

.case, co#lccated at the same site. 1In the Reiter-Sherman model,} 

a term linear in p is tacked on to the quadratic; and plants \ 

must be assigned to sites ("cities") in all-or-none fashion, so 

that we have a quedratic integer programfig/ Without the.linear 

term it clearly does not matter to which particular cities the 

various plants ane assigned, but only how they are associated 

with each other.; We have in this case a problem of optimal 

partitioning, which is convehiently reformulated in abstract 

terms as followeg Given measure space (2, Z,u), and measurable 

function £:A x A;+ reals, choose a measurable partition 

{gl,...,gg} of A to minimize | = 
a5 | v 50 

"L 
N | 

N i ' Y I CE duRp) 4,0+ [ £, dluxp) ¢ 
A B B, Bx
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For example, A may be the space of]activities:%gf and f the 

function w as above; i is the given allotment measure (written 

u" aboveb Ay is the set of activities coilocated at site LI 

etc. Or A may be physical Space;;fi,)and the problem may be one 

of optimal partitioning into administrative or electoral 

vyf’ districts. Or A may be some realm of objects, such as bio= 

Af logical specimens, whicn have to be classified.%%’ 
\t )@ n oW 1z { 

LB Leéaaemaewmtuznste'a dlfferent — land somewhat more 

traditional)< point of view; ~We=mew think of the general loca- 

tion problem in terms ofvgépilities, andptran5portation flows 
  

among them. Facilities come in many forms: factories, 

stores, warehouses, residences, places of entertainmeat, schools, 

churches, hospitals, police stations, etc, It is sometimes 

useful to think of neighborhoods, or even entire cities, as 

single facilities. Facilities ars places at which variocs 

resources congregate to participate in activities. As a rule, 

a facility will have a mcre;or-less permanentfihcapital-plant"fl* 

of structures, equipment and inventories specialized for the 
) 

particular activities carried on there; but in limiting cases 

the facility provides little more than a meeting place for 

people to feregether and interact. Thus euditm:z.ums.L or even 

street corners or Open fields, would be facilities from this 

point of view. 

In the course of participating in activities at facilities, 

resources are created, destroyec)and transformed (as indicated
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by their itineraries and transmutation paths). Transportation 

effects a rearrangement of tpé?resource "bundles" at the 

various facilities into other oondlesffigt other fecilities. 

The itinerary of any one person takes the form of a sequence 

of alternative "flights"™ and "perchings?,p The latter represent 

sojourns at various facilities for various time-intervals; the 

fo:mer represent intervals of transit from one facility to 

another. It is convenient to distinguish routine from 3955; 

routine patterns of movement in a given itinerary. The simplest 

case of routine movement is that of a periodic itinerary;~ethat 

“is, there is a number x > 0 such that : 

g(t) = g(t + x) 

" for all t in a certain time>interval. Here g(t) is one's 

location at instant t, and x is, say, 24 hours., More generally, 

w;routine' can be interpreted in a statistical sense, character< 

ized by the average frequency with which one visits a given 

site, the average fraction of one's time spent at that site, 

etc., provided these averages settle down.approximately to 

constants over some long timelinterval. Routine movements may 

be called commuting, using that term to refer not only to the 

shuttling between home and work} but to all trips between|places 

that one visits routinely. Noqiioutine mogemente may be called 

migration, and we may distinguish partial migration, in which 

one changes some% but not allfi of the places one.visits routinely 

(e.g.;changing place of employment while keeping the same
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residence), from full migration, injwhich one changes to a 

disjoint set of sites visited routinely (e.g. long=-distance 

movement, involving a complete turnover of one's nlaces of 

residence, work, recreation, etQ'{§;/ 

What are the costs (or benefits) arising in this "facilities" 

point of view? These fall into two broad categoriess those 

associated with the transport flows between facilities, and 

those associated with the facilities themselves. Transport 

costs have already been discussed, and are much simpler in 

structure than facilit;;e costs (a reflection of the sifiblicity 

of structure of physical Space, S, or Space-Time, § x T, 

compared with the space of activities,wgg. ‘Let—us, then, turn 

to the latter. g 

fFiestrconeider the preferences of a sihgle agent over 

different commuting patterns. (We do not discuss migration as 

defined above.) Aspects of preference will include the 

frequency of visitation at various sites, the lepgth of sojourn 

at-these-sites, the activities which—are geing-en at these sites, 

and the agent'eh;éle in them.%%” These preferences,\in turn, 

reflect a blend of underlying motives, among which fiay be 

listed: changes in the agent's wealth resulting from participa- 

tion in activities, including monetary gains and losses (e.gw 

admission charges, service fees, wages{)and changes in the 

value of his property, including the “human capital” embodied 

in the agent himself; association with other participating 

agents; the enjoyment or suffering of the agent when partici- 

pating in these activities.
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The agent wille,inugeneralfi\be concerned about what goes 

on in a wider class of facilities than those he actually 
1l (L 

visits$ (for several reasons. First of=all, what goes on else3 

where affects the value of the ogtion he has to v1$it them.14 
L(J 

  

1, he may have financial interests in other facilities, 

or their operation may indirectly affect his wealth, (e. g.;by 

influencing prices). Third, he may have general values concernt‘ 

ing what types of activities should or should not exist. 

(This last aspect of preference might be represented by an 

integral such as (3) abevegif | 

Leteas now compare this fifacilitiee“ approach with the 

"pollution" approech discussed at-Ytength above. To illustrate 

the essential differences, consider an industry consisting of | 

a number of identical plants scattered over the landscape, each 

plant charging an identical mill price for its product. X 

Yo given agent,-let—us suppose, is affected by this industry in 

two ways: ‘fie buys its product and suffers its pollution. The 

cost of the latter is obtained by a weighted summation over 

the plants; The cost of the former, however, depends only on 

distance to the nearest plant,. (If price varied from plant 

to plant, cost would still depend on the single most advantaz 

geously located plant)f} There is an extra degree of freedom 

for the agent inva'”facilityfi fiodel,;in that he may choose to 

interact arately with the various‘parts of his environment, 

whereas interaction is fixed by relative locations in 
e\ *\ 

pollution models. (In more elaborate pollution" models one
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can introduce options of creating barriers to various kinds of 

interaction, options which are in a certain sense dual to the 

**facilitide“ options of choosing transport flows.) 

N\ 9.2. some Informal Models 

The rest of this chapter wili;he devoted to spelling out 

‘the implications of some of these preference patterns under 

suitable constraints. In the following sections we develop a 

number of formal models. Most of these are 3facilities" 

models, and, indeed, transportation costs enter as an essential 

ingredient in all efwthem,v.To balance the picture, this sec- 

tion will present an informal nop#rigorous discussion of some 

‘%\pollutigo"-type models. We have divided the subject this way 

because we found thex“facilities“ models much easier to 

formalize than the\'pollution‘”models. Presumably one reason 

Son-this is that the Dfacilithds? models bulld on a long tradi~ 

tion of theoretical work in location theory (W. Launhardt, 

Q: Weber, A. LBsch,négfgi.), while the "pollution" models lack 

this background. . 

Let-us consider first the results stemming from attractions 

and repulsions among people as represented in a cost function 
(\. 

of type g(rl,rz,x) (cf. LI) of-section=3)., We assume that 
= 

attraction or repulsion intensifies as distance decreases}? 

{formelly, Ig(rl,rz,r)l is a decreasing function of x for given 

Tye rzgi-except for very small distances at which congestion 

effects may overcome attraction. With this assumption, people
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try to reduce their distance from other distant attractive 

people, and increase their distance from other repulsive 

people. 

New,pthe distance between oneself and others can be 

affected either by changing one's own location, or by inducing 

others to change their locations (or inducing them to remain 

where they are). Actions of both types are “of importanee. 

fietees first examine the effects of people changing their own 

locations. ’ 

If all people were mutually attracted, and no other 

aspects of preference existed, they would pile up in a gigantic 

t-keap. Taking account of the inevitable congestion effects, 

equilibrium would occur at some intermediate spacing, where the 

congestion gradient just balances the attraction gradient (cf. 

Schopenhauer's porcupines; note } abeove). This may be taken as 

a very crude model of "big-city" life. (Recall that attraction 

among people stems not merely from sociability but also from the 

economic advantages that result from proximity; the latter are 

probably more important in the explanation of the growth of 1 

large citiesi%_ Conversely, if all people were mutually repelled/‘ 

and again no.other forces were in operation, they would tend 

to spread unéégrmly over the available surface. 

Now suppose theifibirds—of~a—featherm”pattern prevails. 

Specifically, suppose people can be partitioned into_§ types, 

such that there is mutual attraction within each type which is
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stronger than any attraction between types. Then the people 

of each type would indeed tend to."flock together"™ into N 

communities or neighborhoods. If there is also mutual attrac- 

tion between types, these communities will tend to settle near 

each other to form a “superfcommunitfl*, If there is mutual 

repulsion, the N communities will isolate themselves. If 

there are both attractions and repulsions between types, we 

may get several isolated super:communities. More complicated 

patterns can arise if "attraction® is not transitives, Suppose 

groups A and B,Q and also B and Cfi%are mutually attracted, while 

A and C are repelled. An equilibrium might involve A and C 

settling on opposite sides of 3.15, 

How do these preferencelpatterns work themselves out in 

the context of areal capacity limits, leading to land scarcity 

and a real-estate market? Start with an initial noniequilibrium 

distribution of population. Suppose?there is a disc having a 

relatively high initial concentratio;wof group E, which exhibits 

high mutual “birds—of-a—feather"rattraction. Members of group 

E will then be afilling to pay more for locations near this disc 

than nonrmembers, because the proximity of their compatriots 

makes these locations desirable for members but not nontmembers. 

The initial concentration will then tend to snowball as more g 

group E members outbid nonimembers and move in. The otherf 

groups are acting in a similar manner, so that a process’of 7 

mutual segregation occurs.
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This account is oversimplified in several respects. If 
there are several initial concentrations of group E} the larger 
concentrations may gain at the expense of the smaller, eventual~ 

= ly with all group E members ending up near one of the original 
concentrations, the others being abandoned, If there are 
p031tive migration costs which must be balanced against gains 
of relocation, the Segregation process may not go to completion. 

Consider next the internal structure of one of these 
Segregated neighborhoods. The centrality-peripherality index 
of a location‘sa is given by 

O o it 

sfl:“& 
,": | , o (g;-;eg)) (ds) . “1) 

Here u gives the spatial distribution of the group in question: 
u(F) is the number of group memners in region F h(s,s ) is 
the distance from location ‘s to so, and g(x) is t?ebtenefit to 
a group member from another member at distance X. 

(1:7) 
the same as g in #H oi sectiee-l with the first two arguments 

&Sg in (1) is 

set equal to the type.of the group in question, and ‘with sign 
reversed to make attraction regd positive. Note that Stewartts 
potential is a special case of (1), with g(x) = 1/x. See %fi;&é 

aEeves) fl(l) 'is an index of "generalized closeness"to the 
group. Points of higher centrality are more desirable for 

group members, so that land values will tend to be higher and 
densities greaterfl\than at more peripheral points. The whole 
pattern is not unlike that of a Thiinen system, although the 

latter arises from a different structure of preferences and
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constraints. Peripheral land values may be depressed not only 

because these locations are "further" from thefgroup in general,, 

but also because they tend to be "closer" tofiadjacent neighbors 

hoods of different, perhaps repulsive, gronpsf%é/' 

Finally, suppose there are variatiens within the group in 

the intensity otfi%birds-of—a-feather@;preferences. Let s, be a 

centra]f,s\andfls2 a peripherg%;flocatio@, and let r; be a person 

willing to pay a greater differential;for the privilege of 
F 

living at s, rather tham s,, than‘person x, is. Th%& in 

gefleral,‘rl will outbid,rz for;sl, and vice versa for s The 2' 

upshot is that the more central locations tend to be occupied 

by people with more intense group proximity preferences (where 

argument here is essentially the same as that in the competitive 

Thilnen system. | 

Qgtlfis now look more closely at relations between groups. 

Suppose there are twoigroupskxy and ¥, each M member being 

attracted by F members and vile versa. The obvious example is 

males and females,fbut the same situation occurs more generally 

between resource types that are complementagzfi\in the sense 

that they customarily participate together in desired activities: 

pens and ink, needles and thread, locks and keys, cans and can<’ 

openers, lefttand right shoes,’even&}cgpitaih andfifilabor“:in 

general. (;fi the case of inafii?ate resources, the Pattraction®” 

is of course a reflection of the desires of the pfigble who 

control their movements. Note that the male~-female pair is 

N \
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itself a special case of complenentary resource?types). The 

tendency here will be forithe spatial distributions of M and 

F to become identica1;~t§atiis, the proportion of all M to be 

found in any region will be about the same as the proportion of 

all F in that region.~&lsoj —spacingbetweenr adiacen 

members—of-M—to-nmigrate there~ ™ This same process tends to 

concentrate the total mass, | 

Mutual repulsion between groups causes them to separate, 

unless other forces are present lefiding them to maintain 

"antagonistic proximity". There is an interesting middle case 

where A is attracted by B but B is repelled by A. This 

"approach=-avoidance" situation is not uncommon. One case 

already mentioned is when B isznigh-prestige group, A a low- 

prestige group{} A tries to get close to B so that the prestige 

"rubs off" on A; B tries to avoid A so that its prestige is 

not "diluted" by A. Note, by—the-way, that this process 

commonly occurs in Resource spacegggp{as well as in physical 

Space,=8s That is, A not only 'imitates" B's location, but 

imitates B in other traits as well: in clothing, life-style, 

mode of speech@setet;gB may avoid A by "moving" to other less~— 

easily imitated states;pfior;example, by consuminéb“conspicuously”fl~ 

at a level beyond A's means, if the prestige differential is 

based on weaith. If the imitation is successful, the prestige-. 
™\ 

base does indeed become diluted, as when colleges become
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] 
diploma mills or army medalszteg_ me as easy to get as Boy 

Scout badges. Another case arises when A has-a parasitic or 

predatory relation to B. For example, A may be a group of 

criminals who prey upon a group of Vlctlms B. 

In an approach-avoidance situation,,if neither group has 

any control over the movements of the other, equilibrium occurs 

when both groups are ;bout equally spaced throughout the 

available region. For if, say, B has a higher than average 

concentration in some disc, memberslof A outside the disc will 

rush into it, causing the members of B in the disc to rush 

out; a similar argument applies to lower than average concentraZ 
4 

tions of A. 

It is interesting to compare this with the Criminal- 

Victim model of chapter-5, section 8. There the approach= 
avoidance preferences arefexpressed in terms of densities 

rather than distances, and the conclusion is that both criminals 

and victims will be distributed at uniform density in equil 
libfium kfa conclusion that-is similar in tone, if not in 

substance, to the one based on distances. The argument for 

this conclusion 13 essentially the one just given, dressed up 

in formal language to meet the requirements of rigor.ll/ 

An aggsingfcase»whichxis related to this approach-avoidance 

scheme arises from different cultural definitions of proper 

distance ln, say, conversation. Of two people, the one 

preferring*tne smaller distance will keep advancing, and the one 

preferrrng the large distance will keep retreating, as they
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converse., Similar anomalies arise in preferred seating 

distances, furniture arrangement, etc. These situations are 

grist for the mill of 'prox%mics" (footnote 5'ahe#e5. Many 

approach-avoidance situations arise at this individual level; 

one example is unrequited love. ; 

Let us now turn to actions nhich influenée the other 

fellow's location rather than one's own. Pgeferences are 

still expressed by g(rl,rz,x), theycost that a person of tvpe 

r, 1mposes on a person of type r, when the distance from r to] ;ff 

r, is x. In the following analysis, rz influences x by 

inducing ry to move (or refrain from moving). The possible 

cases may be classified by three different dichotomies! Efirst% 

whether ry is attr:ctive or repuisive to rzgfi %eeend, whether 

the action is to induce xr, to gggg to a better location 

(nearer xr, in the case of attraction, further in the case of 
4 

repulSion),%or not to move to a ggggg_location.l Ehird, 

whether the\induce;ent tofr is vol‘ tary or involuntarz. 

(Here "voluntary" is taken to mean that r; is offered a reward 

for compliance with the wishes of r,; "involuntary" is taken 

to mean that ry is threatened with punishment for non;compliance, 

or is physically ccnpelled to comply. This dichotomy is not 

really a strict oee, since the carrot and the stick can be 

combined in a sinqle offer). By combining these dichotomies 

we get 23 = 8;possible cases. We shall illustrate them, 

We first consider voluntary inducements. Actions that 

induce attractive people to move closer to oneself are very 

£
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common. Much advertising falls in this category: tofiattract 

customers, to recruit workers, to entice 1ndustr1es into a 

community or immigrants into a country. L&ext, consider actions 

that induce attractive people to stay when they are tending to 

leave. Big-city establishments have a variety of programs to 

stem the tide of suburbanization of theirfmiddle-class residents 

and conseguent exosion|of their tax basefand political and 

economic support, "urban renewal® bein&jthe most important:{g/ 

Examples of actions that induce repgisive people to move away 

voluntarily are harder to find. gfié action of a duopolist who 

pays off his rival to get out ofiftown would fall in this 

category. An example of an action to keep repulsive people at 

bfly would perhaps be an agreement among Jigopolists not to 

poach in each other's terri*tory. Possibly some support for 

poverty and civil rightséprograms stems from the feeling that 

they will stave off futn;e incursions into one's own neighbors 

hood. If so, this sueport falls in the present category. 

We now turn to involuntary inducements., Actions_that 

compel attractive people to move closer to onescelf are un= 

common., The operation of the fugitive slave law is an 

illustsation,lin that it returned escapees to an exploitative 

relation with their owners, an association whieh the latter 

found attractive. An example of actions that keep attractive 

people from moving away are exit barriers imposed on potential 

/ 
emigrants by certain authoritarian countties % either on 

o
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everyone.}or on persons of special value to the gtate (e.g. 

skilled workers). E 

Now consider actions nhieh compel repulsfive people to move 

away from oneself. These include deportatiq%, exile, and 

expulsion of peopleg from a territory, theflatter typically in 

connection with nation<-formation and expansion. ("Nationalism" 

can be analyzed into a complex of motines of the sort we have 

been considefiing: birds—of-a—featherjattraction toward -onels 

compatriots, and xenophobic revulsion toward others. The new 

ingredient is attachment to one' s;ésacred territorpm, with the 

irredentist demand for exclusive control, and perhaps occupa- 

tionk by ene's compatriots.) At the city level, such programs 

as urban renewal and highway construction often have the in- 

direct effect of making thegcity less attractive to the poor 

and racial minorities, so tnat these programs fall in the 

present category from the:point of view of city dwellers who 

find these groups repulsive. Imprisonment also falls in this 

category. 

Finally, consider actions which compel repulsive people 

to keep their distance frem:eneseif. This is a rich category. 

The institution of,private property itself — in particular, 

private property in land - enables people to keep others at 

bay by prohibitiné trespass. Then there are entry barriers, 

which may take.the form of fences, locks, and other physical 

appurtenancesg but may also take institutional forms such as 

immigration restrictions, exclusive clubs, difficult licensing 
J,‘
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requirements, etc. An interlocking system of institutional 

actions serves to keep the poor, racial minorities)and other 

"undesirables" out of certain neighborhoodsfig largeilot 

zoning, legal harassment, unavailability of mortgages, 

restrictive covenants ~and, finally, violence.lgp 

The following comment will round out this analysis, All 

the actionszco%sidered so far refer to the efforts of x, to 

reduce the cost 5(511F2r§) onchanging distance X, It may 

also be possible to change r; - that-is, to alter the state of 

other people so that they become more attractive (or less 

repulsive) to oneself. Consider the poverty program. From 

the point of view of an affluent supporter, it may be construed 

as an action to change the state of his less fortunate 

neighbors in a direction nnieh reduces the cost to him of crime, 

welfare payments, bad conscience, etc. An extreme instance of 

change of state is to nonrexistence: ;h plain language, x, kills 

r;. (BExecution is a common alternative to exile or imprison- 
7 , 

1t J oref i T 

ment){igrz may also wish to change his own state to one which 

finds other people, and the world in general, more pleasant 

(e.g. by religious practices, or drugs.) 

The erection ofi’narriers, involved in several of the 

action categoriesgdiscussed above, has an interesting double 

effect. 0n”theeenemhand:it tends to prevent moYement of people 

to locations less desired by the agent. 9n=tneiotner;hand it 

alters the ideal distance function itselfs Without moving, 

two people on opposite sides of a new barrier are now farther
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apart in ideal terms. Since the.gi%éwg(?l'Fz'i) refers to 

ideal distance, the level of preference of r, can be)arfiected 

over and above any constraint on the movements of rl.fi lt may 

be, for example, that "good fences make good neighbois not 

because of the physical barriers whieh. they interpose, but 

because of the sense of distance -whieh they conusy. Any number 

of illustrations may be found in the little sgfibolic acts of 

everyday life: labeling.eaexs oossessions, nutting up "do not 

disturb" signs, and,iinrgeneral, steps to insure eas's privacy. 

Similarly, the improvement of tranaportation links has the 

double effect of facilitating movement and reducing the sense 

of distance. Destruction of barriers or transport links have 

effects opposite to their erectiong of course. 

Consider next the effects ogfa differential distribution 

of spacing preferences in the pepulation)l-gay eeefis most pre=- 

ferred distance to one's naarest neighbor. If these are the 

only aspects of preference in operation, and if enough space is 

available, then people will sort themselves out',/j\with people of 

similar spacing preferenées settling relatively near each other, 

the spacing in each separate community being the common most 

preferred spacing ogfthe people in that community. Thus 

"urbanites" will séttle together with relatively small distances 

between neighbors, and "ruralites" will settle together with 

relatively lar&e spacing between neighbors. WNote that, al- 

though people of similar preferences settle together, this does
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not stem from any "birds~of-a-feather" preference patterng 

Indeed, people are assumed to be indifferent to the preferences 

per se of their neighbors. j 

A similar result obtains if preferences are in terms of 

most preferred densities rather than spacing. —%gainfipeople of 

similar density preferences will tend tc settle together,)at the 

common density most preferred by them;i'flseneted_ahoue,_in 

Euclidean space, density preferencesgare not very different 

from spacing preferences, but in mere general spaces the two 

are independent. ffifiv hole 17), ; : 

\vaZ§n interesting variant of{tnese patterns is where each 

person has a preference ordering over the size of the community 

he lives in. People again sort themselves out, but now in 

terms of size clusters ratner‘than spacing or density. If the 

number of people most preferring to live in a community of 

size N is an eract multiple of N for each N = 1,2,..., then 

all preferences can be optimized simultaneously. 

  

/we now turn to a. class of models whieh again lead to the 

sorting out of people of similar preferences, although they 

are quite different.in structure from those discussed above. 
L o "-‘o‘ A »(c 

  

: facility models, and the 

sorting out occurs by people migrating to the vicinity of 

facilities theyfwish to use heavily. 

~n%gfns beéin with the well-known Tiebout model.zp/vHere 

there are a large number of communities, each run by a political
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entrepreneur — say a city manager. Each of these offers‘a 

fixed bundle of public services, together with a schene for 

financing them. People are fully mobile and knowledgeable,}_ 

and migrate to the community whose services-financing bundle 

best suits their tastes. ‘ 

For-example, people with a strong taste for public services 

in-general will move to communities in which the level of 

services (and the accompanying financial burden) is high, and 

vice versa for those with a weak taste for -public services, 

Families with aw%argelnnmterwof children will tend to migrate 

to communities with a strong educational program, People with 

no children will tend to avoid sucnfcommunities to escape the 

tax burden. The poor will tend to move to communities with 

generous welfare programs; the affluent will tend to avoid 

them. ufi 

Suppose community A is nore efficient than community B, 

in the sense that A provides a larger bundle of services for 

the same financial burden,;or the same bundle of services for 

a lesser burden. Then people will tend to migrate from B to A. 

In this way efficiency;is "rewarded" by attaining a larger 

constituency. (The inefficiency offlg may stem from several 

sources: managerial{incompetence, corruption, poorer city 

layouty) ete.) ; 

We make several comments to place this model in a more 

general perspe?tive.‘“Firstwefwallvkthe same logic applies to 

"private" asffiell as to "public" services. We need not discuss 
# 

7 
J 
7
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here the vexedfiquestion of how best to define the concept of 

#?“publich service, Whether we take this to mean a service 

provided via the political process, or one uhieh provides 

joint benefits for technological reasons, or from which people 

cannot be "excludedx,;or waichwenters simultaneously into 

several people's preference orders (these concepts are neither 

exclusive nor exhaustive[#the same logic applies. The only 

exception is the limiting case of a serviceiwhose benefit 

~requires no access —-@heeeis, benefit isiindependent of one's 

location ~bfor such a service providesfno incentive to migrate. 

Few if any services approach this ligiting casef?;“ All other 

cases impel people to move toward the source of the service, 

and thus promote the sorting»out process discussed above. 

Consider now a private“ (or at worst "semlvpubllc") 

service@\ religion. Suppose various denominations build 

churches at various places« People will then tend to move 

toward a church of their’chosen”denomination. Thus each church 

will tend to be surrounded by its particular patrons, just as 

each "city hall" of‘the Tiebout model becomes surrounded by 

clients for the particular bundle of services it provides. 

(Agnostics will move away from all churches, as the land around 

them gets bid wp in valuefig Similarly, the opening of various 

places of entertainment will sort out the various clienteles by 

taste -;nicnbrows to the opera, lowbrows to the bowling alley, 

ete. A distribution of stores,flsome selling 1uxuries, some 

necessitiesg;tends to sort people out by income level, A
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distribution of stores selling "soul" products. tends to sort - 

people eut by ethnic group. 

Nature itself provides a basis for this sorting-out process 

by furnishing a diversity of environments.'.Insofar as some 

people prefer hilly country and some flat, some prefer the 

seashore and some the interior, some prefer sharp seasonal 

contrasts and others uniformity, eto_fi;the same kind of 

selective migration will occur. Someiimes man inadvertently 

accomplishes the same thing. Thus,gsince pollution tends to 

bhe more severe in urban areas, weffipuld expect that rural-to- 

urban migration is selective of those who are relatively less 

averse to pcllution.g;/ 
\ ¥ 
;:\)_A second point to-note in connection with these models is 

that there is generally a feedback effectps The distribution of 

people affects the distribution of facilities as well as vice 

versa. Consider the Tiebout model, where we now drop the 

assumption that the services-financing bundle for any community 

is fixed. Instead, we assume more realistically that this 

bundle responds to thefpreferences of the residents of the 

community. We now claim that this feedback process leads in 

the direction of greater differentiation among communities in 

the bundles they offer. To—illustrate, suppose two cities, A 

and B, start out with fairly similar programs — say A has a 

slightly stronger educational program, with taxes a bit higher, 

than B. Thus there is a weak tendency for families with many 

children to move to A from B, and families with no children from
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A to B. But this movement changes the residency composition 

at A in a direction more favorable to educational expenditure, 

at B in a direction less favorable. Voter influence will then 

tend to widen the initial difference between the two programs. 

This in turn strengthens the tendency to selective migration, 

-and so we have a snowball effect ("positive feedback"):%i/ 

The same differentiating effect arises from feedback in 

the case of private facilities., When cojreligionists settle 

in a relatively compact region, this encourages more and bigger 

churches of that defioaination to be builtfthere, which in turn 

encourages further ié@igration of parishoners (and oué@igration 

of others as land values rise). The ihcathering of an income, 

or occupational, or ethnic group encourages the founding of 

facilities catering to the special;tastes of that group, which 

in turn encourages further innigration and sorting out. 

This differentiation process arises in nontspatial contexts 

as well. A magazine with a good sports section may acquire a 

clientele especially interested in sports, which encourages it 

to expand this section, attracting still more buyers with 

this taste,—-ete.; it may end up specializing completely in 

sports. A religious sectiwith a particular slant on doctrine 

or ritual may acquire adherents pushing it still farther in 

this directiong fl political party with a mild ideological 

slant may attract zealots pushing it to a more extreme position,”ij 

‘Qfi/fl etaiafl mhereearevmefeeeurse,‘other forces pullimg in the
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opposite direction: the Hotelling argument just footnoted, 

mass advertising, the setting of national standards. Nonethe— 

less, there are powerful tendencies militatgég-againstvthe 

‘dead uniformization of culture whieh-is claimed by John Keats 

to-be-the-result-of automobile-inducedJmobilitQJ%gfa 

Another consequence of this feedback phenomenon is the 

clustering of facilities catering to a common clientele. Sup- 

pose that facility A attracts patrons of tYpelg, leading them 

to concentrate near A. This concentration may induce facility 

A', which is also heavily patronized by people of type B, to be 

built near A, The proximity of A and A' does not arise from 

any direct economic linkage between them, but from the fact 

that, in both,striving to be closegto_p, they necessarily get 

close to each other. The same phenomenon of indirect linkage 

can arise via several intermediage direct linkages. 

One example of this is thegclustering of facilities by 

the typical income level of thgir clients. Second-hand stores, 

pawnbrokers, "numbers" runnergz brothels, and low=-quality 

housing show similar locatioéal patterns, since these are afi 

facilities catering to 1ow-income clients. Similarly, trades 

of a particular type will d%ten cluster. A shoe store may find 

it advantaceous to open near other shoe stores,sbecause these 

other stores provide the ;external economy" of attracting a 

pool of potential shoe buye;s. 1 / 

The contrast between thesexkfacilitieé‘ models and the 

N*pollution-attractionfwmodels discussed previeusly should be
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stressed. Similar people congregate in facilities models{ngt 

because they are attracted to each other, but because they are 

attracted to a common group of facilities. meeiiiestrate, 
iguppose that of three peoplg, A, B, and C, the,first two have 

a strong taste for government services, while*% prefers low 

taxes; at the same time, B and c are mutual friends, while 

between A and B, and A and C there is indifference. The 

facilitees models stress the tendency for A and B to settle 

near each other, while the preceding models stress the tendency 

of B and C to settle near each other.%fi’ 

&szhese observations raise some doubts as to the adequacy of 

the critique of Tiebout's model bywSamuelson.\,/ In arguing that 

Tiebout's model does not produce an arrangement which is 

optimal in any ethical sense, Samuelson adduces an analogous 

"free market" in marriages, in'which more desirable boys pair 

off with more desirable girls. But this is a mutual-attraction 

model and the analogy is faise5 According to Tiebout people 
‘are attracted to facilitigs, not to each other., The facilities 

e themselves, unlike spousés, have no satisfaction levels.28 

‘"""'—“‘";?Tiée;as now changefour perspective;;and see how the ideas 

of/this section mightfhe harnessed to erplain a real-world 

phenomenon: the formation of urban ne_gwhorhood with particular 

reference to differentiation by income. The discussion here is 

"synthet:r.c"",{é in that we adduce whatever motives seem plausible, 

in contrast to ‘the preceding "analytic" approach in which oné’ 

examines some simple motive in isolation and see$ where it
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leads. (Consequently, the next few paragraphs are even more 

impressionistic than the preceding ones.) 

- Start from the Thiinen framework of chapter 855’Here,!ene 

recalls, the desire to get close to the center ofitown to save 

on transport costs leads to a competition for spaceh¥and 

increasing land costs as one approaches the ce;nter. l'rhis leads 

to the formation of "rings" of land uses concentric with the 

center of town. People with similar tastes and incomes tend to 

locate at about the same (ideal) distance x from the center. 

If the metric is Euclidean, each "ring?gwill be a geometrical 

annulus, the region between two concentric circles. 

Nextfi\suppose that facilities catering to this taste- 

income stratum will be attracted to:its vicinity and so settle 

at about distance x from the center. (A more refined argument 

would note that Thiinen forces operate on'facility locations 

also, so that the characteristic distance might be rather dif< 

ferent from x). If there are many identical facilities of a 

certain type, no problem arises: They space themselves é;séaiy 

uniformly around the annuius. But if cost and demand are such 

that there is "room" forijust one or two such facilities, the 

Thiinen ring structure cannot be an equilibrium. People will 

tend to crowd round the facilities, breaking up the annulus 

into a few blobs of more compact shape. Feedback from this 

movement to the location of facilities accentuates the tendency 

for the ring structure to disintegrate.gg/ Suppose'now that 

““birds-of—a—feathergmattraction exists among the members of
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this taste-income stratum. This again tends to pull the 
= CohnpnCT 

Thinen ring into a more edizgular shape. 

There is a characteristic interaction between these_forces 

and the Thilnen forces. Suppose we start with a pure Thiinen 

equilibrium,land suddenly introduce mutual attraction:among the 

members of a certain stratum. To get closer to each other, 

this group will choose smaller residences. This means that the 

ideal weight of their residential land uses will rise; hence, 

by the weight-falloff condition, this group will relocate closer 

to the center of town. Similarly, if mutuyal repulsion suddenly 

develops, the group will choose larger residences to keep each 

other at bay. This makes their chosen;land uses lighter, so 

they locate farther out than beforef; Th%s we may say that, 

holding other things such as incomei family size, ethnic 

affiliation, etc., constant} moré‘sociagle people will live 

closer to the center of town than less sociable people. 

These arguments have beeh framed in the context of a 

Euglidean metric. Suppose,instead that there is a system of 

high=-speed arterial roads;converging on the center of town. 

The Thiinen "rings" are‘then no longer annuli,_but extend in 

starfish fashion intofthe hinterland along each artery (page 

P ;niii_aboueli How introduce facilities or mutual attraction. 

The shape of a neighborhood resulting from the operation of 

these forces would;appear to be not circular, but elongated 

along the arterials. That is, the "starfish" tendency of the 

Thilnen rings becomes accentuated, and the resulting neighborhoods 
Z
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take on a "sectoral" pattern along the arterials, as in the 

idealized descriptions of -Homer Hoyt.QQ’ On:thewother“hand, 

suppose the road pattern stresses high-speed circumferential 

routes (such as Route 128 around Boston). Neighborhoods under 

mutual attraction will then tend to elongate along these 

routes. But the original Thunen rings are already elongated 

in this way. We conclude that the presence of low-cost 

circumferential routes tends to moderatevthe disruption of the 

Thilnen annular pattern caused by facilities or neighborhood 

attraction, while the presence of low-ggst arterial routes 

tends to accentuate the disruption. f 
\ 

o o) We mention one more phenomenon whieh applies to the 
) 

Tomart? 

segregation of neighborhoods by income level. The fact that 

person A is not in general indifferent to the quality of 

housing maintained by his neighbér B has been noted by Davis 

and Whinstonig}"They go on to argue that this external effect 

leads to general undermaintenaéce,‘in‘the sense that everyone 

would simultaneously be in a'more ;referred position if main- 

tenance expenditures were inéreased a bit on all housing. 

‘There is,}however, a more subtle effect whieh also follows from 

this external effect. A wealthy man 1s, in general, willing to 

spend more money for the same quality improvement than a poor 

man i&s. Thus he will spend more on a house, more to maintain 

it, and more to live next door to a well-maintained house than oo 

atpoorly maintained heuee Thus rich men not only choose to 

live gn_higher quality housing, but choose to live near such
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housing as well. But, by this very token, a rich man will 

tend to live near other rich men. By the same-token the poor 

will live near each otherig-not because they are attracted to 

each other, but because they cannot afford not to do_so. We 

conclude that this housing neighborhood effect leadsjto 

segregation by income )32~ fi; 

Finally, we mention briefly one important dimension~mhich 

has been ignored in the preceding models —»indeed, throughout 

this bookfipnamely, changes in preferences that arise from 

one's experiences. There is a definitionai{problem‘here. If 

one sits down to a meal hungry and gets up satigged, it is 

possible to say either that one 's taste for food has been 

(temporarily) downgraded by the experience of eatinggsor that 

preferences are over the various possrble time—patterns of 

eating and fasting, and that the hunger-satiation ‘cycle does 

not s1gnif# a change of tastes, but merely a carrying out of 

one's most preferred timelpattern. From this second point of 

view, the term "change of preference“ is to be reserved for 

changes in the preferencefordering of the time~patterns themS 

selves. In either caseg‘time enters in an essential way. 

Thus, instead offitonsidering mere attraction or repulsion 

- of one person by another,_as we did above, we may consider 

preferences oversthe fraction of one's time, 8, spent in the 

presence of thatfother person. ("Attraction" may be taken to 

mean that © egl is preferred to 6 = 0., Clearly some inter% 
) 

# 

mediate 6-1evel might be preferred to either extreme.) For
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preferences of this sort, "equilibrium” cannot be’adequately 

expressed in terms of mere spatial arrangement@; Itineraries 

must be specified, and there is a synchronization problem to 

assure that each pair of itineraries are oofipresent the proper 

fraction of the time, P 

Going-a-step—-further, in some casesgeven the fractional 

time;exposure ® is not a sufficient deséription of preferred 

time-patterns. Rather, the duration‘ef uninterrupted associaZ 

tion is crucial. 1In activities suchfas eating a meal, seeing 

a movie, or getting an operation,fthe completion of the activity 

is of importance, and this requires a sufficiently long time~" 

intexrval. "Equilibrium" here ihvolves an even more delicate 

synchronization problem amongfitineraries. 

Among the dynamic tastejpatterns that occuffiin connection 

with the use of facilities, we may note fatigue patterns and 

deprivation patterns, Ajfatigue pattern is one in which conS 

tinued use of a facility = [or the goods and services associated 

with it )— diminishes one's desire for further use, at least 

temporarily. ("Strength of desire”" might be measured 

objectively by the money one is willing to put up for, say, one 

minute's use of the facility)., This includes satiation of 

appetites, the demand for novelty and adventure, the heed to 

"get away fromhit all”) 

A deprivation pattern is one in which prolonged abstention 

from the usegof a facility leads to gradually increasing 

strength offdesire for its use. This may result, for example, 

! / 

.f‘/
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from the depletion of inventories obtained at the last use of 

the facility. (From this point of view, periodic"shopping 

exemplifies a deprivation patternbg Or it may result from the 

accumulation of waste inventories gfii&;\require periodic use 

of waste-disposal facilities, p 

A periodic timefipattern of activities mey be thought of as 

resulting from an interplay of fatigue and‘deprivation patterns; 

the former regulating the duration of each facility use, the 

latter regulating the duration of the interval between succes< 

sive uses of the same facility. | 

These same patterns occur in thefrhythm of interpersonal 

attraction and repulsion. The palling of attraction with 

continued exposure %fl“ familiarity}hreeds oontempt";;'illustrates 

a fatigue pattern, while “absence;makes the heart grow fonder"” 

illustrates a deprivation pattern. 

& %ljfifi;%s now go to the more radical concept of preference Y . : 

\ 

i~ Q 

changefilin which one ”migrates“ £rom one'timeipattern to 

anotherfi\rather than merely ?commuting" within the same timesyfl 

pattern.h In this "irreversible” change one may distinguish two 

dynamic processesanhieh are in a sense opposite to fatigue and 

deprivation,%respectivelyi Extinction refers to a process 

whereby prolonged abstedtion from the use of a facility 

eventually reduces the;strength of desire for its use. The 

interpersonal equivalént is the process whereby a long.peried
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~ ' ! 
period of nontinteraction leads to decay of attraction — "out 

S . Ny 

of sight, out of mind". %% This is the opposite of a depriva- 

tion pattern effect, but the two are not incompatible@ It may 

happen that with prolonged lack of interaction ystrength of 

desire first rises but eventually falls.g 

Habituation is the process wherebysthe use of a facility 

increases the desire to use that facility. This is the 

opposite of a fatigue pattern effect, but again the two are not 

incompatibles; Each incident of use may end in fatigue, while 

an increasing fraction of one's trme is devoted to this facility 

because of habituation. 

  

The following parable will illustrate these processes., 

Two counuflyes, Eastland and Westland have populations whose 

tastes are at first identica; Rice is relatively cheap in 

Eastland, wheat relatively cheap in Westland. As a result, the 

ratio.ef rice/ censumedwto wheat consumed As higher in Eastland 

than in Westland. Habituation and extinction lead to taste 

changes in these countries such that the taste flor rice 

relative to wheat becofies stronger in Eastland than in Westlandfefif 

Thus, even if pricessgecame equal in the two countries at some 

future date, the Eas%landers would still consume more rice 

relative to wheat than the Westlanders. 

The interperSonal equivalent of habituation is the process 

whereby interacting people tend to begome friendly.§/ 

Introduciné preference changes into the preceding models 

leads to complications. Consider the "birds-of-a-feather"
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model ,for-example, in which several groups sort themselves 

out by mutual attraction., Not only will mutually attractive 

people move toward each other} but, by habitnation, people who 
are close to each other tend to become attracted In general, 

then, the find‘q equilibrium distribution c;f people by location and 
sentiment (if it exists) will not be 1ndependent of the initial 
distribution, or of transitory disturhances. Complications of 

this sort must eventually be faced in any adequate model of 

national development, for example.:‘For it appears that the 

present partition of the world into nation-states ;-&he basie 

of powerful sentiments of attraction and repulsion,« has arisen 
in part from "accidental" historical circumstances such as 

military cease-fire linesf§9)g 

9.3. Inter-Plant and Inter=Industry Location 
7 

Consider the followin% layout prohlem. There are m "plants" 

whose location is already fixed, and one is to choose the 

location of an additional n "plants". The total flow of goods 

£rom plant“ ito "plant“ j is given as Wige i,j=1,...,mtn. 

The cost of transporting unit weight from location s8' to s" is 

given as h(s',s"). "Plants" are numbered so that the first m 

have fixed locations, say sl,...,sm The problem,-then, is to 

choose §m+l"“'§m+n s0 as to minimize the total transport 

costs incurred on the flows between all pairs of "plants™, This 

total cost is the sum of the (m + n)? terms
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_le h(sil Sj) ’ -~ 

where i, j run independently from 1 to m + n, 

There are many interpretations of this model Fe—isg cleary. 

first-of-all,-that a "plant" can be any entity which may be 

thought of as located at a single geometrieal point, 1In 

practice, "plants" will be entities whosefsize is very small 

compared with the spatial realm of thehproblem. Thus} in broad 

regional planning, the "plants" may bggentire cities, the 

problem being where to locate n newgéities advantageously in 

    

relation to m existing cities, Or!%on the same scale, a 'plant" 

may be a complex of interrelated %ndustries, the problem being 

where to loaate n new compler&spin relation to m existing ones. 

or plants” may refer to departments in a factory or a university, 

rooms in a house, facilities%in a city, etec. (For -simplicity 

we delete the quotation marks from "plant" from now on.) 

Consider next the meaning of the distinction between the 

fixed locations of plantgtl,...,m and the "variable" locations 

of plants m/:\l,...,m/;fin. One obvious interpretation, the-one S = 

given—above, is thatjthe m plants are already in existence, 

making the cost of moving them prohibitiverk (The plant may be 

fixed by nature; e.&. a mineral depositt)% Another interpreta- 

tion is that we are dealing with a subproblem. That is, al- 

though some or all of these m plants are also not located yet, 

we specify their locations provisionally\and see what these 

imply for the location of the remaining plants and for total 
/" 
-
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costs. sl,...,,sm are now parametersbwand might themselves be‘ 

subject to choice in a second problem. (The rdle ofisuha 

problems will be discussed more thoroughly in'theénext section, 

9.4)) | | 

The numbers Wij and the function‘h are 'ideal" weights 

and distances,‘respectively, and need not have any close o 

resemblance to the corresponding physicalfimagnitudes.f:n;;'nay 

reflect such things as the shipment of goods, the movement of 

people, the flow of mail,’ telephone calls,metc;, from plant i 

to plant j. Furthermore, it will reflect a cumulative weight= . 

ing of flows over time, the weightsfproperly adjusted to take 

account of discounting and changesiin unit transport cost over 

time. All this has been discussed extensively in connection 

with the concept'of land use (chapter 8, sections[2 and/l)_and 

need not be repeated here. 5; . 

A problem does arise,fihowever, as to the nature of the 

"givenness" of w, 13 and h;i The same dual interpretation as was 

given above for §1""Fém applies here. On the one hand, the 

givenness ofrhflmay reflect the fact that the transportation 

system is fixed, andfithe givenness of w4 may reflect technos, 

logical rigiditiesflmhieh force a fixed flow between each pair 

of plants regardless of location. On the other hand, some or 

all of the wij;andflh,may be interpreted parametrically, as 

being themselves subject to choice in a further problem. Thusj;. 

even though the Wij may themselves be subject to choice, we
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may wish to know the optimal location pattern;entailed by some 

(or any) particular choice of these numbers,f In this case we 

are dealing again with a subproblen. JT 

So far we have just been referring tcsplants. But a 

similar problem can be formulated in terms of industries. 

That is, given the location of m industries, and given that 
t 

(ideal) weight Wy is to flow from indnstry i to industry 3, 
ij 

find the location of n other industries to minimize overall 

transport costs. The difference isv,;';that, while the location 

of a "plant" is specified by a single point, the location of 

an "industry" is specified by a fi;asure over Space. #And this 

raises the additional questiona( Given measures Uy and "j for 

the locations of industries i and J, just what is the transport 

cost incurred by the flow from\i to j? TIt=is Clear that the 

"industry" problem invo1Ves;a considerably deeper conceptual 

apparatus than the "plantfjproblem. For this reason we delay 

consideration of it untigithe results of the "plant" problem 

are in; the latter invofives no measure theory. (It is all 

the more remarkable, Ehen, that the main result for the 

"industry" problem fdilows from the main result for the "plant" 

prohlem,was—wemshaliwsee ) 

we have as yet said-nothing about constraints. We shall, 

-in—fact, impose no constraints other than the givenness of 

l""'sm' wij”Pand h. That is, any point of Space is 

eligible to be a plant location.- (This involves very little 

loss of gen%rality,as we shall see). In particular, it is 
/ J _ 

i 

/
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allowable for several plants to co~locate_a£ the same point. 

This coflocation is in fact the very essence of the follow- 
ing results, which we refer to collectifiely as coincidence 

theorems. A coincidence theorem is gfie that states that there 

is an optimal location pattern in gfilch two or more plant (or 

industry) locations coincide. ng?significance of coincidence 

theorems arises from the insighggthey provide into the 

phenomenon of agglomeration, gfié mysterious but pervasive 

tendency for resources to pi;é up into cities, industrial 

V(klppim districts, ete, 387 ;; —— IntevipPlant Localion ¢ 
. “We start with a simpls cases) Space is the real line with 

ths ordinary Euclidean mgtrlc, h(s', s") = |s* - g%k 
- )\/‘«( . & 

ifig*fl Lemma: - Given real numbers sl,...,sm, and w, 1§ i j = 1,...,0¢n, Z _ 

the w’s being non+negative, consider the problem of minimizing 

  

(‘ : C \ S\ o) b s 47 \C,c\ ?m S i Y I\ 
- 2 pod 4 = \ i=1 j=1 wij lsi _5j’ 1) 

g 
2    ¢ \*2 

L2 ’7ovsr real number “Fhere (exists an optimal m+1'. L ,sm-’_n 

fifii solution S‘+1""'sm+;\}n which each of the sfiv jei=1,00.4n, 

coincides with sne of the si, i= lyeee,m. 

  

   

  

& 

»}Jfl.ijgilproofg Say thagfplants ;1"“'ik form a cluster at x o PR e § : - y i et 
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and no other plant is located at x. Now suppose there is an 

arrangement of plants in which some s, . does not coincide 
— 

with any of the fixed positions SyrecerSy Consider the 

effect on (1) arising from moving the cluster to which plant 

m+i belongs; "(@h§£~is, the locations of all plants in this 

cluster are changed simultaneously so that théy remain 

coincident). So long as this cluster doesihot cross the loca=- 

tion of another cluster, it is easily seen that each term in 

(1) — hence (1) as a whole — is 1inear;is_§, the location of 

the-cluster. Hence the cluster may bs~moved in at least one 

direction ;(léft or right;;-without,ihcreasing (1). 

If the cluster in question lieé betasen two otheri?&usters 

move it so that (1) does not incréase; until it comes into 

coincidence with one of its ne%ghboring clusters. If the 

cluster in question is the rigfitmost of all the-clustexrs, move 

it left into coincidence wisfi its neighbor. This again cannot 

increase (1), since the clfister is simultaneously getting 

closer to all other e&a&?hss. (Here is where ¥y > 0 comes 

in.) Similarly, if thefcluster in question is.tfie leftmost, 

move it right into coinéidence with its neighbor, which dses 

not increase (1), 7 

We have shown tasté in any arrangement for which some 

s does not coinéide with any SqreeesSps there is another 
m+i 

arrangement with (1) at least as small, and having one less 

cluster. The argument can be repeated for this arrangement, 

and we see by induction on the number of clusters that there
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exists an arrangement in which each s coincides with some m+i 

SyreeesSyy with (1) for this arrangement/being no greater than 

(1) for the original. f 

But the number of these specialf?rrangements is finite, 

In fact, s can take on at most ms%alues, so the number 
m+1     does not exceed mn. Hence at least one of these arrangements 

must be optimal. 444’” .y 

{ 
; 

i 

\ h 

  

: Cr““ fll_ge now want to generalize thls result from the real line 

\to an arbitrary metric.space%; But a price must be paid for 

this generality: the restr;étion tom= 2. (The case m =1 

is of-eourse trivial, singé;all plants can cdflocate‘with the 

single fixed plant, at a ?otal cost of zerd)., It will be 

convenient to change nofiition slightly, letting so‘and Seo be 
e e 

the given locations, while S1re0e,8, are to be found., In 

view of its applicatiqn to the interindustry problem, it will 

also be convenient tb generalize a bit further,‘and prove the 

result for semi+metric spaces., 

i%¥ Definition: h:A x $,¢ reals is a semi-metric on A iff 

) 5 lfi;(i) h(a,a) = éffor all a € A; 

(il) h(al,a ) = h(az,al), all al,a2 € A (symmetry):; 

f%(iii)i K(al,az) + h(az,as) > h(al,a3), all 8, ¢8,s85 € A 

gt (triangle ifi%/sality). 

  

= 

As an exercise, the reader may verify that (ii) and (iii) 

imply h >0, Thus a semijmetric differs from a metric only in 

that the former allows distinct points to be at distance zero.
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— We are now ready for the generalized coincidence theorem. 

  

i?fi filTheorem: Let h:S x S + reals be a semismetric, let points 

e O,soo € S(?e given, and let numbers wij > 0 be given, 

'1); _",j = 0,00,1,2,...,n. Consider the problem of minimizing N ‘ 
)z(} r: (: : 3 

_ 
z E 3 h(si,sj)" 12) 

/ ; 
over points»sl,...,sn of S. (i and 3 run independently over 

the set {0,00,1,2,...,n} in this summation) 

There exists an optimal solution si,...,s° in which each 

sy coincides either with S, or with 500" 
£ 

e 

: # E_J_:_‘_?_?_f_: For j = 0,2_0,1,2,.,,'1}' let 

A xj = h(S_O'Sj) o h(sj 13”9*9”) =D ~(~3.) 

e v » o e 
.\nf‘ We have 7 o 
WY A ) y o 

WAV R o a4 
¥ { 

4 xi o= xj ;:== -_y» h(S ,si) h(so,s )] [h(sj’sooj h(si’sgg)] 

?«(sj.s ) + hisgesy) ) 

4 Xf by the triangle inequa$1ty. Hence 

‘é:{ xi "'xj i Zh(sj'si)./ P 
m 

Reversing the fgles‘of i and ? and combining with (4), we 

obtain 

O 

|25 “\le & zh(sivéj)rflsw —5)
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for all 1,j = 0,00,1,2,.40,n. Q(S) and (2) imply 

| ¢ ;é ¢ (2,%6 ) 

Iy (L3 wglxg - le/S £ L — N 
i;‘ 

<3
 >
 

(summations over {0,00,1,2,...,n}). 

Now consider the problem on the real 5§ne of minimizing 
\ 

the right=hand side of (6) over numbers xl,...,xn, when X 

and X, o0 are given. By the lemma above, ye know there | exists 

v, 

an optimal solutlon to this problem lnfiwhich each XI coincides 

either with xo or with Xoo° Let P be the set of indices i 
i 

for which xi-a x , and let P be tfie set of indices i for 
‘} - g\ 

| %4 . which| xi.s xoo“fi (flote that o€ P@, 00 € P ). Substituting 

i hese values 1ntd7the right 31defiof (6) ylelds 

30% ”"%* AN 
! é . + o O 2. 06 icp, %E €200 (wig + Wy4) s {7) 

To see this, note first that Ixi - %y | = 0 if i and j are 

    

both jin P_, or both in P ', and that Ix - %y | = Ix - 
gp oo' 

if i e P i j € P or vice versa.]lfl}nce (7) minimizes the 
3¥ 

right side of (6), it follows that (7) cannot exceed 2C. 

Going back to th% definition of x  and x_  from (3), we 

    

~o0 
*“'\} .'\ - ) 

5- find that xo = h(so,soo) %29 = h(ig,sqc). . Hence 

% |x -x_ | =2n(s_,s_). 
| 2 4§ eo o’~00 
i 

| - Substituting t“is in (1, it follows teat : e ‘ 
i : ie m}; e 3 29 i TIEEe ) 

| d > h(sogsee) zi@P st i(wij + wj } oo (8) 

¢ Thus we ha#e established a 10wer beund?for the possible values 

' of (2). ,le now show that this lower bound can be attained. 

Consider the following location pattern in S:
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§ ”qu, <';? /T 
8§ =8, ifi¢ Py 8y = Boo if L € B o4 93 

oA 
g 

Ag- 

Substituting these values in (2), we find thatj igdeed) the 
right side of (8) is . (attained. Hence the arrangement (9) is   { optimal. This arrangement is of the stipulatefi form, ]}I 

LY‘ 

¥ 
efiif'ln the preceding argument, the symmetry?of h played an 

  

{%gessential role. This is not a bad assumption for distances, 

but sometimes it is not realistic (one-way Streets, tariffs, 

_up~w1nd vs. downfwmnd, et )5 some intefést attaches., then, 
;o the possibility of dropping this assumptionp The following 

result shows that symmetry of h can fie dropped, if symmetry of 

w is substituted in its place. (Thqfimis, W= wy3)e This is 
much less plausible in general thafi symmetry of h, but there 

are certain conditions wheeh tenq ) bring it about. First 

of-all, if the movement is main}y of people rather than goods, 

the prevalence of commuting cy#les tends to equalize flows in 

opposite directions. Secondxg, wij ol Wij tends to create a 

backflow of underutilized t#ansportation equipment in the less 

frequented direction, and ihis in turn encourages backhaul 

traffic)i#' Note that dfid;ping the symmetry assumption means 

that h need no longer Qe non+negative. 

%% 'rheorem- Let h:8 x § freals satisfy the triangle 1ngqua11ty, 

- V4 w1th h(s,s) = 0, al& S € S; let so, S be given points of S; 

and 1et wi be nos%negative numbers satisfying wij = wjl, for 

i,j = 0,00,1 2,.s.,n. Then the problem of minimizing (2) over
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locations Syrecess, again has an optimal solution in which 

8% coincides either with 8, or with 800’ all i = 1,..,,n, 

  

Proof: Define the function £3iS x S + reals by 

  

7.2.10) 
£(s',s") u\;?g[h(s'l?,") + h(su'sg)]/‘} (‘]:9—) 

m One easily verifies that f is a semi+metric, Furthergore, 

for any i,j = 0,00,1,2,...,n, we have 

~ ~ H#a L U f% 
wj h(si'sj) o Wj\/h(sjlsi) L= [ i] [h(si'sj) + h(S-,S )] 

=2 w,. f(s,,s ) 

= Wi] g(s ;5 ) + w]i f(sj rS-)/""NM 

  

T (The first equality in (11) ariseS‘from the symmetry of w; 

the second arises from (10), and the last arises from the 

symmetry of w and of f. )(§;ii§1ifiplies that (2) is unaltered 

in value if h is replaced by £4 New,fipy the preceding theorem, 

thfire(esists an optimal solution, withisi coinciding with s 

or_goo,éto”the problem of minimizing (2) with £ in place of“h. 
By the equality just established, the solution minimizes (2) 

itself., Ffr 

  

What happens if symmetry is abandoned both for h and for 

w? The following simple counterexample shows that coincidence 

can break down. Space consists of three points, so, soo' and s', 

There are three plants 0, 0o, and 1. Plants o and 00/ have 

locations fixed at go,,goo,‘respectively; the location of plant



   

| Blagisg) = Blsggisgg) = his'us®) = 05 Bisy,s') = nis 

1676 

Wy ' 
1l is to be found. = = wlag un 4\W9p1 Woo,l 1; all other w's are zero. 

a— - — 

h(s',s,) sfh(s',goo) = h(so,soo) = h(s,,r8,) = 3. One easily 

checks that h obeys theZiriangle inequality, although of 

course]'it is not symmetric., If plant 1 locates at sovor at 
e 

S,o¢ the total cost incurred&‘(ZL is 3 units; if it locates 

at s', the total cost is 2 units. Thus s' is the unique 

he R Ly NV 5 

optimal location, and coincides pfgither wiEELgofor with s . 
N ; e — 

Now consider the possibility of certain cgsstraints being 

imposed on the pattern of plant locations7 For%exempie, 

certain regions may be prohibited to cerfiain plants ("zoning" 

restrictions). Or certain pairs of plants may not be allowed 

to approach too closely to each other. The possibilities are 

very rich, but the following -simple observation shows that the 

preceding results still hold under guite general circumstances. 

Suppose the imposed constraints still allow any location patc 

tern 8;,...,8, in which each s, coincides with some fixed plant 
o 

location. Then one of these pafterns must be optimalfixif there 

are two fixed plants. This is an application of the principle 

of "independence of irrelevant alternatives: If a, is optimal 

in the set of alternatives A, and a € B ¢ A, then a  is 
— e, 

optimal in the set of alternatives B. 

2 Furthermore, suppose certain subsets of plants, say 

{il,...,ik}, {il""'ji}' etc., are constrained to cé}locate 

(perhaps because there are strong economies arising from their
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coincidence). Then the preceding results still apply. For 

we can resdefine the problem by taking each of these clusters 

to be a single plant, the flow from cluster ?1 to cluster,gz 

being the sum ofv:v_vij over i € Pyy 1‘6 ?2. The preceding con- 

clusions apply to this new problem, hence there is an optimal 

-0 o 
foman 

o 
# 

solution with each ciuster located at s, or s__. The same is 

therefore true for eeoh plant. 

Our main result hss been for two plants with fixed loca- 

tions. This cannot be relaxed even on the Euclidean p{ane, 

for there is a well-known case with three fixed plants in 

which the optimal location of a fourth variable plant coincides 

with none of them. Namely, let the three plants be placed at 

the corners of an equilateral triangle, and let each ship one 

unit to a fourth plant, all other flows being zero. Then the 

optimal location is at the centroid of the triangle (a result 

known to Fermat in the 17¢h century). 

" In view of this limitation one may raise a question as to 

the practical significance of the results we have attained. 

We shai%—sutmeff discussion of this point until after some 

results for the interindustry problem are in. Wewshou%d«note, 

however, -that there-are two other lines of argumentsfifudependent 

of each other,]snd not as rigorously developed as the present 

approach?’botfiaofmwhieh indicate that these “nofigcoincident" 

solutions should be rare. The first line~of—argument stems 

from Teord Palander and was elaborated by "“Edgar M., Hoover;ng 

SO, e
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all Eg I  x Zs.z(This is well-defined; seefl.lfif. Since 

the righfikmerginal of A* equals the left marginsl of A/ and 

vice versa, it follows that A* is feasible for the pair 

(v,u). Also, ; 

b® {2 { wH fflé i??/. 

| |ntsy,s,)r*(ds, ,ds,) = f h(s.,,8,)A (ds, ,ds,) . 
i st} 1' 2 l' 2 ng: 2' l # -1' 2 \‘;f 

520 o7 9o | 

= ?_st h (51,52) A (dSl ,‘dsz) ) »/ 

e 8 
/‘P i { | : . 

%§§/4E%e first equality in (22) arises from the induced integrals 

theorem via the mapping (51'52)*(52l91) from S x 8 to‘iuseif. 

The second equality arises from the symmetry of pfgfiz(QZ) 

states that the costs incurred under A and A* are equal. 

Thus,%for any shipment feasible for (u,v), there is a shipment 

feasible for (v,u) that does as well in terms of costs. Since 

AT 

Hage;ye did not have to assume that h satisfies the 

triangle inequality. This is important, and it is WOrth ’ 

_taking-a-minate to discuss the empirical significance of this 

property. There are two ways of interpreting h. The first 

takes n(sl,sz) to be the cost of moving unit mass over a 

direct route iinking 8, to s,. There is no reason why such an 

h should obey the triangle inequalitys There may be good 

direct connections between s; and s,, and also between s, and 
— 

Sqr but only poor direct'conneotions between 8y and g3ifand 
| 
| 

. 
L~ 

i 
the opposite is also true, equality (21) is established.Jl}{' S8
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o we might,theg)well haveAE(31'$3) > h(sl,sz) +_?t52'§3)’ On 

%31“9the othe;ziend,‘g may itself arise from the solution to a 

preliminary optimization problem; Nsfielyg'b(sl,sz) is the 

minimal cost over all routes, direct and indirect. This 

second h may reasonably be expected to satisfy the triangle 

inequalitys For h(s,,s,) + his,,8;) is the minimum cost over 

all routes from 8y to S5 passing throughlsza all these routeser 

and others, are available for;_s1 * 84 routing, so h(s1,$3) 1 

should be at least as small as this sum, The first interZ 

pretation of h is more fundamenfials\in the sense that the 

second h is the result of processing the “raw data® of the 

first. 

Now, the transhipment formulation is designed to work 

directly on this "raw data®. Transhipment optimization 

automatically solves this preliminary optimal routing problem. 

That is why T satisfies the triangle ineduality (16) even 

though it was not assufied forkg. The transportation problem 

formulationy QRMEhé;e%herflhendq by its nature does not allow 

indirect routing. It is not surprisingfl‘then{ that the 

tgéangle inequality (16) may notlhold if ?‘is rhe infimum for 

vt the transportation formulation:\/// 

It is appropriate that T be called the Kantorovitch 

‘semiilmetric on M, after the man who first suggested such a 

function.4&€}/
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After all these preliminaries, the coincidence theorem 

for the interindustry problem follows with surprising rapidity. 

e 

C:%#fl Theorem: Given measurable space (S,Zs), let h:S x S + reals be 

measurable, bounded, non}negative, and symmetric, Let two 

normalized measures, Mo and Uyor OR Zs be given, and let 

numbers{yij > 0 be given, i,j, = 0,00,1,2,...,n. Consider the 

so
mo

me
nn

ed
, 

| 

problem ofiminimiz ng \ 

g | P fo %i¥ q.3.3 

over normalized measures Mj,...,l, on zsf (i and j run 

independently over the set {g,go,i,z,...,g} in this summation, 

and T is defined by (14) and (15)J)c 

There existstgn optimal solution uf,...,u%iin which each 

° (ad £ ol uy coincides;eithernwignfiuo or with Boo® 

R —.. T S 

fiew?”eWfl;:oof: 
gt [ —— 

By the preceding theorem, T is a semiémetric on ||, the 

space of normalized measures over (§,Zs). Comparing 5%3) with 

(2), we see that this infier;industgz problem on S is formally 

identical with the inter;g_;_gg_g problem on flf with T playing 

e the rBle of h. Hence there exists an optimal solution 
Yo ; 

%0]3{,...,u§ in which each "point" u% € fl coincides with one of 

R S e e 

  

e L 

tnerpoints” u, or ubo € M. This completes the proofl |} LI # 

We also have U/« i«
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i‘Theorem: Let the premises be the same as above,kwith two 

exceptions. h need not be symmetric, but w is symmetricg 
£ ~Wij = wji for all i,j ‘7 000,1,2,...,n. Then again there is ‘* 

v 
an optimal solution uI,...,u» toZEhe problem of minimizing 

(23) in whikh each ud coincides with either u, or with oo 

      

" Proof: It is still true that T(u,u) =0, all p ¢ M, and that T 

T need not be _ 

satisfies the triangle inequality (16). 

symmetric, but we can still apply -the inter#glggg theorem with 

" w symmetric to the space M. Henoe the same conclusion follows 

as above. ||~ 

One point should be noted regarding the meaning of 

"optimality" in these two theorems. As wehremarked above, 

there is no guarantee that a shipment measure A exists from 

u; to u whieh actually attains the cost minimum T (u, ,uj). 

j We can say, however, that for any € > 0, no matter how small, 

there is e feasible A whose cost comes within e of T(ui,uj). 

Optimality must be understood in this e-sense. If one wants 

to avoid even this quibble, it suffices to assume that an 

optimal shipment measure exists in the two cases, u to Moo 

and Moo tO Ho (since these are the only origin—destination 

pairsmrhat occur in the optimal location pattern). If h is 

symmetric, it suffices to assume the existence of an optimal 

shipment measure in just one of these cases, since if, say 
/ 

A° is optimal for shipping from U, to u then its transpose oo' 

AS* is optimal for shipping in the opposite digection. (This 

follows from (22)).
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Son~0 

Let us discusslthe~practica1 implications of these 

resultsQ~i£:anys\ We first note that the concepts discussed 

clarify the notion of 'orientationfy The location literature 

is full of remarks of the form: "industry x is market-oriente 

“oF “materiai%eoriented“ 6"labor-oriented“gwsms. flkurmmarket— 

orientation . for example, has a clear meaning if the ‘market’ 

is a single pointg The industry locates at or close to this 

point in-erder to reduce shipping costs on its output. But 

what does it mean if theh}marketffioonsists of hundreds of 

cities scattered over the lsndscape? The following explicag 

tion suggests itself.%%girstq\iet both the industry and the 

o 

The meaning of this representation for the industry has al= L 54 

market® be represented by (normalized) measures over Space. 

ready been discussed To say that thzb\market‘¢has the 

distribution p means that u(E) is the fraction of total sales 

of the industry's product whieh occurs in region E, for all 

E ¢ Z « (If the industry makes several products, a separate 

“}N‘market“ measure may be defined for each product.) fi}Market—, 

orientation“,ffinally, meafifi that the industry distribution, 

u,Ais close to the market distribution, u,y'oloseness" being 

taken in the sense of Kantorovitch distance: T(v,u) is small, 

The rationale for this definition is that T(v,u) is pres 

c&sely the "cost of shipping goods to market" (per unit 

weight) . %\Market-oriented‘fihehavior on the part of the 

industry is then the choosing of v to make T(v,u) small. The 
A e 

extreme case is where v = u; that—is/, the fraction of industry
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output in any region equals the fraction of industry sales in 

that region. This avoids transport cost on final product 

completely. 

'Rsteswty—theuw&yr—that_%his argument assumes that the 

industry acts to reduce overell transport cost as if it were 

controiled by a single person. Presumably an efficiently 

functioning market for transportation seruices would tend to 

bring about this situation. Gnrthgiothsrmhand, market 

imperfections — (such as lack of information, distortive 

tariffs, basing~point systens, territorial divisions}and other 

collusive practicest reduce the power of the "invisible hand“, 

and thereby reduce the usefulness of the definition based on 

Rantorovitch distance. 
e 

We may summarize the preceding results by saying%A 1€ 

there are just two industries whose location is fixed, then 

all other industries in the complex considered will be 

Yoriented" to one of these two. The major weakness of these 

results is of course the restriction to just two fixed 

industries. ihsmtreumwsomemways(;Eowever}‘énswhieh ghis 

weakness can ge partially overcome. 

First, if the premises are "approximately" fulfilled, we 

may expect that-there exists a location pattern u{,...,ufi}of 

the stipulated kindvghieh is "close" to being optimal. ‘Let us 

make this statement more precise. We consider two kinds of 

T wapproximate® fulfg?ment of the premises.
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Suppose‘theremwese more than two industries with fixed 

location%é;hut that several industries gsd’identical distri< 

butions, so that were just two distinct distributions,;uo and 

"oo?; Then clearly we could think of all industries with—‘ 

di;tribution U, as constituting a single composite industry, 

and similarly_;or the cluster with common distribution Hoo® 
S 

The flow weights Eij or these composite industries are the 

sums of the weight;wof the component industries. The 

coincidence theorems are applicable, and we conclude that an 

optimal distribution pattern u{,...,ufi exists;with each Uy 

coinciding with either Hy OF U, . 
e En 

N\ Now suppose these conditions areQ‘approximateIQ“ ful- 

filled,lin the sense that the fixed industries fall into two 

clusters, the industries in each cluster having distributions 

"close" to each other. Heremhcloseness“fiis measured by the 

Kantorovitch semi-metric. Let U, be any distribution from the 

first cluster, and Uyo any from’the second. Then there 

should be a dis%fibution patternfi u%,...,ufi, each u; coinciding 

with either Ho OF U oo whichlincurs a tctei cost that—is not 

far from the ;inimu;mettainable. This informal argument 

could be made rigorous by showing that the minimal total cost 

attainable is a continuous function of the distributions of 

the fixed industries (continuity defined in terms of the 

Kantorovitch semi-metric on [f).
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kf“‘- :\,\ : 

The second kind of 1approximate“ fulfillment we consider 

involves the structure of the yij matrix, Suppose again that 

there are more than two fixed industries, but:slso that, for 

all but two of-these-industries, the Wy weights linking them 

to all other industries are "very smali%.’ Then again there 

should be a "near-~optimal" solution injuhich every non-fixed 

industry coincides in distribution with one of the two 

remaining fixed industries. Again,vthese concepts, and the 

argument,;could be made rigorous by showing that minimal 

attainable cost is a continuous function of the numbers Wige 

As an illustration, suppose there is an initial tendency 

for industries to fall into two broad categories,fihmarket- 

oriented“figsnd\"'resource-oriented"f.' The "ideal" market- 

oriented industry has a distribution coinciding with the 

spatial distrxibution of consumption: u(E) is the fraction of 

total consumption done by residents of region E. (One may 

want to make a correction for government spending,qby adding 

in consumption by nilitary bases, space centers, etc.) The 

"ideal" resource-oriented industry is a little more difficult 

to pin downs Perhaps it may be taken as proportional to the 

rate of extraction of natural resources (in tons per year) 

from various regions, including in this total water and farm 

products,:as well as minerals, forest prfiducts,xfisherées 

products, etc. That is, this distribution is a mass-weighted 

average of the distribution of all extractive industries.
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The point is that &-under certain assumptionsig{once 

this dichotomous pattern comes into existence,fthe interg 

industry coincidence theorem indicates that it‘tends to 

perpetuate itself. For any new industry finds that its optimal 

location pattern will roughly coincide either with the ideal 

market-oriented distribution, or with the ideal resource= 

oriented distribution. The assumptions required are fairly 

stringent, however, including suchfthings as the neglect of 

xents, ¢limate and other non+transportation aspects of 

industrial 1ocatig?A the non1existence of major ‘geographical 
Vg discoverieSQ’efiflhflyf 

{Jirf simplyECanentrated Industries 

In the preceding theorem we made use of the fact that an 

industr;ldistributionicould be considered a "plant" in the : 

spacevmwof normalized measures. Conversely, we now note that 

plants may be identified with a special type of industry< 

distribution. Nemely, we identify the plant located at point 

-§o with the normalized measure simplziconcentrated at s, . 
=2 

Th-a‘%“i“s,) ]\ 

€ E = u(E) = 1 if i; W(E) = 0 if s ¢ E, 

for all regions E, 

Let-us return to the general inteééandustry problems     
Given fixed ul,...,um, we are to choose um+1""'um+k to 

minimize C Ui 

Zi{Ij Wij T(uion)} i €24)
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where i,j run over {l,...,m+k}. In the development above we 

restricted ourselves to the special caseng = 2, Now we 

specialize in a different way, by assuming each of the fixed 

measures ul,...,u is simglg—concentrated (there is no 

restriction on m). Under “certain additional conditionsfi our 

conclusion will be that there (exists an optimal solution 

ué&l""?“fi+guin which each u2 is simply>concentrated. 

QBJLeS//”&his is not a coincidence theorem. To grasp its 

significance, start from the intef?filant location problem, in 

which one is given locations sl,...,sm,\and hasrto choose 
o N 

locations sm*l,...,s to minimize transport costs. Identify 
m+k 

a location with the normalized measure simply&concentrated‘at 

that point. Now suppose that, instead of being restricted to 

simplfeconcentrated measures, one is given the much wider 

option of choosing any normalized measures or m+l""’“m+n 
the distribution of the remaining industries. The gist of 

the following theorem is that this wider range of choice is 

of no benefitfikbecause an optimal solution already exists 

among the‘%—tuoles of simply;concentrated measures. FEconomists 

will recognize the similarity in tone of this result to the 

Arrow f Georgescu-Roegen - Koopmans - Samuelson substitution 

theorem for input-output systems, which states that,}under 

certain conditions,jvarying bundles of final demand ere 

optimaliy met by producing each good with inputs in fixed 

proportions, even though one has the option of varying these
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By A W 
proportions, 

We shall be working in n-dimensional space, for some 

a = 1'2 2o oo If A is a Borel set in n-space, then (A,I) 

will refer to the measurable space formed by Z, the Borel 

field of n-space restricted to subsets of A. We need the 

following concept. (A sel 15 Conver l({ W eonlating e 
Sl line -tsejme.vd' Lol cen sy Twwve ol i, pomfs) 

¢L Definition: Let A be a convex Borel set in n-space, and let u 

  

- be a normalized measure on (a,2). ‘I'he centroid of u is the’ 

(D) n-tuple whose 1-;-th component is 
A 
1 

IA ‘gi“u (dxlr see deg) v 

i? = 1,.c.pll- 

e SR 

   

      

   
   

   

           

  

& The centroid (if it exists) is a point of A, “‘B_Ve may now 
\ state Jensen's inequalitys 

':FJ"' Lemma: Let A be a convex Borel set in n-space, and let u be a 

normalized measure on (A,IL) whose centrcid, a, exists, 

|)) £:A + reals be a convex measurable function. 

Let 

Then the integral 

of f is wellldefined (poss:.blykinfinite) , and . 
fe / 

I £ du > f(g)r‘*g’”’ - A -h - - 

  

We now come to the main result. The terms "closed" and 

"continuous® refer to the usual topology of n-space,. 

relativized to subsets, 

De (t’u'\Trst\ . 

   
  

c&—, w.c.l; 15 & Lo v exX (unZ(im t(( A Is 

convex sc‘\’ end 

£ (ex + G-0)y) £ @f(x) + (n—e)élv), | 
= al’ X, ‘;’ ¢ P\ call 8 belivec reve and one
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?fiffi#}heorem: Let S be a bounded, closed, convex subset of n-space 

for some n = 1,2,,.. . Let h:S x 8 » reals be continuous and 

convex, let it satisfy the triangle inequality, and let 

h(s,s) = 0, all s ¢ 8. 

Let normalized simply-*-concentrated Measures U;,... ,u on 

(s, Z ) be given, as well as numbers wij >0, i,j = 1,...,m+k, 

and consider the problem of minimizing (24) over normalized 

measures “g+l""'um+g on (§,Z§).‘ (T in (24) is the value of 

the transhipment problem (14)-(15) determined by the function 

) ' 
- %:; Then there exists an optimal solution “fi+1""'u”+k in 

um%mmx$fiflfiéw . 

Proof: Let My uj be normalized measures on (§,ES). We first 

show that the transhipment problem (14)%(15) has an optimal 

—
 

solution A° whose left and right marginals coincide With "i' 

u“fi respectively. To see this, let T be the usual topology 

of E%space relativized to the subset S. T is separable and 

t0pologically complete, and Z is the seéma-field generated 

by T h is continuous and also bounded (goundedness of h 

follows from closed boundedness of S and continuity of h). 

These conditions, with u(§i) = u(§3) < », imply the existence 

of an optimal solution A° to the transportation problem on 

8§ x 8 With source, sink measures u v uJ, respectively. The 

results of chapter—7, section 10, show that this A2 is also 

optimal for the corresponding transhigment problem,  
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This A2 is a normalized measure on (S x §,ZS X Es). Now 

. a2 ~ 
8 x S8 is a bounded closed convex subset of gvn—space. Bounded= 

ness of S x S implies that the centroid of A° exists. Tet-us 

write this centroid as an ordered pair (§i,§.), where §i andwsj 
g - - 

are each n-tuples. In fact, one ca,ii; ohecln that 84 and ej 
e 

are precisely the centroids of the left and right marginals 

of A2, which are u ' ujhprespectively. 

We now apply Jensen s inequality fio A2 and h, obtaining 

1 [ h dx® > sy, 390 L Y sxs | F 

But the left side of (25) equals g(ui,uj), since A2 is optimal 

for transhipment. Thus the unit transhipment cost for the 

pair (ul,uj) is bounded below by the distance from the 

centroid of u to the centroid of uj 

Consider now the effect of replacing the pair (ul,uj 

by (ul,uj), where ui is the normalized measure whieh is 

simplyrconcentrated at centroid si, and similarly for “j at 

S.. The normalized measure A on s x S-whieh is simply-» 

1§2§€:3flzd (s ,s ) is feasible for this latter pair, and 

incuxs the cost h(si,s Je {25l§§henJimplies that the transS 

shipment cost for the latter pair does not exceed the cost 

for the original pair. 

Now consider any feasible solution “m+l""'“mtt' 

Replace each Uy by fii, the normalized measure concentrated at 

the centroid of By Do the same for the fixed measures u,,
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i=1l,...,mi No term in (24) is increased by this replacement, 

hence the same is true of the total cost (24) itself. FurtherE} 

     more, each fixed measure u vy i=1,000,m, is simply-<>- R 

concentrated {to begin w1th. Since the centroid of a Simply—f <;\Mf!’ 
Nt 

concentrated measure is its point of concentration, the 

replacement process yields the original u; back again; thus 
- 

feasibility is maintained. 

We have proved thatdsfor any feasible k-tuple of industry 
\« 

% distributions, m+l""'um+k' there is another feasible k< 

f tuple‘f§y41'°'jfl@*k of simplycconcentrated distributions which 

' does at least as well. It remains to show only that within 

| the latter class of k-tuples there is a best one.  We may 

. identify these k-tuples with k-tuples Sm+l"“’sm+k of points 

fof 8. Similarly, identify the fixed measures‘fli with their 

Epoints of concentration. For this arrangement, total cost 

‘incurred is 

e f\ { (;}l.?e."‘,' 

Eazly 4 + \ 

Iinfi E?:i: Wiy hisgrsy) o 426) < 
7 \./ 
-t ¢ 2 ,‘f,f Lo 

- h is continuous, hence (26)fi<as a function of the 

~ variable k~tuple of locations) is continuous with domain §5. 

The latter set is closed and bounded, hence compact. Theree 

fore afi k-tuple minimizing (26) exists. The corresponding 

: k-tuple of simply-concentrated measures is optimal. ink? 7§ 

As for applications, note=that this theorem implies the 

same sort of self-perpetuating process as we found for the
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coincidence theorem. That is, if the industries linked to 

a not~-yet-located industry are all simpl§:concentrated, then 

this remaining industry should also concentrate in a single 

plant. 

The conditions on h are satisfiedfihy the Euclidean 

metric, the city—block metric, and afimide variety of other 

plausible ideal distance functions)’(in particular, by any 

metric derived from a norm.,) : T 

We finish by investigating the special case in which 

there is just one industry to be located. This case is of 

interest in itself in connection with the Weber problem (see 

theefeilowingjsecticnfig9.4).f It also enables us to lighten 

considerably the load of assumptions needed in the preceding 

theorem. In particular, all references to convexity%may be 

dropped,nas~weliweseellsreterences to n-space ,and * topologyi 

For convenience.!we change notation as follows. ILet w%g 

be the mass to be shipped from fixed industry i to the varieble 

industry, and let WOES be the mass to be shipped to fixed 

industry‘i from the variable industry. Letting My be the 

given distributionfof industry i, and v the distribution of 

the variable industry, the total transport cost incurred then 

takes the form ; i 
;. A 1 1/ - ’1\1 ;4,/‘ 

\ 
\:c‘./fé‘;i‘; C(v) = 21;,;1 E’?"ZH T(ug,v) + WQQ T(vouy )]/QM @h 

& is; as usual, the transhipment cost (14) =(15). The problem 

is to minimize (27) over v. 
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‘¥%=~/Theorem: Let (S,ZS) be a measurable space, with all singleton 

sets measurable. Let Hyreoo sty be normalized measures on 8, 

5_;&} simplchoncentrated at the points SyreeesS », Yespectively. 
m 

Let h:8 x § » reals be bounded measurable, let h satisfy the 

triangle ineguality, and lech(sl,s ) =0, i=1,...,m. Let 

numbers w;n, wiut, i= l,000/m, be nonknegative. 

Let point s  minimize the expression : ff% 

vSA \%1.‘ | Sle i %, 

f£(s) = } i h(s;,s) + wiut h(s,s, i] (28) 
1=l 

" ~t (G t % 

over all s € S. Then the normalized measure v& wirich is 

simply~concentrated at point 8 minimizes (27) over the set 
0 

of all normalized measures v on (S 2 ). 

    

s — Proof: Consider the transhipment problem (14)5(15) for the pair 

(ui,v), where v is normalized and ui is the given distribution 

N of industry i. Since the latter ismsimplflconcentrated and 

ing u (A) = v(A) < =, and h has the prOperties assumed above, we 

may invoke a theorem of chapter-7, section 10, and conclude 

that -there exists an optimal solution A2 having u. and v as 

its left and right marginals, respectively. This A° is,—in. 

faet, unique, being given by 

  A2(e) = V{Sl (Sils) € G},—— 29) 

for all Ge¢ I, x I . (s; is the point of concentration of 
s 

f&). 

)



e 
e e
,
 

e
 
.
 

—
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Since A° is optimal, we have 

35 Al BT A T q.2 
fl'(’ui;\’) = [ h dare f hhmdx“g - h(sils)‘v (ds)!“@ww "{‘3’0-} el sxg {s;}xs s e 

(The last equality in (30) arises from the induced integrals 

theorem, under the mapping (si,s) + 8, using (29))).) 

A similar argument for the pair (v,ui) vields 

u&s%* T(v,ui) = I h(s,si)v(ds)«»sw~ 131) 2 i g - NS 

It follows from (30) and (31) that 

\“?n» ! { e c(v) = [ £,V ,—— (32) 

where C and f are defined by (27) and (28), respectively. 

Now £ is minimized at S,+ Hence 

¢33) C) > £s) 
—— 

from (32). 

Now consider v = v°, the normalized measure simply- o 
concentrated at s, . From (30) and (31) we obtain 

g(ui,uf) = éffii'go)’ ?(v:,ui) = h(s2,§é).]lv 

Hence 

C(ve) = £(s,) . ) 
S 

- s - 

_— s 

§ 

e e This with (33) proves that v® minimizes (27) .
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Thus, under rather general conditions we may conclude?uf 

1f each of‘the industries linked with a given not-yet-located 

industry is concentrated in a single plant, then the industry 

in question should concentrate in a single plant to minimize 

overall transport costs. 

9.4. The Weber Problem 

Let Zs again be the si;ma—field of Space, S, and let 

h:8 x 8 + reals be measurable. (Actually, for (1) it 

suffices to assume that h(x,+):S5 + reals is measurable for 

each x G_fififl As above, we interpret h(x,y) as the cost of 

transporting unit (ideal) mass from location x to location y. 

Let u be a measure on (S,I ). The Weber problem is the problem 

of finding a point_;:o that minimizes 

Ny (@) 
[ S‘n,(srs{,y (ds) (1) 

over all x ¢ S, 

3/¢lf§ a first interpretation, suppose a plant is to be 

located so-as to minimize the overall transport cost incurred 

on its shipments. The pattern of shipments to be made is 

given by measure u over Spaee: u(E) is the total mass to be 

shipped to regionlg.}for all E ¢ ZS. Then the integral (1) 

expresses this totalvcost, and thefioptimum location problem 

coincides with this Weber problem. 

This formulation suffers from the apparent defect of 

S 
neglecting transport cost incurred on shipment\into the plant. 

M"f'} 

L a Ll arrttn
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This can be remedied by supposing that we are given two 

out in out 
measures, p— and w3 (E) is the total mass to be 

shipped from the plant to region E, while u (E) is the total 

mass to be shipped to the plant from region E, for all E ¢ Zs. 

Total transport cost incurred is then given by 
{2 Ll 

@ { q 

j h (x, s) u-gt(ds) + I h(s,x) u (ds)(’ ttfld 
S - S _ 

Suppose now tnat h is symmetric, so that h(o,X) = h(x,s). 

Then (2) reduces to | v ppfi 

| / : I(l‘ r { 

j h(x,s) (122 + uin] (ds). 
S N ; } 

But this has the same form as (1) if weidefine u o= 1,19”“*‘-t + u 

In other words, if h is symmetric, there is a second, more 

useful interpretation of (1): up(E) is the total shipments in 

both directions between the plant and region E, all E ¢ Zg, 

and (1) then gives the total cost incurred on imports plus 

exports of the plant. 

There is yet a third interpretation. Suppose the 

in out 
patterns of in-shipments and out-shipments coincide: == = q 

ILet y4 be this common measure. Then (2) reduces to 
) 0 / q W \ 1 

I [h(x,55f+ h(s,x)Ju(ds) o) — 13 
g - =" S : 

Letting h'(x,s) = h(x,s) + h(s x), we see that (3) reduces to 

(1) with h' in place of g; h'(x,s) is simply the unit cost 

of a round trip between points x and s. Thus, in this special
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coincidence situation, (1) again yields total transport cost 

if we interpret h to be unit round trip cost. (This 

coincidence condition is not implausible if the "shipments" 

of the plant consist largely of people engaged in ccmmutingf. 

The Weber problem arises in a remarkable variety of conZ 

texts, usually as a subproblem., We have already mentioned 

the plant-location interpretation, in which u refers to the. 

spatial distribution of inflows and outflows. The "plant" 

may, however, not be a factory, but a:facility serving some 

population. Consider the'problem of locating a high school 

for a certain district, for example. One criterion might be 

to minimize the total travel costs incurred by the sgudents in 

going to and from schoolff (fiost may include factors such as 

travel time, risk of accident, transport mode,-e&ec.)( Then, if 

we take for u the population distribution of students by 

residence, andrflfor h the ideal distance function incorporating 

these cost features, the stated criterion leads again to a 

Weber problem. Or consider the problem of locating a communityfi 

wide facility,:such as a municipal airport, exr a sewage= : 

treatment plant, es'x,courthouseior city hgll. As a criterion 

of location, one might minimize the overall&¥difficulty of 

access" to the facility by its potential users. "Difficulty" 

may be measured by the integral of (ideal) distance with 

respect to the distribution of population in the community, 

which again yields a Weber problem. (For the sewage-treatment
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plant, a better index would be the integral of unit pumping 

costs with respect to the distribution of sewage "production”; 

this is still a Weber problem) ) 

At a higher level, the "plant" to be located may be an 

entire city.p fionsider,rformexample,.the problem of locating 

a new capital for a country. One might minimize the diffi- 

culty of access to the capital byxzhihnat;onn\measured by the 

integral of distance with respect to the distribution of the 

national population. 

For another example, teke s:single person or fémily 

contemplating where to reside. We suppose that al} other 

commuting stézés :(workplaces, shopping places, schools, 

churchesagotc>- have already been selected, and;that trip 

frequencies to these sites have alse already beefi decided on, 

(e.g.f5 round trips a week to the workplace, (1 round trip a 

—~week to church;:sess) r&he family might then locste its 

residence -so—-as to minimize overall transportjcosts. This may 

again be expressed as a Weber problems The i%tegrand is ideal 

distance, and the measure p is concentrated at the finite 

number of commuting s:é;és The mass at site si is the trip 

frequency to that site, adjusted for the compos1tion of family 

menmbers visiting that~site«with their different time-costs, etc. 

Uncertainty can be incorporated into these problems, 

In locating a fire-station, for example, the relevant measure 

is u,fwhere u(E) is the_expected rate of outbreak of fires per 

unit fime, Similar considerations apply to the location of
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police stations and hospitals, where the distribution of 

demand for the services of these facilities cannot be known 

with certainty. (Strictly speaking, of course, this is true 

for any real-world problem, but in some problems the gain in 

realism may be outweighed by the extra complications introduced 

by an explicit treatment of uncertainty). ff 

The Weber criterion (1) is plausible only if dnéierential 

costs due to transportation dominate other sources‘of cost 

differentials as location varies., The latter inglude variac 

tions in land-value densities, qeographic irregularities such 

as climatic or tcpographic variations, differential availability 

and quality of alreadylexisting structures; This raises a 

question as to the adequacy of the Weber problem formulation 

for locating facilities within a city, since variations in 

land values are quite marked in urban regions. As-we-shall 

see-below, however, a modified Weber formulation incorporating 

some results from the theory of Thiinen systems can be used here. o 

How does the Weber problem relate to the interplant and 

interindustry location problem:s of the preceding section? 

None of these subsumes any of the others. The interplant 

problem, for-example, has several plants to locate, while the 

Weber problem has just one; on the other hand, the Weber 

problem allows a general fixed measure, u, while the inter= 

plant problem is restricted to a finite scattering of fixed 

plants. We can, however, formulate a problem which 

simultaneously generalizes both the Weber problem and the 

intexrs/plant problems 
~7
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Given k fixed measures, Hyrees sty OVer Space (§,Zs), 

given ideal distance function h:S x S + reals, and given 

numbers wij' i, = 1,.00,k, minimize 
. o 

G, 1z | | Z k k ¢ [a. +4) 

/ i= ] h(xi,s)u (ds) + ) y Yig h(xi,sj) VLt 
i=1) j=1 ° 

over all k-tuples of locations xl,...,x € S. This may be 

interpreted as follows: k plants are to be located so-as to 

minimize overall transport costs., The latter come in two 

categories. First, each plant i incurs cost% in shipping to 

a distribution ¥y whieh is fixed in Space. These costs are 

represented by the integrals in (4). Secon§ there are flows 

yij between each pair of these plants. Thése costs are 

represented by the double summation in (4f. 

The problem (4) will be called the mnltiplant Weber 

problem. If Vij = 0 for all i, Ja thisfi;educes to k separate 

ordinary Weber problems. If each of‘the measures u, is 

concentrated at a finite number of points, this reduces to 

the ordinary interplant location problem. 

Note the following relation between the multiplant Weber 

problem and the inter-industry location problem. If each 

fixed industry is simply—concentrated';chot~is, if it is 

actually a single plant;f then we know from the last part of 

:sectiong\’?. that under fairly general circumstances -there exists 

Man optimal solution to the interindustry problem in which 

each variable industry is simply-concentrated. The restriction
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to simply-concentrated industries yields a subproblem~nhich is 

precisely the multiplant Weber problem, and we are then 

guaranteed that an optimal solution for this subproblem is 

optimal for the original interégndustry problem, 

The interplant and interindustry problems are subject 

to the same limitations as the Weber problems The criterion 

of transpoft cost minimization is plausible only if differential 

transport costs dominate other differentialsi in land-value 

density,_production costs ,—ete.) . S 

A, 1In recent years, however, the relevance ofethe Weber 

;~hfiff“iormulation has been questioned from an entirely different point 

: of view. It is claimed that, even if land values and produc= 

tion possibilities are uniform, the Weber criterion does not 

accurately mirror the relative advantages“of different loca< 

tions, because it neglects the 0ptionsfiror input-output 

substifutions,hand beeausemit~neglects spatial market struc< 

ture. » These‘criticisms have yielded several valuable ing 

sights, but may have been unduly_severe on the Weber formulaZ 

tion. The following remarks aim;at attaining a certain 

perspective on the issues. i 

The key to understanding the £§1e of the Weber problem is 

to view it as a subproblem, fietwus examine this concept in 

full generality. A problem may be defined as a set of options, 

A, together with an ordering,'gy on the elements of A 

representing the relative desirability of these options. 2 
™ A 

solution to this problem is any element a, € A-which is 
e
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optimal for this orxrdering. (If the ordering‘: is merely 

partial, thea "optimal" means “unsurpassedfi). A subproblem 

of the problem (A,») is a pair (B,»'), where B is a subset of 

A, and';' is » restricted to B x B, We immediately have the 

principle of "independence of irrelevant alternatives": If 

a, is a solution to (A,)), and a 6 B, then a, is a solution 
— 

to (B,»'). Furthermore, if 8 is a collection of subsets of A 

which covers A, then any solution ao to the problem (A,») will 

be a solution to the problem (B,> ) for some B ¢ B (This 

follows at once from the preceding statement, since a, must 

belong to some member of Bfs o 

The point of these simple observations is thatvthe subg 

problem (B,»') is often much simpler than theforiginal, and 

that, by a clever choice of the covering é:fone can” often 

derive important necessary conditions rorfa solution. Two 

examples will illustrate. Let A be anfiopen subset of n~space, 

and consider the problem of maximizingkthe differentiable 

function £:A - reals. Aas is’weli known, it is necessary that 

all partial derivatives of fiyanish at any maximizing point 

(%3,...,%2). That the ifth”partial must vanish results from 

the fact that any solution satisfies theeene-dimensional subQ 

problem in which all coordinates but the i—th are held fi¥ed 

The second example is Bellman s Principle of Optimality.‘g/ 

Here one deals with,multistage decision problems, and the 

principle states that any solution must remain optimal for 

the subproblem specified by fixing the state of the system at 

any stagé%
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Let=us now return to the general location problem. 
e 
R 

VL v AN 
Suppose that ene~eeswtolchoose not only where to locate one's 

plant, but also such tfikngs as what input-output combinations 

to use, where and how much to buy and s,ell, what pricing 

policies to use, etes The question then arises;. Can the set 
v 

of options A be covered by a collection B, such that the subt 

problem determined by B is a Weber problem for each B ¢ B? 

If so, then any solution to the original problem also solves 

a Weber problemn, yielding an important and useful necessary 

condition. 

The answer to this question is — sometimes yes, somel 

times no. It is negative in an example adduced_hp Alonsodf 

P ¢ X 
(pages 

by a monopolist. The reason is that the spatial distribution 

34?36 of the article citedby that of,t&o.b. pricing 

of shipments, Mo varies with the location of the plant, and 

cannot be taken as given as required by the Weber formulation. 

On the~other«hand, for a monopolist who can discriminate among 

locations, Weber is a valid subproblem (Alonso,-géges 36fi37). 

For let the pricing function p:S + reals sustain a shipment 

pattern u over Space. ‘The monopolist now has the option of 

'holding the function p fixed as he varies his plant location, 

absorbing any changes in transport cost incurfed. For the 

set of alternatives characterized by this fixed p, all nongl 

transport costs and revenues are fixed as location varies. 

Thus, profit maximization is equivalent to transport-cost 

minimization within this set, and we do indeed have a Weber 

subproblem.
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To reachi this conclusion, we Go not in—£aect have to 

R 

assume that the agent in guestion is a profitsmaximizer., The 

Weber problem arises as a subproblem in the location of 

churches, government facilities, private residences,K and other 

cases where income is certainly not the sole factor motivating 

s A dii gl ; : : . 
the decision*maker, -The-poiant-is-thisw Dy taking a subproklem 

e 

in-which everything is fixed except location, and assuming ¢« 

s . - . : 
geographic uniformity, etc./, we are in effect holding constant 

the level of attainment of all nonipecuniary aspects of 

motivation., To generate a Weber subproblem, we need assume 

only that, ceteris paribus, more money is preferred to less ; 

a nucih weaker condition than profit~maximization.€§‘ 

.sne could new list a wide variety of situations in which 

the Weber problem arises as a valid subproblem, - We_content 

ourselveswith a few additional examples. The fact that 

input and output levels can be varied causes no difficultiess 

f&ake{the covering érwhere’each B € d/is the set of options 

corresponding to a specific given bundle of input-output 1evels,l\ 

and a specific spatial distribution of shipments. The Weber 

subproblem also arises when shipments are between plants 

controlled by the same agent. For example, each variable plant 

in the interplant location problem individually solves the 

Weber problem determined by the distribution of all other 

plants to which it is linked. ‘Finally, L&sch has observed 

that the Weber problem arises under a basing-point system, 

wiiere each plant is allocated a sales quota distributioni Uy
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under fixed prices and may locate freely.z%/ 

The Weber problem stems from a long historical tradition, 

from Alfred Weber himself (1909) back through Launhardt, 

Steiner, and Fermat. The areat bulk of this work deals with 

what is, from our point of view, a rather special case: S is 

the plane, h is BEuclidean distance, and u is concentrated at a 

finite number of points (usually three). This case is stiil 

yield%%g interesting results, as witness the?recent work of 

Kuhn, Kuhn’ s programs are closely related;to the equilibrium- 

of -forces condition in the Varignon frame, sh analog device 

for solving the traditional case of the Weber problem., We 

.sheil not discuss this further, except to state that the 

Varignon frame can be extended to solve the multiplant Weber 

problem. (édd interplant attractive forcés proportional to 

the Wij)‘ The Varignon frame, original and extended, works 

(in principle) in Euclidean space of any; dimensig%, although 

it is not very practical even in two dimensions.gw 

fhere—is one more aspect of the Weber problem whieh is 

at—least worth mentioning. This is the concept of nodalitvy, 

which is quite important but hard to fiormalize. Suppose that 

locations are connected by a limited number of routes forming 

a network, This may arise from'natunal irregularitiest”’ 

(rivers, ports, mountain passes, vall‘ys, oases, islands,eetc.)) 

o from transportation construction( road, rail, pipeline, 

airport,sets})or from inztitutional features(‘ closed bhorders
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with limited points of entry, designated giriroutes,_etc{;aA 

node is a location at which at least three arcs meet. New 

;gonsider a Weber problem on this system of aécs; specifically, 

consider the effect on transport cost as the "plant" moves 

along arcs in the viecinity of a node Sge Each /arc a, emanating 
— 

from s  taps a "hinterland" S;i the set of lecations for which 

the optimal route to s, lies along ars a, . fiow, as the plant 

moves closer to 8o along arg asr it moves tarther from all 

locations in Si' but closer to the pointsféf sj for all j # i 

(since, as a rule, the optimal route to these points goes 

through sg). Thusée unless there is an;i for which the mass 

u(si) outweighs all the other masses ulsj) put together - the 

node so’is a local minimizer of transportation cost. 

rhis informal argument indicates a tendency.for the 

least-cost point to lie at a node. ,fhis is called nodality. 

When one takes a sequence of Weber problems over time, this 

tendency is self-reinforcings For the attractiveness of a 

node is enhanced by shipment linkages to the plants located 

at the node as solutions to greceding Weber problems., This 

tendency for nodal location is}also reinforced by transportal 

tion constructionj Afibr connecting routes tend to be built 

between existing agglomerations, and this enhances the relative 

locational advantages of the points connected. 

To round out the picture, nodality must be supplemented 

by ideas from the theory of Thiinen systems. For activities 

have positive space requirements, and this makes it impossible
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, 
7 

for them to agglomerate literally at single points. Rather, 

they will spread out around these points, ;orming Thiinen 

systems., In other words, the nuclei ofsThfinen systems — which 

are simply assumed to be given in Thiinen theory — tend to be 

( ' / . 
these nodes of the transportation grid which grow through 

- 

agglomeration for the reasons outlined above.??”x 
ormal Theory 

We now come to the formal theory. The first step is to 

place sufficient restrictions on the measure u and distance 

function h so that the Weber criterion 

u(x) = ]Sh(x.s)ums) “y 

is wellldefinod. We shall assume that the measure u is 

bounded., In fact, it is convenient to assume that u is 

normalized: u(S) = 1. This involves no real loss of generality, 

and yields the interpretation that p(E) is the fraction of 

total shipments of the plant which terminate in region E, for 

all E ¢ zs. 

-On- the other~hand" we shall (usually) not assume that h 

is bounded. This raises a problem as to the meaning of (5), 

for the definite integral there need not be well-defined., As 

in-previous-chapters, we interpret (5) as a gseudomeasure}az/{ 

expressed as usual in the form of an indefinite integral. Of 

two locations Xy and Xor %Xy is taken to be preferred or 

indifferent to Xy (xl ; xz) iff u(x ) » u(xl), where ">“ is to 

be understood in the sense of standard ordering of pseudo?
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measures. (The reason for the reversal of subscripts is that 

we are minimizingi JThe larger pseudomeasure corresponds to 

the less preferred option). 

This pseudomeasure interpretation -turns—out—to—be ideally 

suited for the Weber problem, andJallows us to deal with the 

case of unbounded h with almost no extra complications what= 

ever, The reason-is- that the special form of (5) reduces 

standard ordering of ppeudomeasures to a very simple criterion, 

by the standard inte#gral theorem Q;;;;f)'“i. Specifically, 

we haves 

   
Theorem: For the problem of minimizing (5), in the sense of 

A 

(reverse) standard ordering of pseudomeasures, we have Xy > xz 

iff 
piret < 

I [h(x,,s) -‘h(xlpsnu(dS) > O (6) 
s 

\ That is, xlla x, iff, first, the definite integral (6) is   well-defined (if not, %, and x, are not comparable), and, 

second, its value is noninegative. If (5) is well-defined and 

finite for both Xy and Xy +hen this criterion cggazly reduces 

to the ordinary size comparison of the two integrals (5). 

But (6) may hold even if (5) is not wellLdefined, or is   infinite, £or one or both ofvx1 and Koo 

| If h obeys the triangle inequality - (as it usually wily e 

things are even simpler) fior we then have
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;\'Q:«' . h(x,,x;) > h(x,,s) - h(x;,s) > - hix,,x,), 
) 

" for all s, xl,.xz € S. This proves that, for all Xy 1%, € 8/ 

the integrand in (6) is bounded. Since ukis also bounded, 

the definite integral (6) is always well-defined. Hence X,y 

and X, are comparable: If,h obeys the triangle inequality, 

{ the partial order determined by standard order is complete.   
It follows that the distinction between best and unsurpassed 

i solutions to the Weber problem disappears in this case. 

The significance of these ideas comes through clearly in 

the special case where Space 8, is the real line. We need the 

| ‘ following familiar concepts 

  

A ot 

Definition: ILet be a normalized measure on the real line; a delliileion: /‘ 

  

number x is a median of/u i€ ) @,;}/” 

ulyly < x} < % < ulyly < x}. 3 

It is well known that a mediantalways exists/ and that 

the set of medians is a bounded closed interval (usually a 

single point), 

Consider now the Weber problem on the real line where h 

is the ordinary metrici h(x,y) = |x - y|. We are to minimize 

£ 
{ -‘/ ¢ 

-f | x —Jslr(ds) €7 
-=Co 

over real numbers x. @natflis, find the point about which the 
ol first absolute moment attains its minimum. It #s well known 

that x =X, minimizes (7) iff X, is a median, provided that 
e S— 

]
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(7) is finite for all x. On the otherwhand” if (7) is 

hinfinite for some x, it is easily shown to be infinite for 

all x, and the connection with the median obviously disappears. 

We now show that if (7) is reinterpreted as a pseudomeasure, 

then this connection is re+established for any normalized u. 

(The limits += are left off in (8) to indioate the indefinite 

integral)\. 

B b pr S 

7k ! (‘c-‘ Vi ;1 

q1 Theorem: Let u be a normalized measure on the real 1ine.tixo 

minimizes 

vzlyl I |x - s&p(de) ; (8) 

over real numbers x (in the sense of reverse standard ordering 

e of pseudomeasures) iff Xq is a medianfcf He 

   

, ;gsza{‘,Proofz By the preceding theorem, X, minimizes (8) in the pseudol 
#}f' measure sense iff ; | 

D) 1) g sl}u(ds) > 0 (9 
- ol oA -co = "N o 2 S A 4 

\ for all real x, where (9) is an ordinary definite_integral on 

the real line., Since the integrand is bounded, this is well- 

defined. Given x, ‘let 

I, = {s|s < min(x,x )}, || I = {s]|s z_max(xgixo)}. 

N / and let I, = reals\(Il U I3), which is the set of numbers 

e
 

lying strictly between x and X Splitting the domain of 
— 

L
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integration in (9) into these three intervals, we find that 

i 
;;«s‘ 1 V{5 

J | L& 

| ‘ j (44 

[Il =l = EpIwiRy ) aind II3 = (X, = DUlIy), {10} 

while A £ 

59 [ 2 iz, - mvizy. j Bi 
I ‘,’: 2 a2 

(11) follows from the fact that 
N 

- x|. (12) 

Now let X, be a median, and consider two casess If 
S— 

x > x, then by (10) and (11), the integral (9) is at least as 
— 

large as 

(x - x Ju(I,) + (x_ - x)u(I, u I,) (7.4 
T o 13) 

= (x - XQ)IZU(II) -1] = (x - ng)[fiu{sls < xo} - 1] > 0. 
e 

(The inequality arises from the median propertj)QEAIf x < X0 

then the integral (9) is at least as large as 

(x i3 xo)‘-l(Il U Iz) + (xO "" X)U(I3) 1 L) 

=, < BEuL) - L - x) [2u{s]s 1'x°l - 1] > 0. 

(The inequality again arises from the median property}é- This 

. proves the inequality (9) in all cases. Hence X  minimizes (8). 
S o 

AP
 
s
y
 

—
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[_,For the converse, let x  again be a median, and let x 
Thew inegualilty (1Y) or L1W) iy s\"vqu:\' ov else 

not be a med%an.Xfftfieiiefiizfifiae‘u!fz) > 0. Furthermore, 

last 
for s € I, the ineguality (12) is strict. These,K two facts 

5o th all cages N 
imply that inequality (11) is strict, and wia (13) or (14) 

4his in turn implies that the integral (9) is strictly 

ositive. 

Now reverse rcles and assume that X, is not a median. 
.—.—a 

For x choose any median (there always is one). The argument   
just given shows that integral (9) is strictly negative. 

i 
i 
g 
i i 
& 

3 

.Q 

Bet—us now return to the general Weber problem determined 

Hence x_ does not minimize (8) in the pseudomeasure sense.MJJ4£ 8 

  

by normalized measure u on (S,Z ) and measurfble function 

h:8 x 8 + reals. We shall refer to any pptimal solution of 

this problem as a median of u (with respec% to h). The A 

theorem just proved shows that this-coinciges with the usual 

concept of median on the real line (with gespect to the usual 

real metric), so that this definition maggbe viewed as a 

naturgl extension of the median concept go abstract measure 

spaces. 5 

Certain general statements can be made about the location 

and existance of medians, and-we -now turnwour'attentiofifto 

these-—questions. The basic idea is tnis+ ii a certain 

bounded region E contains more than ha§f-e§ the total mass of 

measure y, then the median (if it exisés at all) cannot lie 

beyond a certain distance from E. Inttitively, we can think
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of each "particle" of mass as exerting a pull, and the median 

as the point of equilibrium of forcesb:if the point lies too 

far from E, all the mass of E pulls it in approximately the 

same "direction%, and, peing more than half the total, this 

pull outweighs all other pulls put together; hence such a 

point cannot be in equilibrium. At any rate, this argument 
/ / 

/.1 R A P 

seems valid in Euclidean space. It—turns 1 holdf' 
3 

remarkably enough, in a general metric space. 

Once this bounding of the possible location of a median 

is established, it.is:easymto prove the existence of a median 

from a few extra mild conditions. The following two theorems 

formalize'these arguments, 

zgék~fTheorem: Let u be a normalized measure on (S'Zs), and let 
A 

h:S x § + reals be measurable&fgymmetric,;and satisfy the 

triangle inequality. Let r > 0 be real, So € S, and let E 

be the closed disc with center s, radius r: E = {slh(so,s) 

< r}. Let u(E) = w be greater than %.F_ : Cae 

Then no point x outside the closed disc F with center S 

and radius ‘;i " 

2rw/ (2w - 1) 5 

can be a median for the Weber problem of minimizing 

J h(x,sku(ds) *lfiln 

over X € S,
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| Proof: Let x lie outside the closed disc F, so that 

h(so,x) > 2rw/(2w - 1) o, {17) 

We shall show that point 8o is superior to x, so that the 

latter is no median. We must prove that 
o 

[ mes) - nis e 1uas) > o, 18 s =" ; 

First of-all, 

= hx,s) - h(so,s) 3_—h(s9,x)/ 

- by the triangle inequality, so that 

[ [h(x,s) - h(s,,s)]u(ds) 3_ ~h (s, ,x) u (S\E) TR S\E o = 19) 
= -h(s,,%) (1-w). 

b Secondfiy, for points s e;E we have 

) 

h(x,s) > h(xlso) s h(9;5°3 - h(sotx) = h(sops)r 3 

by the triangle inequality and symmetry. Aéso h(so,s) < r. 

T
 

Hence ] 

h(x,s) - h(so,s)"‘ > h(s_,x) - 2r, 20} 

so that | 2 

, IE[h(x,s) - h(%P'S)]’\u(dS) > [h(‘sp,x) - 2rlw. ~21)
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Adding (19) and (21), the integraiiin (18) must be at 

least as large as 

B
 
N
 

A
 

T 
S a
re
nt
iy
 e, 

[h(sy,x) - 2rlw - h(s,,x) (1-w) f;fl(so'¥)(2W'1) - 2rw. - 

T
 

A
 
A
L
 

But this is positive, by (17). M| L/&F 
: \ e 

8 e ot pmestlpees 45 S0 LR ... 
et - oy 

g
 

o 

2 /'&wb comments. First, this theorem remains valid if 

instead of closed discs E and F we have gpgn discs with the 

same respective centers and radii. The proof is virtually 

the same as above, with ">" replacing ">"™ in (17), the 

opposite replacement in (20) and (21),dand some minor changes 

in wording. fi 

Seaond, if we specialize to a vector space S with 

BEuclidean metric h, then a much sharper bound for the possible 

location of a median can be obtained. Namely, the result 

above is true with the radius (15) replaced by 

fig @.4¢.22) 

rw(2w=1) /2, —<22) 

We omit the proof of this statement. As an example, suppose 

that 51% of the total mass lies in a certain disc of radius 1, 

Then, according to formula (15), the median (if it exists at 

all) must lie in the concentric disc of radius 51 (= l.024;b2). 

On therotherfhand, if h is known to be a Euclidean metric, 

then by (22) the median must lie in the concentric disc of 

radius .51(s02)'g, which is less than 4.
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As an exercise, the reader might show that there actually 

is a cfide, with r > 0 and w = 1, in which a median exists on 

the rim of the disc F with radius 2rw/(2w-1) = 2r. In this 

sense the preceding theorem is the best possible, at least 

for w = 1. 'Also, the bound (22) is ,the best possible in the 

Euclidean case for any w > k. ,, /" 
W 

We now take up the question of existehce of a median. 

The following theorem has a premise invo}ving compactness. 

Recall that a set E in a metric space is;compact iff every 

sequence in E has a subsequence converéing to a point in E. 

The same definition applies to sgmgnetrics. In the proof we 

make use of the well—known theorem that a continuous function 

on a non#empty compact domain has a minimizer. 
   

5%%'! Theorem: Let u be a normalized measure on (S, E ), and let 

gxfi;\ measurable h:8 x § + reals be a metric (or even a sem%metric),} 

= such that every closed disc is compact. 
o 

~ Then a median exists for the Weber problem (16). 

   @ Proof: Choose a point s 2, € 8, and define the function f£:S -+ reals 

B e 
£(x) = Islh(x,s);f”h(so,s)ku(ds) 

\ L= 
(By the triangle inequality‘this is indeed wellidefined and 

finite.) It is-easily seen that a point_;:o is a median iff 
es : X, minimizes f. Hence it sufficgs to show that £ has a 

— 

minimizer. 

e
,
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First we show that f is continuous. For x', x" ¢ S 

we have e 3 7 

- ?? » Rird Q.43 

o 8 

  

Hence 

|£(x*) - £(x")| < h(x',x"), 

since the integrand in (23) is bounded in absolute value by 

hix',x%). ffior e > 0, then? any two points within distance ¢ 

have their £ values diffe;ing by at most €. This proves that 

f is (uniformlyv) continuous. | 

Next | consider the sequence u{slh(so,s) ol wom J B 

This approaches u(S) = 1 as a limit. Hence there exists an 

integerx no‘for which 

'Y, 

u{s|n(s_,s) < ngl > %-M 

By the preceding theorem, there is a closed disc F with center 

Sye Such that o is superior to every point x ¢ F for the 

Weber problem (16)., Thus 

f(so) < f£(x) (24) 

for all x ¢ Q\F. Furthermore F is compact, so that there 

exists a point x, € Fjwnich is a minimizer of f restricted to 

F. By (24), X, minimizes £ over all of S, hence X, is a 

x median., [ //&F 
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The compactness premise in this theorem is valid for 

quite a variety of metrics, perhaps for adl that are found in 

practice. In particular it holds in n-space for the Euclidean 

metric, the city-block metric, in fact for any metric whieh 

is derived from a norm. Thus we are assured of the existence 

of a median under quite general conditions. 

  

//K,Ehe remainder of this section will be devoted to obtaining 

x”qualitative results for the Weber problem by using notions of 

Symmetry and convexity. We shall finish by ShOWLHgyhOW these 

ideas may be applied in the context of a Thiinen system to 

obtain some surprising qualitative results. G 

We shall assume for the»rest~o£mthismsection that the 

Weber criterion 25 
\qflp 3! 

o 

il = [ hx/is)u(ds) (253 s \ 

is wellidefined and finite as a definite integral for all 

X € 8. Thus we need no longer worry about pseudomeasures. 

Consider a measurable transformation g:S + 8 whtch leaves 

both the measure u and the unit cost function h invariantx L€ 

U(E) = u{s|g(s) ¢ E} 126) 

for all regions E, and 

h(g(x), g(y)) = h(x,y) 21 

for all x,y € S.
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QN ~ Theorem: Let measurable g:8 + S satisfy (26) and (27). Then 

() ulx) = ulg(x)) 28) 

for all x ¢ S. 

. 0 { (“\J’ 9 
e 1 3 

yp Proof: u((x) = Ish(x,s)/\u(ds) = Ish(g(x), g(S))&u(dS) 

| 

  

) o J h(g(x),s)u(ds) = u(g(x). 

Here the second equality arises from (27), while the third 

equality arises from the induced integrals theorem under the 

mapping g, since by (26) the measure induced from u by g is 

u itself. |l}e T 

  

Thus the value of the Weber criterion is itself invariant 

under g. We -shall refer to any g satisfying (26) and (27) as 

a symmetry for the Weber problem, 

Por the next result we assume that Space,=8, i3 n-space 

for some n = 1,2,..., or,\%more generally, a convex Borel subg 

set of n-space. \ 
| oo { 

f‘* ~ Theorem: Let h(e+,s):S + reals be a con%vex function for all 

-D 8 € S. Then u:S + reals given by (25) is convex. 

AT SR AR 

f? Proof: Let z = 6x + (1 - 0)y, where x.y € S and 6 is a number 

O between 0 and 1. Then
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1 \ 93 2 g oy 2 
u(z) = ] h(z,s)u(ds) _<_I [eh(x g) + (1 - e)h(y,s)]u(ds) 

S A s 

S ; = fu(x) + (1 - e)u(y).{l\ll/} % 

A 
éfii The fact that u is a convex function implies that the 

set of medians for the Weber problem is convex. Fer let x and 

Yy be medians, and let z be a point betw%en them. Then u(x) = 

u(y) > u(z). But since x and y minimize u, this last must be 

an equality; thus z also minimizes uf that;is, z is a medien} 

These results extend to the multiplant Weber problem (4). 

Here of-course there are k plant lofiations, Xy reseoXy s £O be 

found, and we may write u(xl,...,xk) for the value of the 

objective function (4) for this k-tuple. Let g:S + S again 

satisfy (26) and (27). Then 

u(xl,...,xk) = u(g(xl),...,g(x )). 15fi5 

(30) follows from the fact that each of the k + k2 terms in 

the multiplant Weber cost function is invariant under transZ 

formation by g. For the k integral terms this follows at 

once from (28). For the k2 interplant flow termg this is an 

immediate consequence of (27). So much for symmetry. 

As for convexity, let Space § be a convex Borel set in 

n-space. Each plant location is an n-tuple of real numbers, 

and the k-tuple of plant locations may be thought of as a 

single point in a kn-dimensional "phase space‘.; Letmus now
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assume that the function h is convex. (This is stronger 

than the previous assumption that h(e,s) is convex for each 

8 € S). Then u(;l,...,rk) is a convex function. This follows 

from the fact that each of the k + k2 terms in the multiplant 

Weber cost function (4) is itself a convex function. (A sum 

of convex functions is convex). For the k integral terms this 

is an immediate consequence of (29). For the k2 interplant 

flow terms this follows at once from the convexity of h, and 
\ 

the nonrnegatrvxty of the weights wij 

fi%é:ss apply these symmetry and convexity results to 

some concfiete Weber problems. Consider the very simple problem 

in which Space is the Euclidean planetland u‘is the uniform 

distribution over some circular disc, which we may assume to 

be centered at the origin (0,0). What is the median? It 

seems to be the origin, but how does one prove this? A brute= 

force method is to differentiate under the Weber integral and 

set the resulting expression equal to zero. But this yields a 

mess even in the present simple case; besides)the Weber value 

u may not always be differentiable, so the method itself is 

dubious, : 

Instead, use the following approach. First, the existence 

theorem guarantees that there is a median (x ,y ) Nextk\con- 

sider the reflection mapping (x,y) -> (-x,-y) One easily 

verifies that this is a symmetry. Hence u(-x ,-y ) = u(x Y ), 
:-. 

by (28). This proves that the point (= xo, y ) is also a 
e 

median. Finally, the Euclidean netric is convex, hence u is
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convex, hence the set of medians is convex. But (0,0) lies 

between (no,yo) and(frq,fyp). Hence (0,0) is indeed a median, 

and we are finishedl (With a little more effort one could 

show that this is the only median, but we shall not take up 

questions of uniquenesss:3 

The method just used applies well beyond the special case 

discussed. The origin will be a median for the Weber problem 

(16) if h and u satisfy the following conditions: u is 

symmetric about the origin, in the sense of being invariant 

;nder reflection through the origin; h is convex; and 

h(-x,-y) = h(x,y). These conditions on h are satisfied not 

only by the Euclidean metric? but by the city-block metric, 

indeed by any metric derived from a norm, among others. 

We now give a very useful sufficient condition for the 

invariance of u. Going“for a moment back to a general measure 

space S with transformation g:S - S, suppose tihrat u may be 

expressed as an indefinite integral 

N 
)
 

w=flsa, 31) 

where measure A is invariant under g, and also where 

§(s) = 8(g(s)) (32) 

for all s € S. It then follows from the induced integrals 

theorem that y is invariant under g. For the special case of 

the plane, let A be ééo-dimensional Lebesgue measure. A is fns 

variant under reflection through the origin. Indeed, ) is
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invariant under any linear transformation with Jacobian ér;.‘ 

(Ehis includes the other transformations discussed belou:{ 

For any such gy choose any non}negative-measurable function § 

satisfying (32). This yields a measure u via (31) ntieh is 

invariant under ge 

For the circular disc discussed gboveglwe have § a 

positive constant inside the disc, and § = d\outside the disc. 

This elearly satisfies (32) under the reflection (n,g) + (=x,-y). 

The same holds for a uniform distribution on,any plane lamina 

éhich has a point of symmetryfirwith respect to reflections 

through that point. Thus,lthe?point;of symmetry of an annulus, 

a parallelogram, or an even-sided regular polygon is the median 

for the{corresponding distributions, under the Euclidean metric, 

or the city-block metric, or indeed under any convex h inZ 

variant under reflection throughfthe point of symmetxry. 

Similar arguments apply to;reflections through a straight 

line. (The reflection of pointfP through line L is the point 

P' such that L is the perpendicular bisector of segment PP').] 

As an application, let us show that for a uniform distribution 

p over an equilateral triangular lamina, the centroid of the 

triangle is a median, under the Euclidean metric. This 

triangle has no point of symmetry, but it has three lines of 

symmetryfile, Ly, ;3. Let g be the reflection through_Ll, say. 

Lebesgue measure; is clearly invariant under g, as—is-the 

Euclidean metric: Also (32) holds, by symmetry. Thus p is 

invariant under g, so that u(P) = u(g(P)), where u(P) is the
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value of the Weber integral at point P. We know that a 

median PO exists. By reflecting PO repeatedly through the 

lines Ll' Lz, L3 we get up to five additional points,.— 

'Pl""'PS' all of which must be medians. Finally, the _ 

centroid belongs to every convex set containing {Pa,...,PS}: 

since the set of medians is convex, the centroid is‘a median. [ 

Q.E.D. | 

(Caution: For the city-block metric, the;centroid of the 

equilateral triangle is usually not a median;{ Where does the 

preceding argument break down?)j These arguments extend easily 

from 2 to n dimensions, where we also mav wish to consider 

(V" / reflections through higherldimensional linear varieties, 
$ 

———The Weber Problem in g Thinen Sydem 
We now apply these concepts o"Thfinen systems, Let—us 

mrecall some salient facts about such systems. ‘Space (S, 8 ) 

  

is furnished with an areal measure o; intuitively, o(E) is 

the capacity of region E for holding land uses. rnereéis 

e
 

special location Syr the nuoleus, whireh- serves as origin or 

destination for all trafgic flows. There is a measurable 

function g:S + reals, gis) being the ideal distance between 

point s and the nuclens. 

From the elabofate theory built upon these foundations 

in chapter 8, we shall use only the fact that land uses tend 

to be arranged stmetrically around the nucleus i:roughly 

speaking, points at equal ideal distances carry land uses of 

equal ideal weight. With this in mind we frame the following 

definition. ;
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Definition: Given o and g as above, p on (S,Es) is a Thiinen 

measure iff it can be expressed as an indefinite integral 

p o= I (faghda {33) 

for some measurable function f:reals + reals. 

  

That is, B is a Thiinen measure iff it has a density 

function which has the same value at points which-are equi= 

distant from the nucleus. We may expect most structural 

features of a Thiinen system —(such as the distribution of 

population, or of capital goods by‘value;-to have a distribuZ 

tion of the form (33), at least approximately. 

To introduce Weberian ideas, we want to consider distances 

between any two points in the system, not just between the 

nucleus and other points. Accordingly, let h:8 x § + reals be 

given, where h(x,y) is, as usual, the ideal distance from x 

to y. We assume that h is meas;urable and symmetric: fl, hix,y) = 

h(y,x). The function g above is obtained from h by holding one 

of its arguments fixed at sNzyfg(x) = h(sN,x). 

Consider now the problem;of locating a plant which is to 

make shipments whose distribution is a Thiinen measure u. The 

median for u will usually be 'a point near the nucleus. If 

rent differentials are negligible for the plant, the median 

may be taken as the optimal location. If not — and rent difZ 

ferentials are generally important in the Thiinen context — a 

reasonable location objective is to minimize the sum of rent 

and transport costs incurred (both discounted to the present).
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This has the effect of pusaing the optimal location further 

from the nucleus than the median is. 

This cross between Weber and Thiinen introduces a certain 

conceptual difficulty. On the one hand_the plant is treated 

as if located at a single point. On the other hand it incurs 

rent, and therefore occupies a region of positive area. This 

is a contradiction (unless we have a strange areal measure 

assigning positive values to single points). The only fully 

adequate way to resolve this paradox is to treat the\*plant“W“ 

as a spatiallfiextended entity,‘as{we did with the regions 

controlled by individual agents inkdéi But this approach 

entails great ccmplications,}and'we do not follow it here. 

Instead we leave the paradox unresolved, so that the following 

arguments must be construed as merely heuristic. 

Is it realistic to assume that the shipment distribution 

will be a Thiinen measure?y Doubts on this score arise when the 

plant is located far off center. For then points at equal 

distances from the nucleus tend to be at quite unequal 

distances from the plants Would this not lead to unequal 

demand densities along the same Thiinen ring? This doubtless 

happens, but there are many cases where (33) would seem to be 

a good approximation. rirst, this is tiue where a uniform 

pricing policy is in effect: stores making free deliveriesy 

uniform charges for telephone service, mail, gas, water, . 

sewage ,—ete., independent of location within the system. =
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Second, (33) seems reasonable for these government services 

which are "plant-initiated" rather than “consumer-initiatedd, 

e.g.groutine police patrolling, building inspections, etc. 

Third, (33) seems reasonable for goods and services having 

inelastic demands. 

het»us'now specialize to the case where S8 is the plane, 

and a is t§o~dimensional Lebesgue measure. Also let h be the 

Euclidean metric. Without loss of generality, let the nucleus 

be at the origin:j Sy = (0,0). We observe that the nucleus 

is a median for any.Thfinenvmeasure. For o is invariant under 

reflection through the nucleus:»;(x,y) + (=x,-y). The Thiinen 

rings are circles, and these are also invariant; hence the 

density feg is invariant under reflection. Thus u is in= 

variant. Finally, h is invariant,kand convex besides, fl 

which proves that 8y is a median by an argument given above. 

But the nucleus is also the point at which rent density 

hits its peak. The sum of rent and transport costs will 

usually be minimized at some distance away from the nucleus. 

The interesting result arises when we consdéer the mglti; 

plant Weber problem in this Thfinen‘context. Recall that,in 

the multiplant Weber problem (4b'transport costs incurred fall 

into two categories. There is a cost for shipments between 

each plant and the rest of the world of the form 

. Tfl/ : b I h(x,,s)uy (ds) %34) 

J 

for plant i. Here x; is the location of plant i which is to 

be chosen, and Uy is a given spatial distribution)as in the 

1)
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ordinary Weber problem. And there are the interplant shipment 

costs of the form 

£ ','g P i 37 

Wiy hixg,xy) 135) 

for the pair plant ix} plant j. Here wij is a given noni 

negative number. Total costs, then, are the sum of three 

parts: (34) summed over all plants, plus (35) summed over all 

pairs of plants, plus the rentals incurred on all plants. 

We shall assume that each of the measures uy is a Thiinen 

measure. If rents are negligible, an optimal solution is for 

all plants to locate at the nucleus; for this arrangement 

simultaneously minimizes all terms in (34) and (35), since the 

nucleus is a median for any Thfinen measure. 

Let-us assume that an optimal solution exists. We now 

show that there exists an optimal solution of a very'special 

form: Ifill plants are on the same ray th;gz%n the origin. 

To prove this, let (ri,yi) be the cartesian coordinates 

of plant i in an optimal arrangement (i = 1,...,k if there are 

k plants in all). Consider the new arrangement in which plant 

i is now located at ((xi2 + Yiz)g’ 0),)for all i. @;at;iqpu 

each plant is now located on the positive x—axisj at the 

same Euclidean distance from the nucleus as before. 

Consider the effect on the three parts of total costs. 

Shipment costs (34) are the same for each plant. To see this, 

note that the shift of the location of plant i can be effected 

by a rotation of Space around the nucleus. This transformation
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leaves o invariant and leaves the density function of By 

invariant; hence it leaves Uy itself invariant. Also h is 

invariant. By a theorem above, it follows that Weberian 

costs (34) are invariant. 

Interplant shipment costs (35) are, if anything, lower 

than before; /fior plant i and plant j are rotated on two 

concentric circles. A pair of points on these respective 

circles are at minimum distance iff they lie on the same ray 
fvom 
threugh the origin, which is precisely how they do lie in the 

new arrangement. 

Finally, reflgals areisame as before for each plant, since 

rentals depend only on Euclidean distance from the nucleus, 

which is unchanged. Thus total costs are no larger than 

before. Since the original arrangement is optimal, so-must-be 

the new arrangement.. v 

This concludes the argument. The heuristic part is in 

the preceding paragraph, where we implicitly assume that the 

rental incurred by a plant depends only on the rent=density 

of its location. ; 

mIt ismodwceurse{glear{ttnt there is nothing special about 

the X-axis. The plants could have been rotated to any other 

ray emanating from the nucleus. This entire argument 

generalizes easily from 2-§to n-dimensional space (with o 

being n~-dimensional Lebesgue measure, h the Euclidean metric 

in n-space, etc.), and we again conclude that there is an 

optimal arrangement for the multiplant Webexr problem in which 

all plants lie along the same ray emanating from the nucleus
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(provided an optimal arrangement exists at all). 

Can we also draw the converse conclusionfgthat any 

arrangement in which all plants do not lie on'a ray through 

the nucleus is not optimal? ‘The answer is yes, provided the 

multiplant Weber problem does not reduce to two independent 

subproblems. To make this notion precise, let—us say that 

plant i and plant j are directly linked iff wij + wji > 0. 

Say that plant i and plant j are linked iff there is a sequence 

of plants, beginning with i and ending with j, such that each 

adjacent pair of plants in the sequence are directly linked. 

Finally, say that the multiplant Weber problem is irreducible 

iff every two plants are.linked. 

Then, if the problem is irreducible , any optimal arrange= 

ment must have all plants 1yi;g on some ray emanating f£rom the 

nucleus. To prove this, take an arrangement in which plants 

i and j are not on the same ray. Taking a sequence of 

directly 1inked plants beginning with i and ending with j 

there must be some adjacent pair of plants in this sequence 
] 

which are not on the same ray — say i, and j;. Now perform 

the rotation shift to a single ray as above. No cost term is 
: 3 A 

increased by this shift. Furthe%more, the sum of the two 

terms - i 

e ( ) e ( ) hix, .,x + w hi{x. ,x 
4133 7L Jady =052, 
A 

is strictlQLless than before, since h declines and onde of the 

s is positive. Hence the original arrangement cannot be 

optimal. This concludes the proof.
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If the multiplant Weber problem;is reducible, then the 

set of plants can be partitionedjso;that any two plants within 

the same partition set are-linked? and no two plants in difE 

ferent partition sets are linked. ;Itwfoiio;sethat, in an 

optimal arrangement, all plants in the same partition set 

must lie on a single ray, but -that the rays for different 

partition sets may be different, and can be chosen arbitrarily. 
,——-——————"’AAE 

/y Let-us now drop the assumption that the metric is 
— 

Euclidean, and assume instead that it is city~block. Thus 
; 3 _ w 

(in n-space) the distance betweenln;tuples (%ys0..,% ) and 

(Y9re000¥,) is given by 

] Xy = ylf +...;1—x - ; 

(We shall work in n-space because the following arguments are 

more transparent with this generalityj n = 2 is the only case 

of possibly practical importance) 

First a general observation on the Weber problem under 

the city=~block metric. This metric has the happy property of 

decomposing the Weber problem —ueven the multiplant Weber 

problem}eyin.n-dimensional space into n separate ege— 

dimensional problems, which are much easier to solve. To 

see this, consider the tno kinds of transport costs in the 

multiplant problem.
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. For the external shipments of plant i the cost is 
20 ! 5 - d "“ ¥ lel’sl\ Is‘]%i* - sll +o. .t lxin - sn[tkui(dsl,...,dsn) 4 

Y] ; (9.4:3¢) 
i 

o0 
e 1 n | 

" Lm'xil = syluyTdsy) 4.4 j_&lxin -8l Mds ), o\, 

when the plant is located at point (xil""’xin)‘(Cf (34)5; 

Here "i‘ the given shipment distribution, can be»any bounded 

measure, not necessarily a Thiinen measure. In (36), the 

measures "il""'”i are the n marginals of u on the-eme— 

dimensional component subspaces of n-space §. ;(36) itself 

follows easidly from the induced integrals theorem: Split the 

original integral into a sufi of n integrals in the obvious way, 

then project the &fth integral onto the #-th component subspace, 

?: = 1,..-,1‘1. 

For the interplant shipments from plant i to plant j the 

cost is 

wij[]xil - lel L Ixin - xjnl]' (37) 

-7¢sen plants i and j are located at (xil""'xin) and 

(le,...,xjn - resps%fively (cf. (35)9’ If there are k 

plants in all, then (36) and (37) together contain (k + kz)n 

terms, the sum of which is to be minimized over the kn un> 

knowns x1 = the £=th component of the location of plant i. 

Now group the kn unknowns into n sets of k variables 

each, namely]ix&%,...,xkzl, £ =1,00.,n. The (k + k Jn terms 

can be grouped into fi\jsts of k + k2 terms each, such that the
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J~th set of terms contains only variables from the %-th set 

of unknowns. Thus the original problem falls apart into n 

separate minimization problems. The prescription for solution 

is this: Given the problem determined by measures Hyreeorby 

and weightsbwij, i, = 1,...,k, solve the aée-dimensional 

problem determined by the marginals fi;fi,..., uk& and the same 

weights wij (and the usual metric.on the rs?i;line),xfor each 

4= 1l,...yn. Let the optimal solution bél}flé‘i—tuple 

(xfz,...,xfiz), for each_&. Then the optimal location for 

pla;£ ilin ;fis original problem is the n-tuple (xil,...,x%h), 

for L = 1,...,k. » 

Let us now return to the Thilnen context: § is n-gpace, 

and each measure ] in the multiplant Weber problem is a 

Thiinen measure of the form (33). /g(s)/ in (33l§is the city= 

block distance of point s from the nuclsus Q;, which is at 

the origin (0,...,0; a is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 

The problem again is to find an arrangement of plants 

minimizing the sum of total:transport costs and total plant 

rentals. Total transport costs are given by the sum of all 

terms in (36) and (37). Let us assume that an optimal solu< 

tion exists, 

In the Euclidean case}we concluded that there was an 

optimal arrangement in whish all plants located on the same 

ray from the origin; any rsy would do., In the city-block case 

we claim again that an optimal arrangement exists in which all
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Sf§ C& plants locate on the same rsy; but we claim thi;]g?ly for 

certain rays. Specifically, we claim that an optimal arrange- 

ment exists on the ray pasSing through the point (+1, +1,..., 

+l). Here any of the 2R éossible sign patterns may be chosen, 

and any of the 28 corresponding rays holds an optimal arrangeZ 

ment. " (In 2-space thesé;are the four rays emanating from the 

origin at 45° to the X;End Y axes in the northeast, northwest, 

southeas§>and southwes£ directionsfiwrgspectively.)- 

We -shall prove tiis for the ray passing through the point 

(L, ,600s1)1 the{sli@ht modificatioqskseeded for the other 

eligible rays shou%d be obvious.zlpéiwggil,...,xih), A ®1l,eeug 

k, be an optimal arrangement of plants, and/consider the new 

arrangement in which plant i is located at 

/ 

o / n 
  

d/f((lA,l,...,l). m& 

for i = 1,... .,k TfififQis, each plant is shifted to the 
2 > 

special ray whiie remaining at the same city-block distance 

from the nucleus as before. Let us compute the effect on each 

component of total cost. | 

All rental costs remain the same, since rent density 

depends only on ideal distance from the nucleus, which is unZ 

changed. (This is the same heuristic argument that-was used 

in the Euclidean case.)
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As for interplant transport costs (37), they decline, or 

at worst remain the same, because the distances between each 

pair of plants are no greater than before, This results from 

the following theoremsy ILet 0 be the origin:zfgafi§l, s, two 

points such that h(s;, 0) = ¢; >0, i = 1,2; then h(sl,szfz_w 

attains its minimum whenever s; and s, lie on the same ray 

from the origin. This statement is true not only for the 01ty- ’Aw’a/ 

block metric, but for any metric h derived £rom a norm II 15 7wfhl 
“1(5 q 

The proof runs as follows: ? : ; l“-’/'fpa(z 

g B O et his;sp) = Ilsy = ,ll 2 |lIsyll= Iyl 
139)- 

| 
v 2 

Lmha—inequaiiey-arisss—from-the—tti:sg4e—iaequa;iflr—fies-anxmsiw 

,(39) establishes a lower bound for d(s,,s,). On the other 

= lh(sl,O) - h(s,,0)| = le; - ¢ 

Vv vV 

hand, if $; and S, lie on the same ray, then L o adre 

  

/ 3 
sy = syll= Is, -/,, al = | b,-llslll= lgy = gl 

so that this lower bound is attained, and the proof is 

finished. Since plants are shifted onto the same ray while 

‘maintaining their respectivé distances from the origin, it 

does—indeed follow#that interplant distances do not rise. 

Finally, we come to the external shipment costs (36). The 

argument here is a bit more complicatsd. We consider two types 

of transgormations of Space into itself. The first is of the 

form
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) ;‘,f‘;A, i A 

u.@% 
‘/ f 

@2 (xl,...,xn) > (xllooo'xz—ly ‘le Xz+1,...,xn) ttfia 

for some £ = 1l,...,0, Tfistris, the sign of coordinate X, is 

reversed, everything else remaining thefisaméi (Reflection 

G 
through the hyperplane x, = 0)., The second is g cyclic 

permutation of coordinates: 

n 
(X700000x,) * (xn,xl,xz,.gl,x -1) <41) 

Both of these transformation ieave Lebesgue measure o 

invariant, since they have Jacobifins equal to +1. “Alse, both 

transformationsvpreserve city-blésk distances from the nucleus. 

It follows that both transformafiions leave any Thinen measure 

Uy invariant. Also, hoth tran%%ormations leave city-block 

éistances in general invarianté It follows that the total 

external shipment costs incurgsd by plant i, (36), are ing 

variant under transformation ;f its location by either (40) 

or (41). '(' 

Now, starting from the 6rigina1 location (x%l,...,xfn) 

of plant i, apply the transfisrmation (40) once for each 

negative coordinate x,. It follows that 

9.4 
ulxdysoeerxg) = ullxgy|oeeenlzgy )y 42) 

where u(xl,....xn) is the value of the Weber cost (36) when 

plant i is located at point (xl,...,xn). Next, apply (41l) n 

times to the point (lell,...olxihl). The resulting n points 

all have the same u~value (42). Furthermore, the mean of
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these n points is precisely the point (38) to which plant i 

is shifted, But u is a convex function, sinc;Jcity-block 

metric is convex. Hence the u~value at point (38) is less 

than or equal to the common u7§alue (42) . This proves that 

external shipment costs do nof rise, 

wl?hus the shift to arrangement (38) causes no rise in any 

cost category. Since the original arrangement was optimal, 

so is (38). This concludes the argument for the city=-block 

case. 

On the city-block plane, for example, the multiplant 

Weber problem will have ag'optimal solution with all plants 

strung out along the 45.° line heading sortheast (or northwest, 

southeast, or southwest). 

Do these results have any exemplifications in the real 

world? This is not easy to answer. As for the special 

"diagonal direction" soiution in the city-block case, this 

seems to be rather sensitive to small deviations from “city- 
(/: ol 

blcckness") For this reason we would expect the specific 

directional effect to 5e obliterated, even when the transportal 

tion grid approximates?the ideal rectangular form. But the 

predicted tendency for linked plants to be strung out along 

some ray emanating from the nucleus appears to be more robust. 

This would show up, for example, in a tendency for cities 

to grow persistently in one (or a few) directions, rather than 

to expand uniformly aboutfli%e-nuclepp ~(a directional bias
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1$ii;h would show up even in the absencefcf natural irregu< 

larities in geographi} Another possiblc exemplikication might 

be the tendency noted by Idsch for somc cities to exhibit 

alternating sparseléfi and densely-secfiled corridors, a 

tendency he explained by a rather dqé}ous theory of super$ 

imposed hexagonal industry networkslbfi/ 

Two points should be kept in:fiind in any such suggested 

interpretation. First, any tendeficy for plants to string 

themselves out in rays would stifiulate the construction of 

radial transportation arteriesjslong these rays. This ref 

inforces the original tendencyi}but also undermines the 

metric structure upon which tfie>:heory expounded above rests., 

Conversely, the existence ofgradial arteries furnishes an 

independent reason for the fstringing-out" phenomenon to occur. 

| Secondly, a widespreaé tendency for plants to string 

themselves out in a Thfineqjsystem undermines the Thiinen 

ring structure itselffikasé makes it less plausible that the 

distribution of shipments from any newly-located plant will 

be a Thiinen measure. Ic;this sense the theory is "self- 

undermining”, just as, éay, a Keynesian equilibrium involving 

a noc+zero net investmefit rate is "self-undermining".
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9.5. Market Regions 

We now turn our attention from the location of facilities 

to the pattern of shipments. The setup i; as in the trans= 

portation problem offighaptsr 75 There is an origin measure 

and a destination measure, and the problem is to find a flow 

measure (on the product space, origin x destination)~whieh 

transfers the mass from origin to destination in an efficient 

manner. “What distinguishes theréresent section is the special 

assumption mades We assume that at least one of the two 

measureslf-origin or destination — is concentrated at a 
  

countable (possibly a finite) number of points. Just as in the 

allotment-assignment problembgwhere a different special 

assumption was made, this yieids results~#fi§éh are not available 

for the general transportation problem. 

There are many real-world illustrations of this model. We 

shall consider only cases in which the origin and destination 

spaces are the same — usually a portion of physical Space, S, 

but sometimes a portion of Space-Time, § x T, : j 

Consider,-for-example, a multiplant industry which is to 

ship its product to sstisfy a spatial demand distribution. 

The latter is the desfiination Measure. Each plant has a 

certain given producéion level, which may be interpreted as a 

capacity, as a quotavassigned by a cartel or central manager, 

as a point on a supply schedule, or in other ways. The origin 

measure is the spatial output distribution for the industry,
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and this will be concentrated at the finite number of locations 

occupied by the plants. The problem is to find a pattern of 

shipment from each plant,'suchifhat together they satisfy 

demand, such that plant produciion levels are not exceeded, and 

such that overall transportation cost is minimized over the 

set of shipment patterns satisfying these feasibility condi- 

tions. 

Q§»Xy “}wsn example of the opposite flow pattern is furnished by 

‘ milk distribution to large cities. 5%  Here the origin measure 

is the spatial distributicn of milk production, while the 

destination measure is utban milk consumption. If we think of 

cities as being located at single points (which is reasonable 

from a broad regional point of view)bshen.the destination 

measure is concentrated at the finite number of city locations. 

Let us refer to these two setups as demand systems and 

sggglx sxstems, respectively. Formally, a fiemandngsgsm is a 

éganspofgation problem in which the origin measure is concen- 

trated at a countable number of points; a supply system is 

one in which the destination measure has this property. ‘(These 

conditions may hold simultaneously. Indeed, if both origin 

and destination measures are concentrated at a finite number 

of points, things reduce to the ordinary transportation 

problem of linear programming.) 

There is another very common situation éfiieh is both a 

demand and a supply system. This is the case in which resources
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flow in both directions. Most commonly, this takes the form 

of round trips by "commuting" resourcesf such as people or 

vehicles. Consider, for-example, the problem of assigning 

children to schools. Here there ére two relevant measures: 

the spatial distribution of children by residence, and the 

spatial distribution of school cspacity. If schoois are thought 

of as located at single points, then the latter measure is 

concentrated at these points. 

Suppose now that one wants to minimize overall transport 

cost of school trips, subjectito meeting the school capacity 

and compulsory education constraints. This factors into two 

separate problems, The oPtimal flow pattern from home to 

school comes from the supply system in which residential 

distribution of children is the origin measure and school 

capacity distribution is the destination measure. The optimal 

flow pattern to home from school comes from the demand system 

in which thefggles of these measures are interchanged. 

This procedure has a flaw, however, Solving the "ingress" 

and "egress" problems separately may result in children being 

reshuffled to different homes from the ones they left. Since 

children are not interchangeable this is unacceptable. The 

difficulty can be oveicome by an artifice. In place of the 

unit cost function h(x,y) substitute the round-trip cost 

h(x,y) + h(y,x)fi\and find the optimal flow pattern )\ for the 

home-to-school supply system with this cost function. It 

follows from the symmetry of round trip costs that the optimal
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flow pattern for the school—to~homs demand system is precisely 

the transpose (i.e., the reversal) of A, so all children canrl\ 

indeed,‘return to the homes from{which they started. (The : 

proof of this statement for the transportation prcblem £ with 

equality constraints and identical origin and destination 

spaces < is virtually the same as the corresponding proof for 

the transhipment problem whieh -we gave above, Q&g& f), 

This same supply~demand system approach applies to urban 

facilities in general :-not only to schools; but to the assignZ 

ment of hospitals, courthouses, libraries, fire stations, ete. 

Still another class of ap?lications arises in the organization 

of hierarchical sfiructurcs@ Given the scattering of higher~ > 

order and lower-order units, which of the latter should be 

connected to, or controiled by, which of the former, to 

minimize overall costs of connection, ccmmunication, or controll 

Examples would be the divisional hierarchy in a firm, the 

regional chain of ccm@and in the military, the clearing appaf% 

atus in the banking s&stem, the postal and telephone systems, 

ete. In all these cases the facilities or higherlorder units 

will have capacity 1imits on their ability to service or 

control the populaticn of lowesiorder units, clients, etcii%’ 

All the ekamplés so far have been in physical Space,=S: 

An example in Space;Timefi:fi,&-m* is provided by the marketing 

of a crop with a sfiérply defined harvest time. We may think 

of this crop as maging an appearance in the system at isolated 

points (s,t) of Spéce—Time, where g is, say, the location of a
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grain elevator, and t is a moment at which the harvest arrives 

at s. The unit transport cost function has domain 8 x T x § x T, 

’Wngsl,tl,sz,tz) being the ccst of transporting unit mass from 

site s, at iqifant t, to site s, at instant t,. Here "trans= 

portation" is used in the widc sense that includes s}orage 

(= transportation through time), and cost includes storage cost. 

The destination measure is £he Space-Time pattern of consump= 

ticn,ku, a measure on S X T:itu(E x F) is the mass consumed in 

region E in périod F. The origin measure is concentrated at 

the countable number of points (s,t) at which the crop appears 

in the system. Thus we again have a demand system. 

G? %1 vthoing # step further, we might consider a system operating 

in Time alone. An example would be the model just discussed 

with all references to Space suppressed. The unit cost function 

has domain T x T, h(fil,t ) being the cost of storing unit mass 

from moment t, to t,. 58 

Igga comments on these models involving‘fime. First, the 

value of h at points for which ty < 1 is, strictly speaking, 

infinite, since ope cannot go backward in time. In the trans= 

portation problem, however, the cost function must be finite. 

This difficulty can probably be overcome by replacing h by a 

function assigning very high finite values in place of +w; f 1 

sufficiently high to discourage any flows whieh go backward 

in time. Second, to have a 2?93 gigg demand system, the 

appearance of mass at the points of origin,K(s,t),‘must be 
‘ % 

instantaneous:. For suppose that, say, a crop arrives steadily
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at some grain elevator over a positive timsiintervalfigthen 

the origin measure is no longer concentrated at a countable 

number of points. y(An enduring'point in Space corresponds to 

a "line" in Space~Time, which has an uncountable number of 

points) . | 

i;tmas now sketch the main lines of inquiry. First, 

there is a characteristic property of optimal flow patterns in 

demand or supply systems. Just as allotment-assignment 

problems yielded solutions satisfying the weight=-falloff condi® 
  

tion - the fundamental property of Thiinen systems — the 

transportaffon problem in a demand or supply system yields 

solutions in which the flow is "partitioned" into market 

regions. Exact definitions will come later; a rough descripZ 

tion of the meaning of this term will suffice for now. }n a 

demand system, this means that the space is partitionegz one 

partition seclor “market region", for each point of concentra~ 

tion of the oéigin measure. The demand in each market region 

is then satisfied agclusively by shipments from its corre§ 

sponding point of ccncentration. The situation for supply 

systems is similar,'except that the flow is from the market 

region to the corrésponding point of concentration of the- 

destination measuré. Geographically, market regions tend to 

be relatively "close" to their corresponding points of cons 

centration.
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In the case of the multiplant industry shipping its 

product, each plant will have a territory surrounding it to 

which it ships exclusively. In the case of milk marketing to 

cities, each city will have a "milkshed", the dairy farms in 

which ship exclusively to that city. For the school system, 

each school will have a neighborhood "school district"” from 

which it draws its student body exclusively.§9/ For the 

seasonal crop marketing example, the "market regions" will be 

chunks of Space~Time, each following its corZesponding point 

of concentration. 

One of our aims,then, is to pin down rigorously the 

extent to which this "market region" property does, indeed, 

characterize optimal flows in demand or supply systems. 

Our second main objective is to investigate the rgienof 

prices in these systems. We know from chapter 7 that)igunder 

- 
S rather general conditions, an optimal solution A to the 

transportation problem having origin space A and destination 

space B determines a pair of functions (p,q), p:A - reals, 

q:B » reals( called a gotential},having a certain relation to 

A. It turns out that p and g act as if they were origin and 

destination Eric%%ielda, in the sense that the flow A could 

arise from the behavior of agents participating in competitive 

markets and confronted with these prices. (For'this reason 

the dual values arising in ordinary linear programming are 
N 

often referred to a;§}shadofi;prices“§;§
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The opposite approach is also of interest. That is, 

given competitive markets and prices in the overall framework 

of a demand or supply system, does the resulting flow pattern 

partition into market regions? 1Is it optimal in some sense? 

We have been discussing markct systems in terms of the 

transportation problem. The question arises, Why not use the 

transhipment formulation instead? Let p' and u" be the origin 

and destination measures, and let A' and A" be the left and 

right marginals of shipment measure A on (A x A, T x %), 

respectively. Then for the transportation problem we have the 

constraints on A: 

A' = y' and A" = u", (1) 

while for the transhipment:problem we have the weaker con- 

straints 

AY (e AR gt e e ~2) 

(We are choosing the equality-constrained variantidsiifioth 

problems, and assuming u', p" are bounded in (2)). /[ (2) seems 

preferable at first glance, since (1) imposes artificial 

restrictions whieh do not really constrain a shipper. The 

trouble is that the-transhipment formulation (2) obliterates 

the special feature that characterizes market systems; '%Eét} 

48, ' or u" is ccncentrated on a countableflset, a feature 

that disappears in their difference u' - u". ,u)';;d " enter 

only through theié difference in (2), whereas they retain 

their separate idéntities in (1). Thus we are forced to rely
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on the transportation problem format ifIWe want any chance of 

developing a special theory for market}systems. 

In applying the results we she%i,obtain, hewevex, one 

should check that theif is no advantsge in transhipping, so 

that it suffices to consider only tfie translocations allowed 

by (1). «GhapEeniz,Esectionvio,}giyes conditions that guarantee 

this, the main one being that the;unit cost function h 

satisfies the triangle inequality. Similarly, the fact that 

the origin anc destination spacés are identical is irrelevant 

from the perspective of the trgnspcrtation problem,dbut imposes 

certain additional constraintagin reality. (Example: a 

potential for the transportatgon problem is a pair of functions 

(p,g) on the origin and dest§nation spaces, respectively; we 

should have p = q if the spgées are identicalfig These con- 

siderations are, however, "éeta-theoreticfig: In the theory of 

market systems ber se, thegiriangle inequality,for-example, 

plays ncf;%le and will nog%be mentioned again. 

/ 
7 Let us now get down éo business. The first task is to 

definé the concept of “méiket region" ("demand region" if we 

are dealing with a demané system, "supply region" if we are 

dealing with a supply sy;tem). It-turns out-that there-are 

two entirely different écncepts whieh are needed — a potential 

concept indicating wheré the shipments of a plant might go to 

(or come from) under cc?petition, and an effective concept,, 

indicating where the shipments of a plant actually do go to 

(or come from).
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We begin with the "potential" concept for a demand system. 

We are given a countable number of points (called "plants") 

ays870es in a space A, together with a unit transport cost 

function h:A x A + reals and a family of mill prices PierPorecss 

one for each plant. Consider the situation of a potential 

buyer located at point b € A and contemplating which plant to 

purchase from. If he purchases from plant i, the unit cost — 

(counting in both mill price and transport cost) — will be 

Py + h(ai'b)- ““3')‘ 

We suppose that the buyer\; if he makes any purchases at all -=-, 

will buy from a plant (or plants) i for which (3) is a 

minimum. This motivates the following definition. 
———— \- asbsacioien / 5 I & 

xfs , Definition: The potential demand region of plant i is }@f” 

. 2 ‘;“"“\ , 
= P ={blpi + h(ai,b) ._<__p-_j +‘h(aj,b) for all j = 17\"" %.' 

   
e 

That is, for point'b € Afikicrm the numbers pj +.h(aj,b), one 

for each plant, and find the smallest (if there is a smallest). 

Then b belongs to the potential demand region of whichever 

plant attains this smallest number. 

If a potential buyer is not located in P,, he will not 

purchase from plant i, since the cost to him is less from some 

other plant. The converse of this statement is false: A 

buyer may well be located in,Pi without purchasing from plant 

i - either because he pu:chases from another equally costly 

plant, or perhaps because-he chooses not to purchase at all,
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'fict~as note some properties of‘Poténtial demand regions. 

If the number of plants is finite, %QEA!:Q&;onver the entire 

space A, For, given b, the numbers Pj + h(aj,b) have at 

least one smallest among them, so b belongs to at least one Pi’ 

But Pl'PZ"" need not be a packinqj jmhere may be overlaps 

where two or more plants are equally lowesE;priced. Call 

these common points border points between two demand regions. 

As an example, let A be the plane and let h be Euclidean 

distance., Border points b between Pi and Pj must satisfy 

Pi + h(ailb) = Pj + h(ajlb)- +5) 

ngfi The locus of points b satisfying (5) is either empty or am 

e hyperbola (or, in limiting cases, a straight line oxr a ray). 

Thus,)on the Buclidean plane, potential demand regions are 

bordened by hyperbolic aics (and/or line segments). 

Specializing still further leads us to a case of consider- 

able importance. Consider the Euclidean plane where (i) the 

price at all plants is the sames. p; = Pyr all i,j, and (ii) each 

plant has six nearest neighboring plants at distance ¢ > 0, 

these forming the corners‘of a regular hexagon. Condition (i) 

assures that each point of the plane belongs to the potential 

demand region of the plant to which it is closest. (The 

resulting demand regions must then be convex polygons, often 

called Dirichlet regions, ox Voronoi polygons, or Thiessen 

polygons). Condition (ii) is the honeycomb lattice arrangement 

of plants. It implies that the number of plants is infinite. 

=
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In this case the potential demand régions are regular hexagons, 
all of side length c/v3, centered on their respective plants; 
they cover the plane,&and are non?overlapping except along 

their edges. This is the basic structure on which Christaller 
and L&sch build their theories. | 

l;e&vus now turn to the "potential” concept for supply 

systems. We g gaifiznave plants 817857004, With mill prices 

P1+/Pyr-+.; but these plants are now r%@ipients, rather than 

donors, of shipments, and transport cost must be subtracted 

from mill price to find the net revenue of the seller. Con- 
sider the situation of a potential seller located at point b. 
If he sells to plant i, his net revenue will be 

If he sells at all, it will be to a plant (or plants) for which 

(6) is a maximum. This suggests the following concept. 

  

s%&_’ Definition: The potential supply region of plant i is f 

: J ,!} ¢ P, =~{" h(b,ai) > Py - h(b,aj) for all X = 1,2,..5 ;}, 

That is, for point b € A, form the numbers pj - h(b,aj), one 

for each plant, and find the largest (if there is a largest). 
Then b belongs to the potential supply region of whichever 

plant attains this largest number. 

For every statement we have made about potential demand 

regions there is a corresponding statement about potential
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supply regions. Thus,aif a potential seller is not located 

in P, he will not sell to plant i, but the converse is not 

necessarily true. If the number of plants is finite, then the 

potential supply regions cover space A, but these regions will 

in general overlap. Dirichlet regions,land, in particular, 

the regular hexagons of a honeycomb lattice, can be constructed 

in terms of supply regions instead of demana‘regions. 

The system of potential demand or supply regions tells us 

relatively little about the actual resource flow pattern. For 

a simple illustration, take a demand system on the Euclidean 

plane and let there-be just one plantfi)aéslvThere is just one 

potential demand region, nenelg, the entire plane. But the 

actual flow will typically be to a bounded region in the 

éicinity of aoi because transport costs become prohibitively 

expensive forncistant points. Thus we must distinguish the 

region to which the flow from the plant might go (its potential 

demand region), from the sufiZ}egion to which the flow actually 

does go (its effective demand region). 

To introduce the "effective" concepts, we need some 

technical constructions. (From here on we shall consider only 

demand systems. A completely parallel theory exists for supply 

systems. To derive it, jnst reverse thewréles of the origin 

and destination spaces in wnat follows)"transpose“ h, and 

substitute ;C;i for pi). We again have a Space,}A,\and a 

countable set of plants A'i= {al,az,...}. Demand systems have
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been discussed so far in terms of a transportation problem on 
the product space A x a, It will be more convenient from-now 

-en to let the product Space be A' x A - that—is, the origin 
space is the set of plants. (This inVlees no real loss of 
generality, since, by definition of a demand system, there is 
no resource flow out of the complementary set A\A'.) 

;EJQ, A and A' are provided with ergma fields I and I', 
respectively. We now make the additional specification that 
L' is discrete, that—-is; I' is the class of all subsets of Aa', 

G Since A' is countable, thés is equivalent toYLssuming that s\ 
one might think {a } € &' for each plant‘ai, (Since A' ¢ A, 4+t—ts-roasonable 

that I' should be the restriction of I to A'. However, it 

turns-out—that there is no need to make such an assumption. 
Indeed, the fact that A' is a subset of A is completely } 

irrelevant for the theory that follows.) 

Now let A be a shipment measure, thétiés, a measure on 

the product space (A' x A, I' x )., The discreteness of I' 

enables us to decompose A into the separate shipments out of 

each plants 

—— i = 

(3~ ) Definition: Ay, the shipment distribution from plant i, is the 
measure on (A,g) given by S 

A (B) = Al{ay} x E],
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]Mf} / (Note that Ai is a measure on A, while A itself is a 

(measure on the product space A' x A.) The sum of all the 

measures li, i=1,2,..., is none other than the right 

marginal X" of A. 

The effective demand region of plant a;, is, intuitively, 
the set of points "at"™ which meafiure Ai is located. Any point 

b carrying positive measure should clearly be in this region. 

But in general other points should also be included; if not, 

we would have to say that a nonzatomic measure is not located 

anywhere. The concept appears to depend unavoida#ly on 

topological ideas. Accordingly, we introduce a topology T on 
D 

i ~SS 

A in addition to its measure structure. 
— ’_fiffi-’.&k’w 

e ;LDefinition: The effective'demand region of plant i (notation: 

- ¢ » E;) is the support of neasure A; (relative to topology T). 
I 

A 

} We recall -(page—< == above) that, for any measure space 

   

(2,Z,u) with topology T, point_gg € A supports p iff every 

measurable neighborhood of a, carries positive u-measure. The 

support of u is the set of ;11 such pointsfwand is always a 

closed set. As an example, let A be the plane, let % be the 

usual plane topology — (the one generated by the set of all 

open circular discélf and let I be the usual two-dimensional 

Borel field. fThen éoint_g_supports Ai iff every circular disc 

of positive radius eentered at b hasipositive Ai-measure. The 

effective demand region of plant i is then the set of all such
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points, ThisteemSLQDEbe~an eminently reasonable explication 

of the notion of the "location" of thefshipments of plant i, 
and, indeed, seems to be the one implieitly used by all authors 
who deal with the concept on the plane. 

We also have to clarify the contept, for the shipment 
measure A, of mass flowing "from" Qiantai "to" point b, 
Again it is too restrictive to conéine this to the case where 

the singleton pair {(ai,b)} has positive A-measure, for thea no 
pairs would be eligible if A werejnon:atomic. Instead, we say 

that plant i ships to b iff the ?air (ai,b) sSupports A. Since 
A is defined on the product space A' x A, we need a topology 

on this space to give meaning te the concept of support. We 

shatl use the product topology | T ox T for this purpose, where T 
on A has already been discussed, ‘and-where T' is the discrete 

topology on A'; that 134 7t ie the class of all subsets of A' 

(thus TN Z') ‘ 

The following result shows that the two concepts we--have 

just defined are related in ‘an intuitively apéealing way. 

  

'é:;an Lemma: Point b belongs to effective market region E; iff plant 

i ships to b. | 
! 

  

i : / 
,nwwng;gof- let b ¢ E « Then there exist sets G ¢ T, F ¢ Z/such 

that b ¢ G ¢ F, and A (F) = 0, Then 

(a, ,b) e;,{uai} x 6] = [{a;} x F]. N
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7 | 
\ ! bracKeled ' 
. U The two, sets in (7) belong, respectively, te T‘ x T and 

I' x I lsince %', L' are discrete, Also 
o 

> Al{ay} x Pl = Ai(a& = 0. 

- M €4 
Hence (ai,b) does(not support A, that—is, plant i does not 

ship to b, : 

e
 

s
 

—
 

Conversely, let ai not ship to b. Then there exist sets 

H e T x T, K¢e& L' x I such that (ai,b) € Hg K, and A(K) = 0. 

Then 
\ 

b 6'{al(ai,a) € H} ¢ {a{(ai,a) ¢ K}. 8y 

ulf?e two sets in (8) belong, respectively, to T and I. Also 

A;{al (ay,a) s:K}‘i A(K) = 0.} 
A‘;‘j         e e 2 

Hence b does not support li; that-is/, b ¢ Ei.,llft 0w 

   Potential and effective market regions are elearly enfirely 

different concepts, the former defined in terms of mill prices 

Py and unit cost function h,;the latter in terms of the 

snpport of a shipment measur; A. Yet in some cases they 

coincide, which has led to ghe unfortunate custom in location 

theory of bracketing them éoth under the same term (e.g., 

"market area®) and rarely;éiatinguishing explicitly between 

them$% This has led to cogfusion, for a number of standard 

results in the literatuxé'are valid for just one of these two 

concepts. For example, ?e mentioned above that, on the 

Euclidean plane, potentgal market regions will be bounded by .
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hyperbolic arcs (or by straight-line segments in special 

cases))é}/ This statement is,)in general,rgglgg.for effective 

market regions. With pogulation uniformflin tastes and income, 

effective market regions are likely to be bounded in part by 

circular arcs (at the distance from the plant at which trans- 

port cost just chokes off demand). If the population distribu- 

tion has blank spots (bodies of water, deserts, etc.), “hen 

the effective market regions may well have holes or indenta- 

tions in them, a contingency wh%eh cannot arise for potential 

regions. 

A curious case arises in the Loschian system, where there 

is a postulate that all market regions together exhausg spaceiézf 

This postulate is ambiguous, since LOsch never distinguishes 

between the "potential® and "effective” region concepts. If 

we interpret the postulate to refer to potential regions'taen 

it is true, since the potential market regions cover space (in 

the case of the finite number of plants assumed by L&sch). 

~Gfi—the—otfier;hané1 if we interpret it to refer to effective 

regions w(as do Mills and La¢v~ then the proposition is some- 

times false, as these anthors were the first to point out:gaf 

We next turn to the question of the relation between 

potential and effectivé demand regions% Py and Ey. Of course, 

without further assumgtions there need not be any particular 

relation between them; What [ia neededflissgome connection 

between pi, i= 1,2,.;., and h on the one‘handkxand the support 

\ 
of A on the other.
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We have already touched on one'possible connection 

arising from cost—minimizing behavior on the part of 

participants in the demand systengx ifiggfi;fi\that no one located 

outside the potential demand region of plant i will purchase 

from plant i. There are several ways to explicate this 

notion. ‘One of them is{ >~ 

E; € 3i ET’T‘J 

OY 

for all i = 1,2,.,.*:§1?§lflmay;te rationalized as follows., 

If b ¢ Ei’ then plant i is shitping to b, so that someone "at" 

b is purchasing from plant}iaxty the cost-minimizing principlefil 

bePy. 

Another connection mayjbe formulated in terms of prices 

and transport costs rather than sets. wsamely, for all plants 

i and all points b ¢ A, 5 ' 

G if plant i ships to b, then 

: Cogin 'A'\ }; v ‘.«. 

for all plants j = 1,2,... . ((10) may also be rationalized in 

terms of cost-minimizing behavioxs If someone at b purchases 

from plant i, the total unit cost( including mill price and 

transportation) from;plant i will not exceed the same from 

any other plant. 

  

@\ Theorem: (9) is true iff (10) is true. 
|
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f?fiwijg£gg£g Assume (9), and let plant i shi@ to b. By the lemma 

  

eI 

M 

= 

i P";‘Q, 

above, b ¢ Ei: hence b ¢ Pi, which gields the inequality in 

(10) by definition of potential denand region. 

Conversely, let (10) be truen;and let b ¢ Ei‘ Again by 

the lemma above, plant i ships to b; hence the inequality in 

(10) is true for all plants i, so that b € P,. 144*,;£6V 

Thus the different-lookingfconditions (9) and (10) are 

actually logically equivalent. We shell refer to either of 

them as constituting the tOpological competitive rule for the 

demand system. (The reason for this terminology will soon 

become clear.) ’ 

Both forms are suggestivej (9{ gives a geometrical picture 

of the demand system, -Ofi:the;athgéigénd (10) indicates that 

the mill prices_?i (which may be thought of as a function 

»p;A’+ reals) fulfilithe conditions for a left half-potential 

for the %ransportation problem of minimizing total transport 

costs. This suggests a connection between mill prices and 

duality theory for the transportation probklem, a suggestion 

that will be explored below. 

There is yet another important way of expressing the 

behavior of purchasing rrcm the least expensive plant. We 

first make a few observations concerning measurability. 

Consider the unit;transport cost function h:A' x A + reals 

(Wote that we are restricting the domain of h fxom A x A to 

A' x A just as we did with the rest of the demand systemi)) It
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is sometimes useful to think of h as a fahily of functions 

o 

hi.A + reals, i = 1 2,..., one for each plant, defined by 

= bi(b) = h(ai,b) 

—.for all plants i, all points b, Thue h.(b) is the unit 

transport cost from plant i to point b, 

It now follows readily from the factfthat A' is countable 

and L' is discrete that h is measurable iff hi is measurable 

for all i = 1,2,... . (Measurability of h refers to the 

product sfigma-field I' x Iy measurability of h, refers to 3 

(Similerly, it follows from the fact that T' is discrete that 

h is continuous iff hi is continuous for all i = 1,2,...7 

3 continuity refers to the tOpologies T' x T and ¥a respectively), 

“ijiif—s Lemma: If h is measurable, tnen Pi € I for all plants i = 1,2,,.. . 

  

For all plants i,j = 1,2,4e., the functions hi' hj are 

measurable; hence the sane is true of their difference 

N\ 
P 

fiio gij = h, =~ hj‘ It follows that the sets _ 

Fiy = {bigij(b) <Py - Pyl 

belong to I. For fixed i, Py if simply the intersection of 

Fij over all j = 1,2,... . As the intersection of a countable 

number of measurable sets, P, itself is measurable. JJ%finghfi 

flfififiafl~7?:* This resultfinsures that condition (1l) to be discussed 

now is well-defined.
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Assume that h is measurable, and conoider again the 

behavioral condition that no one locate@goutside of P, will 

purchase from plant i. Perhaps the sinolest explication of 

this condition —one wihich involveolnoxtopological concepts = 

s 
(AR 

As (A\Pi) =0 (11) 
..» 

0 
& 
e for all plants i = 1,2,... (11) ‘states literally that plant 

i does not ship to the complement5of its potential demand 

region. We -shall refer to (1ll) as constituting the measure~ 

theoretic competitive rule. | 

We now have two competing'competitive rules: (11) on the 

one hand, and (9)%(10) on the;other. Both involve a shipment 

measure A on space (A' x A, ?‘ X L) together yith:(measurable) 

transport cost function h:A' x A + reals and system of mill 

prices p:A' + reals. In aédition,,(9)b(10) involves a 

topology %'on A (as well aé the discrete topology f‘ on A'). 

It is of interest té find conditions under whiohrone of 

these competitive rules;implies the other. The more inportant 

implication runs from the topologioal to the measure-~theoretic 

rule, Recall that a topology T has the strong Lindeldf property 

iff every collection § of open sets has a countable sub¢ 

collection whose union is uG. This condition is fairly easy to 

fulfil~‘ ;t holds for the usual topology of n-space for any 

finite n, and for any subspace thereof, for-example.
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v 

{}L~"f Theorem: Let topology T on A have the strong Lindeldf property. 

,zj} Then the topological competitive rule (9)=(10) implies the 

measure-theoretic competitive rule (11). 

ey 

»“”’f/rroof: By (9), Ei = Pi’ all i = 1,2,.440 o & R‘
«\

 e 

e il 

3 

Slet b ¢ A\?i, ‘then b éZf\Ei.v Since b does not support 

fifi li,~thaee exist sets Gb € T and Fb € zwsuch?that b e Gb c Fb', 

“fwml and A; (F,) = 0. Let G be the collection of_tne sets G for /@@f 

'zzf all b not belonging to Pi’ By the strong Lindelof property 

. 
there is aZfountable subcollection G' = {Gb ,Gb sess)} Such 

Cotle T 

that Y6 = y6'.™ é covers A\P;, SO that 

A\P; = (ué) o= (Gbl U sz Useo) & (Fbl U szu...). 

; I \- 

Hence $Uk 

Ay (A\P;) < Ai(Fb ) + li(Fb Jteo. = 0, 

o
 
P
R
 
B
B
 
A
 

e 
FE 

e 
o
,
 

e 

~ Thus A; (A\P;) = 0 for/all i = l 2,..., hich is (11). .}+fr Ua 

  

ih 

fo// In the opposite direction we have: |/« 

  

7 

fi#,fifiheoremz Let A\P; € T for all i = 1,2,... (&fiet~&s, each Py 

'gfgx is a T-closed set). Then the measure~theoretic competitive 

rule (11) implies the topological competitive rule (9)5(10). 

~" @b _ Proof: Let b ¢ A\P,. A\P; € T by assumption,han&f since h is 

N measurable, also A\Pi € Z. Finally, li(A\Pi) = 0 by (11), so 

that b has a measurable neighborhood of Ai~measure zZero. 

Thus b € A\E;. This yields (9). W& CO&F 
g AT SRS B 1A     
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itwmaymbewnored_thatza sufficient condition for each P, 

to be closed is that h be continuous. (This may Be proved 

along the lines of the preceding lemmqlk: Thus under fairly 

general conditions the two competitive rules are actually 

equivalent. / 

The relations between topological and measure-theoretic 

competitive rules established by these lastftwo theorems bear 

a striking analogy to the relations between topological and 

measure potentials in the transportation problem (theptérzia 

4 EsectionfS), : ; 

;g We now‘want to explore the relations between‘competitive~ 

ru;;s as discussed above and optimality of shipment flows in 

the sense of transport cost minimization, Specifioally, let 

A% be a given measure on (A' x A, L' x I) and consider the 

transportation problem: Minimize 

\e\!fi"fi' 
\x /f ; 4 2 

I n (23 
A § x A N 

over measures A on (A' x A, I' x }) satisfying 

A' = )\2' hy \ A" = Ag"p—-‘v}'\‘ "(%'3’) 

(Hexe A', A2' are the left \and A", xe” tne right;z marginals 

of these respective meaaures, - We assume the margin;ls of A® 

are eégoa~finite. Ineease (12) is not well-defined and finite, 

we interpret it as an indefinite integral in the pseudomeasure 

sense,}and take "minimize" to refer to (reverse) standard 

\
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ordering of pseudomeasures.) 

We first show thatml(under certain boundedness conditions) 

N a measure A2 for which there exists a system of mill prices, 

p:A' + reals, such that competitive rule (1l1) is satisfied is, 

in fact, optimal for the problem (12)#(13). Here we make the 

usual assumptions: A' = {a;,a,,.s.} is countable, I' is 

discrete, andugris measurable. No topological concepts are 

used., 

b, - 

Cl¥| Theorem: Let A° be a bounded measure on (A' x A, I' x %), and 

let h:A' x A + reals and psA' + reals be bounded functions,- 

S such that the resulting system of potential demand regions Pi 

\;llf? satisfies the measure-theoretic competitive rule: 

Af (A\P;) = 0, £14) 

all 4 = 1,2,0060 » Then A® is best for the problem of 

384§L~ minimizing (12) oter measures ) satisfying (13). 

T 

   rfiw' Proof: Define q:A + reals by 

(9:5:187) 

a(b) = inf{p; + h; (b)), @s) 

éjé\ the infimum taken over all plants i. We will show that the 

pair (p,q) is a measure-potential for A2, which implies that 
) T, 

A2 is best for (12);(13)}H (chapter—7, section 3). 

We must verify four conditions. /Firsti measurability. 

g is the infimum of the countable collection of measurable 

functions py + hi(-), i=1,2,.4., hence is itself measurable.
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e 
The measurability of p is an automatic conseqguence of the 

discreteness of I'). 

O
 

Second, we must show that the integrals, 

i, (01 % PO 
l gu‘i»v‘?fi ; fi eat o\ 

& o % [A!;PAdA 7 and 

Ay 
i 

] | q axen 
i 

are well defined and finite: A® and:p/are bounded; q is 

bounded, since p and h are bounded (we may ignore the trivial 

| case A' = f). This and measurability insure that these 

integrals are well-defined and finite. 

Third, 

a(b) = py < by (d), 
Uity e g 

for all plants i and points b € A, /(17) 

(15) . 

follows at once from 

Finally, we must show that 

AL(G) = O, ' 

i where-. 

NN S 
- 6 = {ta; ) [a @) - play) < ntay .m0}, 

pgtential demand region 
| 

f*_'suppose;b € Py. It follows from the definitions of g and of ti. 

A 

WV 

that
 

; 

S
 

2 

: 

D \ 

v 
a7 

—? lb)l 
y 

g‘b) = p(ai) + h(ai ; 

so that (ai,b) ¢ G.W Hence G is contained in the union of all 

| 
sets of the form v 

{ q\_g ' 

/ {16} 
i e o 4 

’a.<.47) 

/¢
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6. <14 

{a;} » (A\P;), 419) 

one for each plant i. BEach set (19) has A°-measure zero, by 

(14), and this implies (18). 

Hence (p,g) is indeed a measure-potential for AE.vJJJ$EJ?"‘V 
i \ s 
e ———— 

This theorem gives a useful sufficient condition for 

optimality of a shipment measure in a demand system. But the 

boundedness assumptions &fii@h have to be made on h and A% are 

sometimes irksome. For example, if A is the Euclidean plane, 

the Euclidean metric h is certainly unbounded. Furthermore, 

suppose that the plants form a honeycomb lattice over the 

plane, with each plant shipping exclusively to its Dirichlet 

region (the regular hexagon of points closer to the given 

plant than to any otherlg- to be specific, suppose that the 

destination measure is proportional to Lebesgue measure within 

each hexagon. Then the shipment measure A is also unbounded. 

Thus the preceding theorem does not apply. Yet at the same 

time one feels intuitively that the shipment pattern specified 

must be optimal in some sense for the problem of supplying 

the plane uniformly from a honeycomb lattice of plants. Can 

any result along these lines be established? 

It can. We first need a more general concept of 

Dirichlet region. We again have a countable set of plants 

A' = {al,az,...} in a space A,:and a unit cost function 

h:A' x A + reals. No price concepts are needed.
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—— 

QA:?/Definitionz The Dirichlet demand region of plant i is 

) 
D/ 
5 Di = {b‘hi(b) ihj(b)' for all j = 1'21o¢¢}. 

[ Comparing this with the definition of potential demand 

regionfi\(A), we see that Dy is simply P, in the special case 

where all prices Pys Pyrese are identical. (Dirichlet supply 

regions may be defined by specializing potential sugglz 

regions in the same way). Point b belongs to oi iff the cost 

of unit shipment from plant i to b is no greater than this 

cost from any other plant. 
A - 

P For example, on the Euclidean plane Dirichlet demand    

  

regions are closed convex sets. -In-particular, for the honeye, 

comb lattice arrangement of plants they are the usual congruent 

regular hexagons centered on their respective plants = so that 

the case mentioned above falls under the following theorem. 

b il 6 

(L= Theorem: Let A2 be a measure on (A' x A, I' x I) having sfi’na: 

  

finite marginals; let h:A' x A + reals be measurable and 

bounded below, with the property that 

Af (A\D;) = 0 t29) 

  

for all plants i = 1,2,... . (Here Di is the Diriohlet demand 

region of plant i, as determined by h) . 

Then A2 is unsurpassed (in the sense of reverse standard 

ordering of pseudomeasures) for the transportation problem of 

minimizing (12) subject to (13). 

r'i, 20)
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fl*@M w 

5% Proof: We shall use the rpsult of 

    

P 5¥ that if 

A% has a measurebpctential (p,q) in the wide eense, with at 

least one of the two integrals (16) well-detined and finite, 

then A2 is unsurpassed for the problem (12)%&13). 

We must show the existence, then, of'funotions p:A' » reals 

and q:A + reals such that all of the conditions in the preé 

ffii;} ceding proof are fulfilled, except that in (16) only one of the 
( y b )/ I : ’ 
W’ integralu needype well=defined and rinite, instead of both. 

We define P to be identically tero, and then follow the 

preceding proof exactly for the special case Py 0, all i. 

Function q defined by (15) is 1@3&4&1—&&1 since h is bounded 
et 

l"‘Q wulty 

below.' i(l7) is again a simple consequence of (15), The 

first integral in (16) is well~defined and finite, since p is 

zero, (We cannot say anything about the second integral, but 

this is not needed). As for (18), we need merelyxobServe_ 

that when p is zero the regions P, are the same as D;. The 

argument goes through with this replacement, establishing (18). )44;—9‘5 

_This completes—the proofs—| || 

nmm”'"#*}'“—nvu_m' | | Thus the usual honeycomb lattice shipment pattern is 

~oPtimal,}if one interpret:s "optimal® to mean unsurpassed in 

the sense of reverse standard ordering of pseudomeasures. But 

the theorem goes well beyond this special cases It establishes 

the unsurpasseoness of any shipment pattern in which no plant 

ships outside ite own Dirichlet demand region (this is (20)). 

The other conditions needed are very weak. Thus h will
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usually be nonfnegative, which automatically makes it 

bounded below. (fnd this could be weakened evenffurther, 

since it is used only to make q finite). For;lz to have 
<~ 

sigma-finite marginalsfit suffices that noffiirichlet demand 

region receive infinite mass, : 

Comparing this result with the prérious one, we see that 

most of the boundedness conditions hare been dropped, but at 

a costy Firet'of:a%i, the result holds only for a system of 

Dirichlet demand regions rather_than for potential demand 

regions in general)’ ((20) io'a special case of the competitive 

rule (14)). Secondly, we can infer only the unsurpassedness 

of A%, a waaker conclnsion“than bestness. 

¥ We now take up the question of implications in. the 

op;;;ite directiong Given an optimal shipment measure A2 

{(optimal in the sense that it redistributes mass from its 

left marginal distribution to its right marginal distribution 

with minimal_tranaportation cost incurred), must there exist 

a system of mill prices p:A' + reals such that some competitive 

rule is satisfied? The answer is yes, under certain condi- 

tions. Specifically, the competitive rule satisfied by‘li {Xg 

and P is the topologioal one (9)=~(10). 

I»The usual assumptions are in effect: A' = {al,az,...} is 

the countable set of plants from which all shipments originate, 

and topology T! and siéoa~field L' on A' are both discrete.



s%;imjhaorem; Let topology ; and s&gma—field I be defined'on space 

A, with T ¢ I; let h:A' X A + reals be bounded and continuous 

&y (with respect to?product topology T’ % T);@fi/ let AL be a 

measure on (A' x A, I' x ), with e%gma finite marginals, 

;,fiS\ which is unsurpassed for the transportation problem of 

= minimizing (12) subject to (13). 

Then there exists a function p:A' + reals such that the 

topological competitive rule (9)4(10) is satisfied: If plant 

i sfiips to b, then 

(q.$ >\) 

Py + By(b) < py + hy(b) 421 

for all plants j = 1,2,... gfis usual we have written pj for 
: . 

p(aj), all aj € A'). 
. o 

Aww*’Q;:T%Pxoof: Since T' ¢ LY, l o X’ h is bounded, continuous. and 

measurable, and l is unsurpassed, there-exists a topological 
O OOHYQR 

potential (p,q), for A2 #ohapter~%~vsegtioazfil* That is, the 

functions p:A' -+ reals, q:A + reals satisfy 

A 

\ 
\
/
)
 

a(b) < py + hj(b) t%¥¥jh‘ 

for all plants j and all points b; furthermore, (22) is 

satisfied with equality if the pair (aj,b) supports A2, 

Now let plant i ship to b = in other words, (a;,b) 

supports A%, Henoe;> 

Q. py +hy(b) =qd) <py +hy (B 

“ for all plants j: which yields (31)'”{l+%?‘ /F7fl’ 
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whoro%aoe a number of ways inewhoeh:g result of this 

sort might be applieoi For~ene~thiag byflproviding = 

necessary condition for optimality (under the stated assump- 

tions) it furnishes a method for 1ocating optimal shipments 

and testing for optimality. Secondly, it'provides a clue for 

designing a system~o%£og will sustain a_desired shipment 

pattern A°%. That is, suppose a social plannerZ%or some reason 

wanted the shipment pattern A° to occur, and suppese he had 

control of mill prices p; (e.g.,he might own all the plants). 

By choosing these appropriately, he might induce a competitively 

organized market to ship in the desired pattern. (Aotually, 

further controls would be needed to insure that the right 

destination measure is attainedfiif 

Our final investigation explores more deeply along these 

‘lines. Generally, it is not the translocation \® g se 

w&iofl»one aims at atteining,jbut ¢ather the origin and 

destination measures, together with some efficient redistribu~ 

tion pattern from the first to the second measure. Consider, 

then, the following problem. . 

We are given a measure y on (A,I), bounded but otherwise 

completely arbitrary. We are also given a countable number 

of plants : @3r850000, with respective capacities ml,xhz bk 

the sum of all the c%éaoities being u(A). Finally, we have 

the usual unit transport cost function h:A' x A -+ reals, where 

A' = {a;,a,,..}. Question: _does there exist a system of mill 

prices PprPgrecey together with a shipment measure )\ having the
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specified marginals (k:~}ai} =m , all i, and A" = ) such 

that no plant ships out;ide its potential demand region as 

determined by the mill prices? 

This may be rephrased in more behavioristic termse 

Suppose a completely inelastic demand pattern is specified by u: 

u(E) is the total mass that will be purchased in region E. 

Potential buyers will purchase from the least expensive plant, 

counting in both mill price and transport cost. (If several 

plants are tied for least expensive, the buyer may distribute 

his purchases over them in any mannegfi} Does there-exist a 

system of mill prices (and a way of distributing flfigbhases in 

case of ties)?such that (i) demand u is satisfied, and (ii) the 

capacity m, of each plant i is just exhausted? \ , 

The possibility'of ties for least expensiue source i{pr, 

equivalently, the overlapping of potential demand regions)éwis 

~what leads to complications. In some cases,-it-is—true, these 

complications can be avoided. ,5311 a measure | _segregating 

iff, for any two distinct plants, a; and aj,’and for any 

number ¢, we have 

qé | ui{b|h, (b) - hy (b) = ¢} = 0. 235 

(23) 
For example, on the Euclidean plane, the sets in (2§ are    

   
either hyperbolic a;cs or parts of straight lines, all of 

which have toe—dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. Hence any 

newgiofi-is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 

measure is segregating. If u is segregating, £hen there is
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a unigue least expensive plant almost evervwhere, and ties 

may be ignored. 

But in other cases it is precisely the possibility of 

ties that allows a shipment meosure A satisfying specifications 

to exist. To take an extreme case, suppose U is simply<" 

concentrated at po. Then all plants must ship to this single 

point, which reqques_that b, belong to all potential demand 

regions, This can be aocomplishefi by ohoosing mill prices so 

that.pi + hi(bo) is the same for all plsnts i, resulting in 

a universal ti; at b. ; 

Let;us first di;cuss a subproblem, Suppose mill prices 

have been selected, so that a system of potenfial market 

regionsfi P1+Pysess, has been determined. Under what condiS 

tions does there exist a measure A on (A* x A,L' x I) meeting 

specifications? There are three specifications: 

=) A" % Yo nl £24)- 

(#he rightz;arginal equals the given destination distribution 

iy . 

for all plants i. Qfilant i exports its given capacity mi)) o0k 

{ 

(i) Ay (A\B;) = 0 @26 

for all plants i& (fio plant ships outside its potential 

demand region ‘- the measure~theoretic competitive rule). 

(G < =t/
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The following result confines itself'to the case of a 

finite number of plants. No use is maée of the fact that 

the sets P; are potential demand regions' ihey can be any 

measurable sets, (In ,ara.oulir thsy need not cover sPaoo as 
— 

. Ppbotential demand regions would hove~to’) 

Qfit‘ Theorem. Let (A,Z,u) be a boun&ed measure spaoe; let A' = 

& ZEal,...,a } be furnished with the discrete s%gmawfield LY 

\'> let my,eee,my beLnon4negative numbers such that 

e £/ 

@ieoilya let Pl,,gi,Pk € I Thenetheoefenists'a measure A | 
satisfying (24), (25), and (26) iff the following 2k in~ 

equalities nolé, one for each subset {il,fi..,i } of (dscvnah)s 

mi + m, Fesed M iu(?- Usesd P, Yo "f'z's’) g i M g 

_—f}| Broof: Let A satisty (24), (25), and (26). For each 1 ve have, 

  

  

Tomy z"im o "1“’1’ V47 
U_f‘“\‘}“ A ¥ - 

ilzi . by (25) and (26). Hence, letting Q = gi u...u Pi :Zse have . )bq' _ 

} J;‘l +osat m/i /i (P; ) +asab A/ir(Pi«r 

: 114 T2y ; 

: TEPG (@ et dy (@ £ AR = (), 

‘flf by (24), which proves (28).
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dlzimo prove the converse we use network flow theory. Assume 

all inequalities (28) hold, and consider the following 

capacilated graph conListing of 2 + k + Zk'nodes and 

k + zk + k- Zk ~3 directed arcs: ?wo nodes, O (“origin") and 

D ("destination"), k nodes labeled by tne plants, l“"'ak' /&é 

and 2 nodes labeled by the subsets {il,...,i } of{l,...,k}.~ 

There is an arc from Q to each ajo of capacity m, there—is ;n 

arc from each {il""'ir} to D of capacity u(Ql Nees Qk), 

" where 

ki : 3 
&% Qi = Pi if i ¢ {il;tutllr}) 1\ A (7 

Q, = A\P; if i ¢ ”fil"”'ir}’ ' 
» 

O A I 

‘&finallyfithere_is an arc of infinite capacity from ai to 

{il'unogik} i8f 4 e {ilao:-'i }o 

X A flow is an assignment of numbers > 0 to arcs such that 

(i) no number exceeds the capacity of its arc, and,(ii) for all 

nodes except o and D, the sum of the numbers assigned to arcs 

terminating at the given node s the sum of the numbers assigned 

to arcs originating at the given node. The size of a flow is 

the sum of the numbers assigned to arcs originating-at 0, and 

also equals the sum of the numbers assigned to arcs terminating 

A cut is a partition of the nodes into two seté} Co and at Db 

The size of a cut is the sum CB, such that O0€ C,yand D ¢ C 
capacilies o@-+kg 

of the rumbers—assighed—te arcs terminating at nodes in Cp and 

originating at nodes in Coe
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; The min-cut-max~flow theorem states that the minimum 
.%ét émt'l’%,e%u«ls, ; T Sl over the sizes of all possible S € maximum over the ) .. (undley’thys conds)r, g \?ff* sizes of all possible f1ows,_and,—i#—thts—eegégnlveéue—és-__ 

igji__fffffftffigifi'such a maximale-sized flow-aetoe%ly~exists>§// 
‘ /4 We shall prove the existence of a flow of size u(a). /A' 

| From this a ) satisfying (24), (25), and (26) can be cone- \ 
13% structed. Let us first prove this?Last statement. ILet 

53 ‘ 26V 
| be the number assigned to the arc going/from ,{ilp-ocpl }e 

node ai to node {il,,..,i Yo gif there is no such arc set 

LG
 

SR
l 

st
 

this to zero). Choose a subset (iyseceri}, and let E be a 
measurable subset of Ql Nesaf} Qk,'where the Qs are defined 

i by (29). Now let ; Y 
o e fi 

} ; \‘&L\ T /"’fl. .+ 50) o (a.$30 Rl = e gt }* u(E)/u(Q} neen o) tsey 
ot - 

‘s. 

L' (I£ u(Q) Neeen Qk) = 0, set Ai(E) = q»d The sets (Q; n...n Qk)?? 187, 
partition A into 2 pieces (some may be empty). To define l 

for any F ¢ I, intersect F with each of these pieces, apply 

(30), and sum the 2¥ numbers obtained. A is olearly a measure 

on (A,Z), and the li’s t%g%ther éetermine a measure X on 

(at x\§:1$‘ % I). fie show that this measure works., 

To verify (24), first note that the number assigned to 

~the arc from {il,....i } to D must equal its capacity, 

JH(Ql NesoN Qk). For the sum /of the capacities of all such 

arcs is u(aA), the size of the flow, 80 each such arc must be 

saturated. Hence the sum of the numbers assigned to arcs
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i ; M 
terminatinozat {il,... r} must be p(Q; Nesen Q)+ Now add 24 

(30) over i = l,;..,&,Ztolding the set {él""'ir} fixed. 

By the argument just giu:en, the sum of the x’s—is/n(Ql NeeeN Qk). 

Hence we obtain 

(4,5, i 

A"(E) = A3 (E) +.0o+ X (E) = u(E). 3 

(This is obviously also valid if u(Ql NeseN Qk) = d;; By 

summation,(Bl) continues to hold for any F ¢ I, which yields 

(24) . | 

To verify (25), note tfiet:the number assigned to the arc 

from O to a; must equal its capaoityi m,. The argument is 

the same as beforep The sum of the capacities of all such 

arcs is (m(A) ¢« by (27), so each such arc must be saturated. 
L 

Hence the sum of the numbers assigned to arcs orglinating at 

   

& 
a; must be m;. WNowy by (30) we have 

@g é Q& g {fifi;n} 

’/r {11""'1rfi = A, (Ql Mool Qk) +$32) 

: / 
Summing (32) over all subsets {ll,..)}r} of {1,...,k}, we get 11} 

m; on the7left by the argument just given, and l (A) on the 

right. This is (25). 

To verify (26), note that A\P; is the union of all sets 

of the form?(Ql oo} Qk) for which Qi & A\Pi‘ For each such 

set;?ri(gl Neoo bk) - Balsince there is no axo from a; to. the 

node labeled {il,...,ir} corresponding to such a set 

Q) Neeen Q. This yields (26), fhus A works. 

/‘_/
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£ 

Zfi/;t remains only to prove that a flow of size u(a) exists. 
The cut for which Cp = {D} has size u(A), the sum of 
capacities of all arcs from {il,...,i:} to D. From' the min- 
cut-max-flow theoremfi we only need to prove that every other T 

wout has a size > u(a). 

L Consider the cut in which co consists of 0O, nodes 15*50’ 

il""‘ai ’ and the set of nodes N, each member of M being T 
labeled by a subset of {1,...,k}. The arcs from Co—nedes to 
Cp-nodes fall into three categoriesg {i) Arcs from 0 tofial, 
J#E%EFQ;r where i ranges over the complement of {il""'i }. 
The sum of the capacities of these arcs is 

, (q.6:>3) 
H(A) - (mi oot mi ); - ('3'3') 

: 1 r 

from (27). (ii) Arcs from &; to nodes labeled by subsets of 

{l,..4/k}. Even a single such arc vields a cut size of 
infinity. Hence for a finite cut size there must be no suoh 

arcs, which requires that each subset Of {1,000k} shieh 

meets {il,...,xr} must belong to N. (iii) Arcs from members 
of N to D. To make the cut size as small as possible, N should 

consist o nly of the nodes whose labels meet {il,...,i s A 

typical arc of this sort has a capacity u(Ql NesoN Qk), vhere 

at least one of the following conditions holds: 
X 9.6 

Q. 2\ GrQ = P, ,o‘for...,or Q. = P ° ’fi") ,11 % i, i, i ir 

The sum of ucal Nv s o) Qk) over all (Ql NeosN Qk§ satisfying 

(34) is precisely
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u(P Jseey P )o < "(-3-5-) il ir 

The size of the cut in question, then, is (33) plus (35), and 

the cut of minimal size is oertainly included among these. 

But it follows from (28) that the sum of (33) and (35) is 

> u(a). Hence u(a) is;sfin&ea&a the minimal cut size, amd so 

there—is, \inde ed/a flow of size u(Afl This-ecempletes the 

_ proes, JJfl?l*ib 
= 

If the sets Pi intersect only on p-null sets, &hen ;: 

  
things are much simpler.][?or we then have / 2 

) e : i S ; {2V 

S ey Ueew By ) = M(By ) +eoot ulpy ), 
r o 

~ 
fe
 

and t;:Z§__inequelities in (28) reduce to k equalities H}é}u{ 

my = u(Pi), : | 36) 

i= lysessky in view of (27). In contrast to the preceding 

proof, it is then easy to show that (36) is necessary and 

sufficient for the existence of ) satisfying (24), (25), ana 

(26) . 

Let us now return to the main problem, which is to find 

mill prioespi %Ei A such that ) satisfies (24), (25), and (26) 

for the system of potential demand regions P; determined by the 

P;+ The preceding theorem enables us to reduce this to a 

pxobaem involving mill prices alona,-aame%z, find mill prices
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so that the resulting system of potential demand regions 

satisfies the inequalities (28). For then we are assured of 

the existence of a feasible ). 

This approach can be carried through in certain special 

cases. However, it—turas-out-that the deepest results’are 

obtained;not;hy this route but by finding A first/ andvthen;: 

P+ The idea is to find a A optimal for the transportation ' 

problemfifiand then use preceding results to show tfie existence 

of prioes such that all stipulations are satisfied. This 

alternative approach works not only for the finite number of 

plants of the preceding theorem but also for a countable 

infinity of plants. The major limitationsyof'scope of the 

following results are, as usual, boundedness restrictions: 

on p and on h, It is curious that topological assumptions 

are needed even though the original problem does not use 

topological concepts. These assumptions are fairly easily 

satisfied. ror example, if A is any Borel subset of n-space 

for any finite n, then the usual topology and e£éma~fiel&-on 

A satisfy them. As usual, T and L' are the discrete 

AW ?} topology and sigma-field on oountable A' = {al,az,.,E}. 
‘C»..: A - - : 

  

: : v 
9?1~?wTheorem: Let (A,Z,u) be a bounded measure space; let T be a 

topology on A whteh is separable and topologically complete, 

‘EW such that I is its Borel field (more generally, A, T;and z 

may be the restriction to a Borel subset of such a space).
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j Let h:A' x A + reals be bounded and continuous (hence 
measurable) . Let numbers Myefsyseeey > 0 be given, one for 
each ai, such that 

(§.£:37) 

| Then thess exmsts a function p:A' » reals,\and a measure | 

A2 on (A' x A, L' x L), such that (24), (25), and (26) ‘are   satisfied for the system of potential demand rsgions ?. 

determined by p. 
r— 

,szE;::E:;roof: The assignment v{ai} = m; uniquely determines a measure 
Pony 

von (A',Z") JeandvAl) = uiay e (37) Consider the 

transportation problem: /minimize 

6) igi e v (q,53) D Eag % 
; 

| \ over measures A on (A' x A, I' x I) satisfying 

A'm v aad A" =y, = 39} 

(A',A" are the left and right marginals of lf:respeotively). 
L, 

We will apply the theorem ofiw&ofia page Oy ' to prove 

s
t
 

the existence of an optimal solutxon to thas problem. We   must show that the appropriate pregises of this theorem are 

satisfied. The discrete topologz;f' on countable space A' ’ 

is easily shown to be separable and tofilogically complete, 

and discrete I' is its Borel field. The same is true of T 

and I on A, by explicit assumption. (More generally, a, f, / 

and ¥ are restricted to a Borel subset, which still sufficesf
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(page b o ’/ )y Furthermore, v(a') = w(R) by (37); u is bounded, 
and h is bounded continuous. Applying the theorem, we cone- 
clude that an optimal A% doesk indeed, exist. ,——‘l 

Q@ 4L Lv"’ 

(25) and (24) are simply the feasibility conditions (39); 

hence these are satisfied by A2, It remains to show the 

exxstence of a system of mill prices p:A' + reals such that 

(26) is satisfied. _ ; 

To do this we invoke a preceding theorem (page 790 ), 
Noting again that h is bounded continuous, that %‘§3x (since 

I is the Borel field of %), and that A2 is unsurpassad for 

(38)%(39), it follows that there exists”a'funotion p:A’ 

such that the to%ological competitive rule (9}~tlfi) is 

satisfied, i 

+ reals [ 

Pinally, f'is separable metrizable, henoe it has the 

strong Lindeldf property. It follows {pegefifi{f@ ) that the 

measure-theoretic competitive rule (ll) is satisfied. This 

is the same as (26). l}fif g 

This is a rather powerful result.  To get a feel for it 

the reader might check what it says inooertain simple special 

cases, such as when A is a linewsegment or a loop, when y is 

concentrated at just two points, or uhen there are just three 

plants. BEven in these cases the existence of a suitable )2 

and p is far from obvious. Anothar corollary is that, under 

the conditions stated, for k plants=these;exist;k prieesjsuoh
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that the resulting potential demand regions satisfy the 2k 

inequalities (28) — a statement fik%éh seems difficult to 

verify directly. (Incidentally, there are just k-l degrees 

of freedom in choosing prices, since adding a constant to'all 

prices leaves the potential demand regions_Pi invariantf:this 

follows at once from the definition of P,)| » : 

In summary, given any (completely&inelastic) domand 

pattern u,Nand any system of plant capacities ml,nz,... 

satisfying (37), there exists a system of millaprioesfsh&sg 

will sustain a competitive shipment pattern satisrying the 

demand and capacity constraints, under rather general condig 

tions., PFurthermore, the resulting shipment pattern minimizes 

transport costs over the class of shipments satisfying these 

constraints. 

' 9.6, Service Systems 

Introductionj—Examples 

Consider a typical demand system of the kind studied in the 

preceding seotionh—esey a number of plants manufacturing a 

oertaga commodity~§hach»is sold off to customers located in the 

surrounding countryside. In:our analysis% both the location 

and output of plants% and the distribution of demand over‘Space,k 

were taken as giveng Only'the shipment pattern from the first 

to the second distribution was open to choice.
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We now consider one or both of these distributions them2 

selves to be unknown. That is, wefare to find the locations 

and outputs of the plants themselves,}and/or the distribution 

of spatial demand. Finding the snipping pattern of the pres 

ceding section is a subproblem of this extended'problem. 

ig£4us first take up this problem from a normative point 

of view., In the preceding section we tookgas ourlobjeotive the 

minimization of transportation costs. If the location and 

output of plants is to be determined, we will also take producs 

tion costs into consideration. »sPeeiiéee%&y, assume there is 

a function of the form C(s,x), giving the total cost of pro< 

Pfl?ing an output of x > 0 in a plant located at point s, Total 

production cost is then a sum ofAterms C(si,xi), orie for each 

plant i)&}f The problig then beoomes one of minimizing total 

costs, production plus transportation. 

Next, if the distribution of demand, ufixis to be deter2 

nined, we suppose that there is a function giving the benefits 

accruing from each suoh u, The objective now is to maximize 

net benefits, that~is, benefits minus total costs. 

We finsll work with one particular kind of benefit function. 

Let A be the space in which the system is located! (A may be 

physical Space, or Space-'rime, eto.)os rz; cis provided with a 

»sgéma-field Iz on which an_areal measure a is defined. (a may be 

ordinary surface aret or volume if A is physical Space, #our- 

dimensional volume if A is Space-Time, etc,) . We consider only
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demand distributions yu &%fich have a density § with respect to 

areal measures 

5 L\6A¢“" ¥ 

We suppose there is a benefit function b:A x reals + reals, . 

such that the total benefit accruing from u is given by 

N 

¥4 : ; ; (a.6.30) o ~ j b(as8(a)) a(da) . = 2) 
A - | . 

Thus, benefit per unit area depends on-location and deliveries 

per unit area, and the total benefit is obtaina& by integra- 

tion, %8/ | 

There is an alternative interpretation of the function b 

,shééh is 3f some interest, Suppose the system is run by a 

profit-maximizing monopolist, one who can discriminate perfectly 

over space A. He will choose locations, outputs,:shipment and 

deliyery patterns to maximize total revenue minus total costs. 

Total re%enue in turn is given by ag-integral of the form i2), 

where b(a,x) is now the revenue per unit area arising at point 

a from a delivery of quantity §H§er unit area, Thus the same 

model may be used for both socisl optimization and monopolistic 

profit-maximization %% 

tgtius now switch to a sooial equilibrium point of view, 

in which the behavior of thé system arises from the interactions 

of several agents with diverse powers and preferences. The 

possibilities here are very rich, for there may be variations
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in the number ©f agents, the portions of the system they 

control, and the specific options open to them ;(e.g., whether 

they have the power to enter or exit from the system, +o rel 

locate, to-charge admission, e discriminate in pricing, eto.; 

as well as in thoir preferences. 

'is convenient to think of the participating agents as 

being divided into two groups \"firms" and “clients?‘,frhe 

"firms" are the agents who run the discrete side of the market, 

the system of plants. They are not necessarily buSiness firms 

in the ordinary sensefikbut may be government agencies, nongfi 

profit organizations, private cooneratives,xolubsa ete, On 

,sho~othor~hsoé,,rhe "elients" are spread out over space and 

interact with the plants, perhaps in the form of visits by 

clients to plants, ®x by plant personnelpto clients, vr by the 

flow of resources or messages between them. Production costs 

are typically incurred by the firms, snile benefits accrue to 

the clients, perhaps in exchange for payments to firms. Trans= 

portation costs may be incurred by either side, depending on 

who initiates trips or shipments between plants and clients. 

What is the relation between “firms“ and "plants®™? The 

former is the decision~making unat{,the latter is the technos 

logical unit, and there need not, in principle, be any 

particular relation between them., The simplest assumption is 

that there is a l;l correspondenoe between plants and firms, 
N 

with each firm controlling exactly one plant. This is the
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assumption of r8sch, for exampleizg/ Alternatively, each firm 

may control several plants, as in the case of branch plants)or 

c¢hain stores, denominational churches, etc. The limiting case 

is where one firm controls all the plants in the system. This ,f 

is the monopolistic case mentioned above. It occurs in “com»,f 

)4 
panf townsfia?more often, in the case of regulated utilities 

€.g. all phone booths in a town will typically be controlleé by 

the same company. The most important examples, however,pare 

those in which the monopolist is a government agency, 

controlling, say, all the schools, ox -all—the courts,smsadfl 

+the libraries, Or post offices, or fire stations in a town. 

The opposite is also possibley Control of a ‘single plant 

may be shared among several firms, Consider a broad regional 

model of a highly urbanized industry, where thooe-ore several 

firms;looated in each city. The production;oosts incurred by 

a firn in a city will,}in generalfi‘depend on the output of the 

other firms in that city as well st 8l its own outputs for 

there are "external economies" in the form of access to common 

pools of labor, Of customers, ésgauxiliary services, tegether 

with the possibility of informationalrexchange, common research 

2” »6 take the facilities of and marketing facilities, etc. 

each firm as a separate plant would violate one of our 

assumptions, neoety, that total production costs are the sum of 

production cost at each plant’cks,x), which depends only on its 

own output x. This difficultytcan be surmounted by considering 

/7311 the facilities of the firms in a single city to constitute
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p———— 

Just one big plant (assuming there are no significant interi, 
: e 

city interactions in production costs). From a locational 

point of view this involves treating a city as if it were a 

single geographical point, an idealization¥%t&;h is reasonable 

‘in broad regional studies. 

In some systemsfiythe ;firms“ and the "clients" are not 

independent decision-making entities. Rather, the latter are 

"stockholders" of a sort in the formexr, in the sense.that'rirm“- 

Wpreferences are an indirect reflection of “olient;~preferences, 

and that "firm" costs and revenues accrue to "clientsa (over 

and above any direct user charge for the firm's services). 

This is elearly the case when the "firms" are government 

agencies, since operating deficits are generally financed by 

taxes on "clients", Most government-run systems T involve 

nonelocsll“stookholdera-relations,‘in that the deficits 

incurred by, say, a school are financed not only by taxpayers 

using that school but also by taxPayers throughout the school 

system. A lggglr“stookholder* system, on the other hana, is 

one in which the control, oosts)and;revenues of a giren plant 

accrue only to "elients™ in the markst region of that plant. 

An example would be a system of churches organized on a 

congregational rather than a hierarchical basis, in whfioh each 

congregation controls and finances the services of the 

particular church it attends. Another example would be a system 

of neighborhood swimming pools, each owned by the group of 

families who use it.
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The preceding discussion has run in terms of the pattern 

of control of service systems. We shall now discuss them from 

the point of view of the physical flows involved in their 

normal operations. Each plant has a market region within whioh 

the clients making use of its goods or services are 1ocafied. 

To obtain this use, resources m(numan and/oxr nonfihumq@-» located 

at the plant must be brought into physical contact“w1th 

resources at the client's location. This point of contact may 

be either at the plant or at the client's looation. In the 

first case resources must move from the olient to the plant; in 

the latter case the movement is in the opposite direction. 

Furthermore, in the case of services (as opposed to goods 

production) there is an additional return movement after 

processing is completed, so that ‘we are really dealing with a 

round-trip rather than a one-wsy movement ., Q!Recall the 
whic), 

discussion of services in 2,?&<poges;uu;::,,yheneeoteaes.con- 

¢luded that the essential fieature ¢as that the resources of 

several different owners;are brought together. Thus; if A 

performs a service for B, some resources wwtuman or non~humam'* ~ 

of A And B are hrough& together, This may take the form of B’s 

renting A's resouroes for a period—ef time, or the form of 

bailment of B's rssources into A's hands for a peried-ef time. 

The study of service systems focuses on the actual spatial 

movements involved in thfis arrangements.ra\\ 

To olassify servioe systems from this point of view, we 

may ignore those flows wh&eh are common to all, or almost all,
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of them. Thus: almost all service systems will have a labor 

force engaged in routine commuting —;say, converging on the 

respective plants in the morning and dispersing in the evening. 

But only in some cases will employees move about in the field 

on service calls or patrols. Almost all service systems will 

require utility inflows of water, electricity, etc., and ! 
generate outflows of garbage and sewage. (The exceptions are 

the respective utility systems themselves, which provide selfs" 

services in their specialty)\. 

We -shall also ignore flows of a purely "chauffeuring" 

character, in which a person takes a trip solely to transport 

resources involved in the operation of the}system (e.g.) 

deliveries, routine shopping trips). 

In the following table, a eheofizaia in row i column J 

indicates that the type of flow inoicateé in the column head 
named occurs frequently in the service system indieated in the row 

stub; a blank indicates that the type of flow iné&ggggé is 

iflsmalliflfare ,or non;exj;tent. The flow&types'aren 

// A.fxflow of goods (i¢e. nonshuman resources) from plant 

to clientsj’ 

flow of goods from clients to plant}’ 

visits (i.e,. y¥ound trips) at the plant by clients; ‘o
 

e
 

D. vzsits at the plant by goods;’ 

E. visits to clients by plant goodsfy 

F. |visits to clients by plant employees) 

P is -subdivided intos 

i
 

—
—
—
—
 

‘
\
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Sexvice | system ‘Type 

retail stores ~${;; o 

warehouses 

repair shops, laundries 

§ beauty shops 

schools 

. churches 

W (eivil actions) 
restaurants ; 

hospitals 

police stations 

' fire stations 

inspections i;health, welfare, eto. 

home repairs,}oonstruction | 

libraries (lending) 

libraries (reference) 

auto rentals 

nuseums 

banks 

TV broadeasting 

street maintenance 

political campaign headquarters 

Ff« visits on the initiative of the "plant 

  

/ 

v 

bz ' 

/ 

s 

v 

/ 

¢ o 

  

viesits in response to client requests; 

manager" . 

3 3 4o 33 
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%emtake a few exemplesh) Banks engage in eheokzclearing 

(sategorias A nnd B); people visit them to negotiate loans, 

gttt (eategory L), and they store valuables (eategory,~). 

Police arrest people (category c), respond to requests for 

aid (Fl), and also patrol on their own initxative (Fz). {(Note 

that visits "to" clients involvep proximity rather than physical 
contact in this last case, %ho*point-as~thet.clients receive 

benefits from proximity, of.-shapter:&a,seetion 8., The same 

point holds for street maintenance and sgme inspections) . 

Firemen respond to calls (F1) and alsogoring equipment into 
{i the field to process fires (E) . { 

i'}r 

This list of service system types is far from exhaustive,K, 

and is meant only to illustrate thé'variaty of forms en< 
compassed under this rubric. The list of flow categories also 

Y,\Q NQW L, omits a few minor types (e.g.\outflow of neonates from 

hospitalsi inflowp of &lifersfi'to prisons). From the table 
. One may discern some major subtypes of service systemsj Eor 

-example, the people~processing” institutions are characterized 

by a<e£§ek in column C. ; 

“There ere several other ways in—whieh service systems may 

be classified, besides oontrol patterns and physical flows. 

“Mizhael Toitzyafmentions the following categories@ distributors 
a f‘d ) 

vs. collectors (already enconpassed above)}~poant vs. network 

patterns - thotnss, systems whiohlad not or do have a | 

specialized distribution grid of pipes or wiresQ\respectively; 

(Most systens fall in the first class, which may be fur#her
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subdivided into systems using the public roads, éhose using 

the "natural highways" of air or water, and thqée using 
lli‘ 

electromagnetic transmission); afifii?hether oz noL the territories 

of different plants are administratively de%fineated. 

The great variety of interpretations fiifi@h we have 

— adduced for thg service system model raifiés a question of 

&“goadness of ffgh@ -Just how much distepiion is involved in 
£ 

squeezmng the characteristics of a re&l system into a mold 

~which, after z¢*, was designed (by L&sch) just for manufacturing? 

A full answer would require a spacifll investigation of each 

type of system, for each has indiyfidual guirks not shared by 

the others. We shail aeafi&asnemfaeives to a few general remarks 

and examples. ; 

The essential features ofl;the model,—to Tepeat, are 

(i) function C(s,x) giving t@e production cost incurred by a 

plant with output x locatquat point si 

(ii) unit transport cost gunction h(sl,az), with total 

transport costs incurre@*by a shipfient measure A given by the 

usual transportation pdbblem integral}(the marginals of A are 

given by the distribufiion of plant outputs and the distribution 

u of demand) xespecfiivelfi;oxf\ 

(111) benafita or 5@venues associated with y &are given by (1) (2) 
J. 

¢ 
Notepffiérst7bf=a%4¢ that every actual service system 

involves flows éf a multiplicity of resources, while the model 

allows just onh resource type to be produced, shipped and 

consumed ., If all the resources are processed and shipped in 
i 

o
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fixed pxogortiofis; any of—-them could be used as an index. If 

not, there is an aggregation problem. and some distoxtion is 

inav;tagle. m. 

The meaning of plant "output" is clear for manufacturing, 

but problematical for some of the other syfitems listed., For 

retail stores or repair shops it may be taken as an index of 

the physical volume of sales. But what is t;§N§cutput5?3¥, 

say, a church? One possib;lity is to take some ohnective 

index of usagefiysuch as parish*ner-hans per weeki or perhaps 

pariquner-vlsits per week, possibly weighted by person and 

point of time. (These may be takgn as proxias for some less 

observable output vatiables, dep&nding on one's theological 

viewq) ) The same indices are awailable foxr the ctherk'pecple- 

prccessing“ inatituticns, topethet with other indices such as 

"illnesses cured” or gains,;n educational achievement scores', 

etc. “: 

Por police systems ofié possible output index is man-hours 

per week of patrolling.ffwhe situation here is typical of 

systems whieh havc “mcbile subplants"” éfii&fi roam around their 

market regions perfcxming services for the clients with whom 

they come in contact. These “mobile subplants‘ " include 

patrelg ;or police. boakmgbiles for 1ibrartes, garbage trucks, 

taxicabfi,fiice-crgam peddlers,~ete. In all these cases "subplant< 

hours per week”/may be a reasonable index of output. 

;/k;/f x$ The crucial question, however, is not whether~eae can 

find an outyut index, but whether ¢his index can be combined 
\.
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with cost and benefit/revenue functions to fit the model in a 

reasonable way. 

First consider transportation cost. For most aystems 

this is reasonably straightforward, provided one allows for 

the costs of time, risk of accident, etc., In television 

transmission, however, while there are no traqéportation costs 

in the usual sense of the term, there is a gééuction in 

strength and clarity of the signal with iqggeasing distance. 

This is a special form of the "friction gé space" and formally 

should be included as a cost of transpgétatienJ\UTInvestments 

in booster stations and cables are eqfiraly analogous to 

roadway censtructionw Both reduce ggéb}frietion of space;?;nd 

both require more than the simple§transportatien~problem ’ 

integral to express the costs ingurred Y% AgaaaTatake the g 

fire~fighting system. It incufis transportation costs in the 

usual sense in getting to fi{figs but these costs are swamped 

byAthe extra expected fire ?émAge arising from the delay in 

getting to the fire. Thififi;é a special kind of time eastg\and 

should be included amonq'%he costs of transportation if one is 

interested in social oPtimizatian. (The same kind of cost 

arises in any system fihich responds to emergency callsi 

rescue sgquads, amhurances, riot pelzceQ') Finally, for systems 

havin;\*mcbile sqfiplants“ there are difficult problems of 

optimal routing;énd scheduling of these subplants, and for 

network systems there are problems of optimal timing, place¢ 

mentband capacity in the construction and maintenance of the
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transmission grid; these problems again transcend the framgs 
work of the present model, 

Let—ag now turn to the "production® costs and benefits/ 
revenues side of the model. The major d}fficulties that arise 
here in fitting the model reside in variations in the quality 
of service. Here we are not referring“tc the fact that costs 
and benefits are in gené;:k nonlineaz functions of output 

and consumption -J%his can be aapturea in nonlinear C and b 

functions;~ but to the fact that theaa costs and benefits 
depend on variables whieh they are not allowed to depend on in 

the model. fi 

Consider the matter of c@ngestzen, especially in connect 

tion wz.tl;5 pemple-pra¢essing‘ institutians. The greater the 

intensity of usage, the lower the quality of service in all of 

themfifl #useums, schools, concert halls, swimming pools, parks, 

ote, More accurately, ih some activities there may be a 

phase in which quality ‘of service rises with intansity owing 

to factors such as soéxab;lity, mutual aid, exchange of 

1nformatian an& coordinated roles; th;s occurs in education, 

religion, team sports and dances,—fefimexampiqj but past a 

certain degree of’ crcwdinq,quality must deteriorate with 

rising 1ntensitylof use. 1In any case, quality varies with 

“output" ) Buhfthis means that benefits or revenues will depend 

not only on 1ocat1an 8 and "delivery" density 6, but also on 

the totalxhcutput" x Oof the plant; no provision is made for 

this éepgndence in the model. 

\‘(‘, o
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Quality varies for a different reason in whg&fmay be 

called connective systems. Consider the post ?féice, for 

example. Here the "plants" are the local poqfigl stations; 

"output" may be taken as the volume of mai%fgandiafi; guality 

of service involves such things as spee&ffié& reliability of 

delivery. Inevitably, quality is influ@&ced by congestion; 

but over and above this guality aependa ~—@n the case of 

nanvloaal mail) - not only on condxtx@ns at one's own plant,- 

but on conditions at other plants as well as on their lacaticn 

and spacing, -amamgnznt_is~%hatfiglews between plants of the 
system are an essential featur?fcf its operation, so that one 

cannot look at a single plantfknd its hinterland in isolation 

to assess costs and benefitai The model makes no Qroviéian 

for this interaction. Othsr connective systems include t#e 

telephene¢~ayetem and bhw banks in their claafiing~h0use xele. 

the highway grid 1tself may be thought of as a connective 

system with access pfiints playing the role of plants\\»/f 

As a final axample of the difficult&esbéfiiah»may arise, 

consider again) the palice‘ We shall count as benefits only 

the crlmeupreventxve effects of police work, ignering its 

other funfitlans* As argued in chapter—S§, gectlon 8, crime<’ 

density depends on the density of police, af population (or 

perfiays of movable wealth), and ef potential criminals, If 

all other distributions are fixed);&ufl benefits might be 

axprasseq as b(s,8), § being the Aensity of police. The
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trcuble is jthat the distribution of criminals is nat fixedf? 

but will itself respond to police deploymant, sc that we have 

a game situation of the kind analyzed 1nA5.8. fwhus crime<" 

density at a point depends fimfi only on polieghdensiky at-that 

point but on the distribution of police thnoughcut the system. 
Tha model makes no prav&siaa for this effgat.“” 

>™(Feedback effects of this saxt,—hgfi%hewway¢ are present 
in most service systems, Establishma?é of a plant creates an 

incentive for clients to locate clegéi to the plant to reduce 
transportation costs, except in t@fige cases where clients do 

not bear such costs;k-e.g.)free 9§iiveries, blanket pricing, 

For any one service system suehfiéff&cts are probably slight. 

To take them into account woul& require a theary combining the 
Thiinen and service system mofials, and we shali not attempt to 

davelop such a thecry);uf £ e 

The—upshot—of- thifiWfiéscussion~§s~hhat one should apply 

the service system modg} with caution. Nonetheless it still 
seems to have a wide wange of applications, at least as a 

first appreximatmen.? It also has an extensive literature, not 

all of which is eqf;eet. Thus it is well worth investigating, 
£ and fto this taskywe now turak 

Systems with One Plant 

Se & 

fiafimas éirst take the case in which the entire system is 

oantrclled by a single agent who optimizes according to some 

prefaregfis ordexing. This can be social optimization in some
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W 
sense, profit maximization, etc. ‘ s alsb assume to bagin 

with that there is just one plant. This }# of interest in 

itselffi;and is also relevant for the mul#iplant case; For if 

decisiofis involving all plants except Qfié have been made, the 

problem of optimizing with respect to;;he last plant becomes 

a one~plant subproblem of the origiqél. 

In the Weber prabflan ggg# outgfit and distribution of the 

product are given, and one haéfééffind the optimal location of 

the plant. Here we take just thé opposite tack} assuming that 

plant location is given,fland tfigt output and distribution of 

the product are to be fofind._g(The most general problem has 

both these and location as qfiknowns. The present problem and 

the Weber problem are bothf;ubprcblems of this)), 

Formally, we are givgg a (s;;ma~finite) measure space 

(A,x;a); a(E) may be ingérpreted variously as the area of 

region E, or the populaiion of region E, or perhaps the income 

of region E, depending:cn'tha partiaularAserviceisystam under 

discussion. In any ghse we shall refer to a as areal measure. 

There is also a msagnrable function h:A + reals, h(a) being 

interpreted as &he-unit-transpcrt cost from the plant (at its 

given location) to point a ¢ A. Also there is a measuréble 

function b:A x reéls + reals, b(a,x) being interpretedhas 

benefit (or revenue) density at point a € A aiising fram a 

delivery &ensi%y of x at that point (all densities are with 

respect to measure o). Finally, there is a function
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C:reals + reals, C(x) being the total prqéfiction cost of 

output x. g* 

The problem is to find a measure gfiover (A,Z), u(m) 

being interpreted as the total flalivgfkes to region E. We 

consider only these measures u-;hiéfiiare finite and 

absolutely continuous with respectfto o« (This last restric- 

tion is intuitively plausible, sifige it merely states that no 

positive deliveries are to be m@ée to any region E having 

zZero area — Or zero poPulatiogg.income, etc.: 0a(E) = 0.) 

This is equivalent to requir;£§ that y be expressible as a 

finite indefinite integral 
i ¥ 

; (9.6.3 

&f = ! 5h§a _ 3) 

for some measurable nonjnegative function §:A + reals. For 

most pfirpases it is comvenient to think of density 6, rather 

§7§f‘ than s, as the ;hknown to be found \// 1 

: : The objective is to maximize total benefxtf or revenue) 

/;’& minus total transportation and production costs, Expressed 

in terms of §, this is S 2 
g Wb et 

Y1 “CL5§ (9.6 ¢) 

* E%(a.é(a)) - hia)fi(a{l a(da) = C{I sfld%]. +4) ™ 

To explain: Thfi last term in (4) is total production costsy 

Output is efweéuraa u (A)4 which—is expressed as an integral 

ef; 
via (3). The&tntegral in (4) breaks into two pieces. The 

first is thejintegral of benefit (or revenue) density
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b(a,8(a)) and yields total benefit (or revenue), The second 

is the integral of h(a)s(a) and this ylelds tata; transport 

~ costs. To see this. express transport%ccsts ififterms of us. 

;»«' h du, [ 
§ 

Y & . 5 £ 
7 

i and apply (3) to convert to an expressiomfin §. \ (We assume 

S~ 

for the—time-being that b, h and o are such that the integral 

in (4) is well“defined and finite for‘all feasible 8; this 

restriction will be relaxed 1ater.) g 

As mentioned above, the intargtetation of b(a,$) as 

benefit-dena;ty is appropriate fofigsocial optimization, as 

  

when the plant is run by a goveqnment agency ‘ is nonj_ 

corrupt and efficient. The interpretation of b(a,a) as 

revenueudensity is approyriatesfor a prafit-maximizing 
,{ 

discriminating monopolist. j 

How does one character ze optimal solutions é¢ to (4)? 
; ) 
e 

It is convenient to take séllx a—furcher subproblem, and assume 
\ 

that total output is givqh: 
Wi Iy 

o \9 

o ‘ f fS'\da. = L “("5'}' \ ’ da , . 
M 
£ 

-y 

The last term in&(é) gs then fixed, and the problem reduces 
eft 

to maximizing the iq&agral in (4). This should look familiarJL 

In—faeky it is Jufit a special case of the allocation~of~ 

effort problem cfachaptaz 51 We s&&¥l use the theory of that 
J" 

chapter to chargcterxze optimal solutions to the problem in hand. 
,.e‘ 
A
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&fiflbae‘first recall a few facts. sinca o is'%é;ma~finite, 

the universe set A may be split into two maasurable pleces v B, 
a;;\K\A » Such that o restrlctea to A ifi nonfatomic, and o x 
restricte;%to A\A is s&gma~atamxc. Ag an example, suppose 
0 represents population distxzbutioa ovar the plane, idealized 

80 that cities are represented as;sinqle points. Then A\Au 

‘may be taken as the set of all Q@ints a for which uf{al » 0 = N 

thatnis, as the set of aity«point 1 itself being the 

complementary "rural" regxon; If ; itsalf is non-atomic then 
A = A and the following thaorem simplifies. (Specifically, 
(all references to the eaneavity of the benefit function may 

;? 
be dropped.,) 5 

. 
Recall that a funétion f:reals + reals is concave i££> 

S £(ox + (1-,“‘933() > ef(x) + (l—-e)f(y) | jfi 

for all x, y real ‘and all @ between 0 and 1. Applied to b(a,-), 

concavity is an;fixpression of the law of diminishxng marginal 
returns: Eachgsuccessiva dose of resource applied yields a 

lowex w-@r atfbest an equay'm increment of benefit or revenue 

than the prebeding éeae 

Cancgfiity is a strong assumption, though not an 1mplausible 

one, anfijit is desirable to replace it by weaker con&itions 

if pos ible. On the nanfatamic region A ’ concavitgéggg be 

rep}aced by lower sam;+eontinuity, which is so weak a condi~- 

tion as to be nagligibie frem an ampirieal point of view, 

(Foxr aafinltion, see- 5}4§n?agu*' TP 
See ,w e @,
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The following result specializes the theg%am of /5, 

page cyaefiiato the problem in hand, using th§7nctation of the 

present section, 

Eoggpi S %? 
;kw Theorem: Let (A,I,a) be a sigma-finite meagure space, with non-< 

\Q atomic part A Let h:A » reals and b:a¥x reals + reals be 

measurable functians, with b(a,-):rea;fi + reals lower semis 

continuous for all a ¢ 9. and concav@ for all aeg A\A « Let 

L be a real number > 0. i 
:’W“x“ 5 d 

;;Zj ) Let 62 be optimal for prcblem/of maximizing the integral 

i in (4) over the set of all nan+negatzve measurable functions 

6:A » reals satisfying (5). f§ 

E7 - Then ¢there exists an extepdad real number puxsueh that, 
{ s,:fi 4 

4&5’\,f for a=almost-all a ¢ A, Bs(a);maximizes 

X F ] 
A ¢ .66/ 

b(ang% -(h(a) + p2)x —6) 

over the set of real num?érs x > 0, 

  

   
\ sl *5 f&,)C‘ 'OV‘ 55 U 

?fif; Proof: The objective fufiction £(a,x) of chapter-& is here 

b(a,x) - h(a)x. It qufices to assume concavity, etc., for 

~ b(a,*), since the rfi%ainder of the integrand is linear in Xe 

\E}f The lower and upp&f bound functions b and ¢ of that chaééég 
f 

are xdentzcally’g and =, xesveetivaly. /}+ff£4‘§ 

‘—_—’M 
/? 

Let us difipese of the pcssibllity that 93113 infinite. 
Sec & 

Recall the qfinventxon of_ghaptas=s~mat if p? = ~w, 6 then 

maximizathn of (6) is taken to mean that §2(a) must be as 
; 

4 
g 

/ 

£
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laxge as possible, But this means that 82 = +» almost everyg 

where, which is not feasible (except in the trivial case 

o= 0). Similaxly, p‘ = +o means that 62 (a) must be as 

small as poésible, s0 that 8° = 0 almost everywhere. This is 

the idantxcéily zZero &xstribution, and is efiwacusse feasible 

iff L = 0, thae~§s. iff plant output is ‘zero. (The option of 

not pxoducxng at all should not be overloakad. It may well 

be optlmal), We cfinclude,~%hea1 thfit if output L is positive 

t%an&tfig number p® of the theorem must be finite. 

H pi turns out to have a faxureaching economic intexpretag 

tiony It is the_marginal net’ henefit (or revenue) arising 

from output in a sense to péfdiscussed below., Let us return 

to the wider problem in wfiich output L is itself a variable 

to be'chosen. rather thfih a given value. Suppose that 82 is 

an optimal solution fgfi this wider problem,_the optimal ofitput 

level being L2. Thgfgreceding theorem still applies to §2, 

since this densitxffiust remain optimal for the subproblem in 

which output L i;{fixed at Le. To solve this wider prabiemflwe 

need to know hsw net benefits T which is the integral in (4) 

evaluated at an cptlmal density funetxon L vary with output. 

We shadl agsuma that there exists an optimal §° for each out: 

put level7in a certain intérval. (The premises of the pres 

ceding thecrem aoncerning b(a,x) do not suffiece—to guarantee 

the ex@stence of optimal solutions; see chapter—=5, section q@ 

Rat@ez than complicate things furtheg we simply assume this 

existence outright)
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Now def@ne : i 

= =~ V1 14 ¢ At 

11 J,y B(L) = IA[b(fl:fiL(a)) - h(a) GL(a)]f\a(dia) o 

§ »‘: 

@" ' 

Here 6 is the optimal density associated with cutput level L. 

B(L) is the net benefiits ~(tota1 benefits minus total 

transportation costs««ww%ach can be cbtalnea from output L. 

Just as the optimal density 6° may vafiy with parameter I, 

80 may the number p° appearing in (6). &at_us write Py for 

the number associated with L;i. Our a%fi is to characterize the 

structure of the function B and its gelation to the numbers p,. 
J 

%g‘;fiTheorem: Make the assumptians of tgfi preceding theoremg and 
" SR . a 

also assume that an optimal densfi%y 61 exists for egch number 

L; in the closed interval [L,,Lfi), where 0 < L, < L® < », Let 

férg3 . the function B, with domain {E,, 1], be defined by (7). 
o : g - 

== Thenr‘for any two numbets Lys Ly in this interval we have 

B(Ly) = pyLy 2> Bcgg) = P35y, 18) 

where Py is the number Q& associated with the parameter L = L1 

in the preceding theorefi. 

,flu~7§””flfiPraofz If Py = b then"‘L1 = 0. .and (8) is obviously correct, We 

may assume then that Py is finite., We have 

N g X &, A 
1 D) %A £ (al) - py8 @) > Fla,6y(a)) - pysya) (%) 

% 2
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for a~almost-all a ¢ A, by (6), where we have used the 
# 

abbreviation , 

f(a,x) = b(a,x) - h(a)x 35 £&0) 

in (9). Intagratlng (9) with respect to & over A yields 

: fi 

gealty i 
(8) is a very strong result, It;statas that B has a 

TA 

linear support function at each peinfi of its domain (except 

possibly the left endpoint if,g, wffi). That is, the linear 

function g 

f 5fif~“ 

.l g(x) = p;x + B (Ll)fg’ = PyLys (1) 

which egquals the value of B at ng is at least as large as B 

at all other points of its dqmaxn. This implies that B is a 

concave function.z;’ Furthe;mcra, if B is differentiable at 

point L (and it must be differentiable at all but a countable 

number of points of its %gmainl>then the function g of (11) is 

tangent to B at L. Thié{means that pibgquals the derivative /;L 

of B at Ls ;A bl 

/ By = DB(L) 2y 
7 

i § 
whenever the 1atter§éxists. This is the sense in which p2 

  

may be interpretedffis the marginal net benefit arising from 

output. ! » 

But even ifi;B is not dlfferentiable it always possesses 

1eft\i and righh%h-ué derivatives (denoted D and D " 

i 
7 

/ 
/.
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respectively) at each interior point of its domain, and for 

these we have 

£ 7 2 
A (4. ¢ 

D"B(L) > py > DB(L). as 
i 

Finally, let L, < L§r< L, £ L®; then plyZ,Pz' That is, the 

marginal net benefit associated with;fligher output is less 

than (or at best egual to) that ass?bi&ted with lower output. 

All these results follow from (S)ifi; standard arguments., 

Now, finally, to maximize (@51 The production cost 

function C comes in at last. Qfie simple procedure is in two 

stages. First, choose L* to miximize 

(g, 619 

B(Lf - c(L) (14) 

over L > 0, Second, choosé §° to optimize the allocation-of= 

effort proble?)dggcqssgfxa%oye, with the parameter L in (5) 

set equal to the L* found in stage one, An alternative 

procedure uses p as the search variablep For a trial value 

of p, use (6) to compute §,” substitute § in (7) to find net 

benefits, and in (5) to find L; and finally substitute in (14) 

to find benefits net of all costs. Then iterate, depending 

on which direction seems to ipcreasa (14) . 

-J* E%E@t@is,g related approach whieh is interesting in that 

the entire market can carry it out in a decentralized manner. 

As a preliminary, we must show that (13) is a sufficient, as 

well as necessary, condition.gg§a number P for—it to serve as 

the parameter in (6) determining an optimal density for output L.
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. | 

q&é~~vTheorem: Make the assumptions of the preceding thagrem. and 

also assume that b(a,+) is coatinuous for all agéjA. lLet 

pg < L < L%, where [L,,L2] is an interval of Qatputs for 

“ffl“) which iptimal densities exist, and let 51 be fih optimal density 

for Ly ; 

Then a numbexr p satisfies (6) for §° = 51 iff it 

satisfies (13) for L = L,. ’ 

/M,w’itffimgzggfiz If p satisfies (6) ethem it satisfies (8), and we have 
' noted that (13) then follows by stanéard convexity arguments. 

Conversely, let p'satisfy (13)f! If B is differentiable 

{ . at L1>there is just one number sagisfying (13), gig., the 

’[/ derivative DB(Ll). Since a Py satisfying (6) mfiét exist, 

P =Py and the proof is eomplete in this case. 

If B is not differentiabla at L %hen it has a "cornen 

and D B(Ll) >D B(Ll}. Let 9 # Py be any numher_gg:;ctlx 

between these limits. Thus’ 

DB(L) > P > D*B(Ll>. @5y 

We shaitl first demonst;fite that there exists a measurable 

; §:A + reals such that;b(a) maximizes 

f(a,x) - px %ie} 

  

   
   

over x > 0, for almost all a ¢ A. (f is as in (10)). Let &° 
A et 
s areni 

be an eptimal\_gnsifiy for output LS, and let p® be a number 

satisfying (6) for &°, Since b(a,*), hence £(a,+)y hence (16) 

is continuous in x, the set of maximizers of (16) over the
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closed bounded interxval [0, 62(a)] is non;}-empty and closed, 
Hence there exists a smallest such maxz.mizet. Call it §(a). e

 
—
—
—
—
—
 

Let y > 82(a). Then 

15t a gl - 
f(a,8(a)) - pé(a) > f(a 6%(a)) - pafita) (@ L d P 

7). 
2 f(a.suan - pP8e(a) ~ (p - ;*)y*";: £la.3) = 2%y - (p92hy, 

A = £(a,y) - py, 5fi \/ 

for almost all a ¢ A, fThe first inequality in (17) follows 
from §(a) maximizing (16) over;[0,62(a)]. The middle inequality 
follows from (p - pe)(y - a°ga)) 2 0, which in turn results 

,6 fxom 

q P > D'B(L{) > DTB(Le) > pe, (18) 
a consequence of (15), the fact that Ll < L% and that B is § respedrvcl . concave, and (13) for Qfi and L® °sp The last inequality in (17) 
arises from the fact %’hat: «S"(a) maximizes f(a,x) - p°x over 

f‘a ol all x > 0, and holds "far almost all ae¢al 2 (17) shows that 
§(a) maximizes (16) aver all x > o, f?:r almost all a ¢ A, 

That the resultmg function §:2A + reals is measurable 
3 follows from the argument of % page¢ 

Next we hav'e the twe relatians 

f(alfil(a}() * 9161(&) > f(a,8(a)) - 916‘3) (96,19 

and 
19) 

«i‘ 

£(2,6(a)) - ps(a) > £(a,8,(a)) - ps, (a), 20) 

s
 

RS
 ES

 
51



e 
e
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9 }. .,; 

holding for almost all a ¢ A. (19) follows from (6) for 6 
and Pye while (20) follows frOm §(a) maximizing (16). Adding 
and canceling, we obtain 

(P = py)(8(a) - 8,(a)) <0 / (21) 7 

£ 

almost everywhere, p 

Since p # Pys it follows from (21) that § = 61 never takes 
opposite signs, except for a null set. Hence there are two 
possibilities: 'if § = 61 almost averywhere, then p satisfies 

- 

(6) for 61, and the proof is finzshad. If 8 # 61 on a set of 
positive a-measure, then g; 

1 > am \ % { / $.; . w"‘l’: 

O\ - %% > : (4. 
“’w S fi da f 6 do = 1. . (2»2) ¥ o 1 1 A 

.1;; 3 éf“ £ _:./‘7’ 

X(22) léada to a cont§édictian. Por take any numbers 
;2, L, satisfying 

£ 
g 

~£; fisz < Iy < Ly < Le, ' {23) 
T ¥ 

Let Py Si be assaiiéted with Li' i= 2,3, fThe argument of 
o 

(18) vields y 
& 

f Py > P > pjy. 24) 
Applying the nrgument of (19)~ 126) with subscript “2“, and 

then "3% 1n place af 1" yields ‘ 

N e-pp6 -s@ <o, (25 
is= 2,3, fnr almost all a ¢ A, From (24) and (25) we obtain
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fj Loy B 

almost everywhere. Integration of (26) yielas 
i 

s
 

AR i x{.M e ——— 

e &W 

~~ But this holds for any Loe Ly sat;&fying (23). It follows that 

e
 

A 
s
 

A
 EE
 R
 

2
 

L= 1L, contradicting (22). Wwe qbnclude that § = 61 almost 

everywhere. Thus p satisfies (%). 

This concludes the prcofffor all p strictly inside the 

    

  

interval (15) . Finally, tahe a sequence of such p's approaching 

;}g D B(Ll}, and, another sequedce approaching D B(Ll). Noting that 

‘E (16) is continuous in p,fignd that 61(a) maximizes (l16) for all 

‘ p's in the seguence, we,gonclude that 61(a) still maximizes 

% when the endpoint values D B(Ll) are substituted for p in (16). 

e e 

  

Now consider “fiét happens if the plant controllexr, rather 

than fixing the angxre distribution lu of output, simply sets a 

gg&gg, P, at the¢plant, allowing the various c¢lients to take 

whatever quantz?ies they wish at that price. How much will 

they choose? ?;pposa that a client situated at point a ¢ A 

derives a benéfit b'(a,x) from consumption of quantity x. He 

incurs tranapcxtation costs of xh(a) tegethex with purchasing 

costs of x? Thus the net benefit to him is 

;; b'(a,x) - (h(a) + p)x. | ‘Tzf)
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éiwé-mny assume that the client chooses a quantity x{éfiiéh 

maximizes this expression. !’ 
Comparing (27) with (6), we see that they hava the same 

form, except that the functions b and b' might be diffaxent. 

Thus, if b = b', then the clients, in maximizing (27) for each 
gfié A, are fulfilling a necessary and suffiaiefit condition for 

the resulting distribution to be optimal, given the total 

amount demanded., i i 

Two questions arise. First, does @fi b'? This of 

course depends on the preferences of ;fié plant manager. From 

the point of view of a classical 1i§g§al, the identity of b 

and b' is a value axiom. This asgfi%pti¢n is fortunate for 

applications, since it spares thé;plant manager the task of 

actually ascertainigg what the. function b' isy A simple 

pricing policy will achxeva th@ optimum no matter what b' is 

(provided only that the concavity, etec., conditions are ful- 

filled). On—the- a&h&m~hau4m‘an interventionist would point to 

the divergence between pxivate and social benefits, the 

effects of income distribution, ete., wh&é% would lead a market 

solution of the typa cantemplated to be suboptimal..- And for a 

profit-maximizing mmnnpolist we definitely have b #. b', since 

b(a,x) is total revenue while b'(a,x) includes “consumerg 

surplus“ N 
- ._4..._._......,“/‘ 

“por the rest of this discussion we assume b = b',
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The second question arises from the fact that x in (27) 

is a guantiix while x in (6) is a density with respect to a. 

Just what is the relation between & and the populat@én of 

decision~making clients? The simplest solution aafiéaptually 

is the following. The space A itself is the set of clients, 
Connt 

% = all subsets of A, and a is anamaaut&en mea&ura é-so that 
g z’/ 

£ 91‘35 

each client gets a weight of oné, the integx;l ! 8, da ‘reduces 

to a sum 6(a ) 4+ fi(a )+..., and "density“ &s the same as 

guantity. This approach can accommodate@a finite or even 

countably infinite number of clients.as On the other hand 

there are technical advantages in tak#gg a to be nan+atamic@ 

Assumptions can be weakened conside:ably, concavity belng 

relaxed to lower semi-ycantmuity.T This is an idealization, 

however, since the individual da#isianhmakers are absorbed in 

an amorphous mass)s We haveJfifi”cantinuaus" approximation to 

a "discrete" reality.mw ;fi 

We have still te answar the questianfi At what lével 

should the mill price be $et? The answer &-@ssumlng b= Db’ 

and C differentiable) — ié that it should be set to equal 

arginal cost (the pxinciple of marginal-cost pricing). We 

show that this rule will at least maintain an optimum. Suppose 

that output L° > 0 maxzmizes B(L) - C(L), and that p® is the 

marginal cost at, L‘~ 
}F 

::; Pg o DC(L’) 

4 

-~ It is easy ta see that we must have 

/ DB(L®) > pe > D'B(LY). (28)
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For if the left inequality is violated then B(L) - C(L) could 

be increased by reducing L; -and if the right inequality is 

vialated,taan B(L) - C(L) could be increasad-by increasing L. 

(If DB(L?) exists then (28) is just the familiar marginal cost ¢ 

# marginal benefit (or revenue) canditzogfiq 

- Now (28) is the same as (13). Hegdé, by the theorem 

just proved, if §2 is an optimal dengfi%y for L°, then §2(a) 

will maximize (6) for almost all agA, with this p® in (6). 

In turn, this means that an indivfihual client at a ¢ A, when 

  

confronted wii; the mill price %’, will find that 8%(a) is a 

guantity whieh maximizes his na; benefits (27). Thus marginal- 

cost pricing sustains an eqqilmhmium at the optimal solution. 

Getting to the optimufijis a different matter. One 

simple scheme is a sequence (Lt,pt), t=1,2,..., where Pt is 

the marginal cost at Lb' and ~t+1 is the guantity demanded 

under Py Whether this converges to an optimal solution 

dependswon the starting point and the nature of the function 

C. We shall not discuse this further, except to note that 

the option of no éroduction at all (L = 0) should be investigated 

separately, éépadially in the common case where there is a 

jump discontinuity "setwup cost" at 0. 

Thus we fiave a justification for extending the marginal*o 

cost pricing rule to a general measure~theoretic context. The 

interpretaiion of "marginal cost" for a particular service 

system may not be completely straightforward. For example, in
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community swimming pools and some other“‘peefileupraaessing“dfl\ 

systems, marginal cost may be taken as tha axtra congestion at 

the "plant" caused by the presence of one more participant, 

and the "mill price" (= admission fee) , shauld reflect this, 
% 

Pseudomeasure Treatment of the éne~91ant case 

We shall go on to the general, multiplant case. Here we 

must at last face up to the pcssifiility that costs and/or 

benefits may be infinites Thi%’is aertainly true for the 

classical model of plants on F%e endless p‘ane in a lattice 

arrangement. We introduce pégudomeasures 0 handle this 

contingency, ;i 

Let us first quickly;éun through the one~plant analysis 

again from this more gené;al point of view. We now drop the 

'restrzctian that § must make the integral (4) wellXEEEZ;;d and 

fifilte. We do this no& because infinite costs or benefits are 

very likely in the ane—plant case, but because most of the 

conceptual issues afiising from the introduction of pseudol 

measures are alreaay present in this case, and because the 

generalization is easy. 

The ebjectxve remains to maximize the algebraic sum of 

benefits, transport costs, and production costs, as in (4). 

However, we nbw let these be pseudomeasures rather than real 

numbers., er these three components to be addible, the pseudod 

measures must be over the same space.g Total benefits are given & _ 
| 19(3,6@));\&@%”/‘""
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where this is now an indefinite integral over ééace A. 

As for transportation costs, in chapter ; and in the 

preceding seetion anwmfifikee«seg%ens this was expressed as an 

integral on a product space such as A' x A. But in (4) this 

collapsed to an integral over A, the destination space alone. 

It seems natural to follow this lead apd think of transpcrt 

cost as an indefinite integral ovet_ga 

[ nrsia), agder {29) 
& D i 

Note the meaning of (29)s All gosts incurred in moving a 

shipment from the plant locateg at ao, say, to site b are to 

be attributed to site b. (Ifi ‘total costs incurred are finite | 

it does not matter how they ‘are djstributed over A; but if they 

k.{ 

are infinite it mayy) .'j 

Finally, there is pfi%duction cost§ C(L) . This again nust 

be thought of as a pseqfiomeasure over A, and again there is a 

"natural® way to do this) «Name&ze\think of production cost 

as an ordinary measute, simp \Yconcentrated at the plantsite 

3, and of mass c(gfl 

™~ 
—~R With these rélnterpretatmons of the terms of (4), every 

era91ble density § has a utilié}»value u(s) whiah is a pseudOw 

measure over Ai Preference ordering among densities is 

reflected in gtandard ordaring among their utilities: 

‘<61 > 6 1ff,@(6l) » U(Gz). Recall new—fiyemmcfinpsenns thatfg 

when two p#budemeasures are expressed as indefinite integrals 

with resgé;t to the same measure, thean there is a very simple 
/ B 

/ 

/"l
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criterion for the standard ordering refation between them. 

Namel v 123 . P u/e Yo B \/!1 ,§< o Y 

/ 

‘fng & {I gfldn > I gzé%} iff ;Ifi[gl 7552%§u > 0/} G§§¥ 

§ 

(tha standard integral theorem). :> 
    

Cr—g;t is, to check whether fiqundu is at least as large as 

f gzfldu 21n the sengf of standana araer), evaluate the 

definite integral IN[gl - g2¥§u. The relation holds iff this 

definite Lnfiéfiral is wall»de#xned and, furthermore, nons 

negative (it may equal *@)4 

Now the revised utzlmty function (4) would be of this 

special form but for tge production cost term C(L). Even with 

.fiQ:lfi; this termpwhaueuexwwifigtnnnsflautmthafi there is a simple 
Q) -\ ; \ 

fo 
1#, U ecriterion of the (39)Ltypeg 

  

Theorem: Let 61. 62 be two feasible density functions over 

(A,Z), and let them be evaluated by (4) as a pseudomeasure. 

5; Then §; » §, (in the sense of ;tandard opderlng) iff 

Sed S0 ; ¢ 
s o) 160 i 155 - 

Y f s @) - fais,@n] e > ey - ey, 319 

Here_g_igfthe net benefit density funffigfifif?’ 

gi wf(a,x) = b(a,x) - xh(a} 

\ e 
>~ and Li is the output generated by Gi, i= l 2, 

a—— 
3 ,':’ 

X = / 

M’?fia BB
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(?H Proofu Let v = a + Mgy v where ¥y is the measure concentrating 

~0 g IMeax 
é?mass of one at the “plantsite a_. 

o . 2 

both a and u “Ere absolutely continuous with respect to v. 

,v is s;gma-fxnite, and 

Hence they both have densities with respect to v by the Radons 

/S \ Nikodym theorem, so that all terms in (4), including 

:yfihgzfi production cost, may be expressed as indefinite integrals 

with respect to measure v. wa (30) may be applied. 1In the 

resulting definite integral the production cost terms may be 

placed under separate integral signs, since they have finite 

integrals. Simplifying the resulting expression we obtain (31). 

Details are left as an %xercmae.dkkftfifé? 

integral in (31). The relation holds iff this definite 

Thus, to check whether 61 > 62, evaluate the definite 

integral is wellwéefinefl, and, furthermore, is at least as 

large as the difference 1; production costs. Note that, if 

f(a,sl(a)) andsf(a, (a)) both have finite integrals, then (31) 

is merely ngéstatement of the ordinary cobjective function (4). 

GnmthfiléthGF%haflé (31) may apply even if these integrals are 

infinite orfnot wellidefined., Thus our pseudomeasure approach 

convtitutgs a bonai@ide generalization of the case where all 

benefit§;;nd costs are finite. 

Si%ce standard ordering is, in generalfifinot complete, we 

must fiiatinguish two meanings of the term “optimalfg;?easible 

8° is a best solution iff §° ; 6 for all feasible §, while §° 

télmerely unsurpassed iff there is no feasible § such that
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§ > 682, 

With these preliminaries disposed of, igzwuéénow return 

to the one-plant case. We still assume that h(a,o) is lower 

semiycontmnuous on A, and concave on A\A gfin_” L, we make 

Just the same assumptions as above, excep&*that b, h ané o are 

no longer restricted so as to make the q&jective function 

weliiaeflned and finite as a definite integral. 

First)take the subproblem in wh&fih output L is given (L 

real, nan%negative). Then the righg'side of inequality (31) 

  

is zero, and we are left with an g&lacationnof—effort problem 
-t type 

of chapter 5}? Let 8° be unsurgaésed for this problem. Then 

we abtainWthe same conclusion fié above, (6)& ‘1hane exists.gn 

»":" 

extended real number g,Asuch &hat 82 (a) maximizes 

;r @32 
& siaf s p 32y 

i ¢ 
over x > 0, for aualmost4bll aeaA. ‘YFurthermore, this 

so that the concepts a& best and unsurpassed salutions 

coincide for this partieular problem.) - ' 

The defznitionfiof B(L) given by (7) is no longer convenient, 

since it may not p% finite. Hewewek, this difficulty is easily 

overcome., Aasumfiias above that an optimal - specifically, an 

unsurpassed -§§nsity S; exists for each L, in a closed interval 

[LosL2], whezqé 0 < L, <~§g < ». (Note that L, > 0). Let Ly, 
£ & 

éj be two ngmbers in this interval. Using (32) we obtain
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;U(q:i ’ % | ng 4 

Pj(8;(a) - 8,(a)) 3@%(a'6i(a)) o ?(@,65(3)1?3 gi(aiga)uaj(a))f”"#mz 

for almost all a, where Pyo p are numbers pe satisfying (32) 

for 51’ 6j, respectively&k, Sinae Lie Lj > 0, 91’ pj cannot be 

infinate). 

Now the left and rightwhemd expressions in (33) integrate 
with respect to o to Py (Li - Lj) and gl(Li j)* respectively, 

Since these are finate, it follows thfit tha mifidle expression 

in (33) must have a definite integral whfivh is well~defined 

and finite. 
o 
3 

2 = Choose a fixed arbitrary L. in the interval orL2] with N 2 e 
corresponding optimal 63 and dafinel;%naticn B on thise 

interval by & . 
dflfi \ & 5y eék O jv \?i : ) 

' ) i & 
{ Lf{» \-;—;\) b 

B(Li) = f [f(afsi(a)) - f(a;G (a))} a(da) .— 34) 

By the argument just given, B ;& welizdafined and finite, 

Furthermore, 

"5 B 
B(Ly) - B(Ly) = IAtf(a,slzgf% - £(a,8,(a))], a(da) o 

£ 
(The first equality 135(35) arises from subtracting integrands 

in (34); this is val;fi since the integrals are finite. The 

.inequalifiy arises ffibm (33x), But (35) yields precisely the 

conclusion (8) abfi%e‘ Thus B has a linear support function 
£
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at each point of its domain. We conclude as above that B is 

concave, that (12) and (13) hold, etec. ;. 

Finally, let 61, 52 be unaurpasseé far Ll' Ly,e Ve naue 

that criterion (31) may be xewritteng 61 ; 62 iff 

,;‘ 

S 

It fo%éows that if a given L¥ maximizes B(L) - ¢c(L), and &2 

is an unsurpassed density for e%is output, then 82 is best 

for the overall maximization gfoblem with unrestricted output. 

(Recall that "best" and " unsfirpasaad*!were found to be equi® 

valent for the fixed nutpuufproblem discussed ) Thus B 

defined by (34) has exactly the crucial properties of B 

defined by (7), and the antire pPreceding analysis is preserved. 

In particular, the enggre discussion revolving around marginal- 

cost pricing remains fiélia‘ We conclude that the introduction 
of pseudomeasures laads to ecmplications~whteh are minar at 

wcrst.gfl}/ ;” 

ggstems withfflagy Plants 

La%—us now farmulate the multig}ant service sgstem model, 

We are given ;he overall measure space (A, Z,0), o swgmawfinita. 

the benefltfifiensxty funetion b:A x reals + reals and the unit 
t.vr‘ 

transport aost function h:A x A + reals, both measurable; and 7 
the produatian cost function C:A x reals + reals, c(a,x) 
helng tha total cost of producing output X at planfikxta a,
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There are a countable (possibly flnmta) number of plants, 

plant i beifié}looated at asy L » Y,2,000s imfrua abbxeviate 

h(ai,a) by hi(a), and C(ai,x) by Cy (x), i =1 2,... +« The 

problem is to choose locations ?nd density funations GiéA -+ 
Lo oty 

reals, one pair for each plant. i represents the di%&xibutien 

of the output of plant i over space_g. We §ra to maximize 

) 15 kT 
I [b(a.s(a)) - hy(a)s, (a) - hz‘“”z(a;"'“-] a(da) 

- 136) 
1L"' ?1(1:!1) e CZ(Lz)"utn)"‘ " 

s ,“/. q.6.57) 

[*\\’\i/ (where) ’ § = §; + 62 ‘4-... (371 

is the total dengity function, and 
D W B31 e M8 

Li " IA ;V;Si/\da {"3‘8" 

is the output of plant i, i u;i,z,... . fiés; starts with an 

indefinite integral over A, interpreted as a pseudomeasure. 

The integrand is composed of.the benefit function minus the 

sum of transportation cestélineurred by each plant (the 

integral of hisi is the t%anspart cost for plant i).. Note 

“that the relevant density for assesaing benefits is the total 

density (37) from all plants together. The sum of all 

production costs is thén subtracted, As in the one-plant case, 

the production cost fiox each plant i is thought of as a 
A% 

measure on (A,I) of mass ci{Li) concentrated at the plant?ita al.
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There are a numfiex of feasibility constraints to be 

imposed., All of these are of a technical nature, designed 

to insure that the expression (36) is wallldaEQned as a 

pseudomeasure., First, each 61 must be measupailé and nod& 

negative. Second, § must be Einite (to guarantee that the 

undefined expression b(a,») does not oecur)i Third, each Li 

must be finite (infinite production at a plant is not 

defined). 

FPourth, for all a ¢ A, the series 

hy(a)6; (@) + hy(a)sy(a) +... (39) 

must be absaluté}g aunveggent¥§{§fi&t~£s, the sum of the 

absolute values of the terms ifi (39) must be finit@. The 

reason for this condition is~éhat an integrand must be finite 

for the indefinite xntegral to be well~defined as a pseudod 
measure. Anything less than absolute convergence would make 

the sum depend on the axdex of summation, which seems aounter%, 

intuitive. 

Fifth, and fiaalij {a;} ¢ £ for all i=1 +27004s This 

guarantees that the, sum of all production coats ~{each thought 

of as a simpluleonaentrated maasuxe is s&gma~finite~ 

i ' How restrictive are these conditions? One may guess that 
no intuitivaly Flausible solutions would be eliminated by 

them. 1In any case, to remove them would involve going beyond 

even pseudomeasures, and s0 we keep them, -%aeiéfififia&lg* 

gonditions one, two, and four could just as well be required 

only almost everywhere.
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These are the only overall conditions we shall impogg. 

‘However, we now find it useful to consider the subgrohiem in 

which allrplant locations are given in advance, and g&l 

plant outputs are also fixed. Thus we have a ;;quence 

(finite or infinite) of distinct points ays ag,..:7$and a 

corresponding sequence of nonvnegative real numbere Ly 

Losrees igmfigézkzs imposed as an additional constraint for 

each i. The production cost terms are then predetermined 

constants and may be dropped from (36) without fiisturbinq 

the ordering. ; 

How does one ch&racterize optimal'solutiogs to this 

multiplant service system problem? To beginffiith iéémgé take 

note of two further subproblems contained iqfthis one. First, 

suppose th#tfg} the total density/ is given; The benefit 

term b(a,d(a)) is then independent of the particular 61, 62,..- 

chosen and may be dropped from (36); the objective then 

reduces to the minimization of overall transport costs., -Fa 

“facé, the resulting subproblem is almost the same as the. 

demand region problem of the preceding section, differing 

only in that (36) values are pseudomeasures over A, while the 

demand region objective functicn valuig are pseudomeasures 

over A' x A, A' being the set of planq%;fies‘ 

A second subproblem arises when si is given for all plants 

i except one, say i = i_. This fixes his for all i #_mo; 
0 

and these terms may be dropped from (36) The problem of
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optimizing §§° is then precisely of the One—plant;form~fi%ie£ 

we have already considered. By varying_}o}wa g@fi as many 

subproblems as there are plants. ¥ : 

ilow, under fairly general conditions, aqfoptimal 

solution to the demand region problem has&ggsociated with it 

a system of "shadow pricesfl,_gl,hyz....,géne for each plant, 

as discussed in the preceding seetion.figAlsa, an optimal 

solution to tfl& ong:plant service system problem has 

associated with it ;\\shadaw pri;zk p » as discussed above, 

80 that we get a second sequence pl' pz...., pi corresponding 

to the plant 1 subpragEgm. Now ;et the sequence (61. &5....) 

be optimal for the multiplant sgrviee)system problem. Then 

it is optimal for the subprob@éms, so that there will be two 

2 
shadow price sequences (pi),ji?i), i=1,2,... associated 

with it. It turns outy»in~fikst4 that lk%gain under fairly 

general conditions) -thaxe xs one seguence that fulfiLg both 

xoles simultaneously; thagqxs, we can choose pi = Pi for all 

i, Conversely, if there is a single sequence serving as 

shadow prices simultaneauslx for both subproblems, then the 

corresponding solution ga optimal for the multiplant service 

system problem. The féilowing two theorems make. these 

statements precise. 1 

Let us first recali some concepts. Given a segquence Py 

Pyeese, One number for each plant, the potential demand 

region of plant i is the set



] 2 o F 

M3z |/ ] fy / 
/ N 

45 , / 
/ ~— @ Y%M3>,?i = {é,?i + §§(§)‘5 yj fs hj@&) for all 3=1,2,... /‘t&e+ 

(We allow some or all pj’s to bé~infinite herqfi. 

Let A; be the measure giving the distribution of the 

output cf plant i ovex spaceAA. Shipment pattern 

(Al, Ajress) obeys the measgre-theoretie competitive rule iff 

{ £A 
¥ 

(AR Ag (A\Pi) G . 
for all plants is ehae—*gs no plant$ ships outside its own 

potential demand region; In terms of densities 850 (41) 
if 

f 2 (e0 
reads: \ 

”r\) (116 47 85,40 = Ouo (42) 
i 

5 

[5\?1 
2 
& 
& 

The integrand in (4§) is nen;fiegative. The integral is then 

zere iff the set an which Si is positive has measure zero. 

~@ha@mé§q the measure~thearet1c competitive rule is aqui~ 

valent to the statement. ‘#“_,'4f 

{2/@%’ (a ¢ 
a[{g]é’i(a) > o}\?i] = 0 (#3) 

for all plants i. 

. . siven & sequance of densities §Fr 68reeey Qngyfar each k{ ; 

i+ 
plant, define the functions bisA X reals - rea%é by 

by (a,x) = b(a:{afl () - 63(a) + x) o (4d) 
In the one-plant subproblem in which §§ is g%ld constant for 

all j except j = i, the appropriate befiefifi'function is,Pi
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of (44). The reason is that*aif 6i(a) is JQCZQL X, the y 

density of Lotal shipments te‘;aint a is X plus 82(a) =~ 61(a). 

the sum of the fixed densities; hence the resulting heneflt—lw 

density is praclsely bi(a,x). This explains the appaaranae 

“m:&4‘~‘% of the functions hi in the following theorem. 

fxfi' Theorem: Let (6{, éi,...) be unsurpassed for the muxéiplant 

— service system problem (including the constraints (38) and 

;4£$/} fixed plant locations). Let b(a,+):xeals + reals be lower 
semi+e¢ntanucus for all a ¢ A (thefnangatcmic set of measure 

o), and concave for all a ¢ A\gg Alsa 1et b(a,o) be 

differantiable at the point §°(a), for all a e A such that 

§e(a) > o0, 

Then -thewe exxs%wexteaded real numbers pl, pz,t.xr one 

Y for each plant, such that 

gl ) | 8§(a) maximizes : i 

42 & 
by (ayx) - (hi (a) + PyIx 5 

£ 
i 

over x > 0, for almost all a ¢ A, i =1, 2,..., and 

@) fig (ii) /the resulting set of potential demand regions satisffi 

the measure~theoretic competitive rule. 
- ”’M‘M 

ifij 'gégg£~ Since (5%, §8¢44++) is unsurpassed, aaah saparate 5% 

must be unsurpassed for the one-plant subproblem resulting 

é E)j? from fixing a; for a1i7j # i. Also, each function bi inherits 

the concavity or lower sem1+¢¢ntinuity proyexties of b. Part 

Q&) of the conclusion now follows from hhe one-plant theory above. 
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Thus for each plant i there exists an extended real Py 

and a null set E Wsuch that si(a) maximizes (45), for all 
s .@ &R b 

£ 
. / 

I.zet E s El y Ez Ug,;”iqc . 
& As a countable union of null 

sets, E itself is nu;i. 

Let a' ¢ {a|8g(a) > ON\E. since §°(a') > &%(a') > 0, 
it follows thatfb(a v*) is differentiable at the point 62(a'). 

Hence bj(a’ e} ls differentiablélif the psxnt 63(a ) for all 

Jo these derivatives all being equal to Db(a (E'))¢ We 

then have 4] 

§5 ) &Y 3 
hi(a ) + Pi &5 Db (a',&fila )) = Dh{a' 6“(3')) 

= Dby <,a'.a§<.a'>>;;s hy(a’) + pyry 
for all plants j. The first equalzty arises from the fact 

that 6°(a ) > Glfaximxzes (45) at as diffexantiable point, so 

the derivative of (45) must be zerfi there, The other 

equalities arise from the &ef;nitions of bi and bj The ins 
equality in (46) arises frcm tha,fact that 62(a') maximizes 

(45) witflx@jfi in place of qX"j."' {45) again being differentiable 
at that point; hence the dezivative of (45) must be nonfi 
Eosflfive 
-Regative there, 

pi is finite¢ 

(Note that thfi existence of a' implies that 

f/fi «fr« fl.A‘ 

(46) thxously is still valid for any pj = +w7, 

" A (46) implies that a' belongs to the potential demand 

legzon of plant i, Thus
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T 
[al Gi(a) > 0}\E] E, 47, 

( Q e :"\'.« 
X 

for all plants i. K(47) in turn implies that the set in (43) 

is contained in E. Since_g is null, (43{Vitself follows. 

But (43) is the same as Ekl), which is what we had to prove., 

The interpretation of infinite“pi values is Qs in the 

    

one=plant case: - By @ - is rule@ ‘out if a(a) > 9, while 

pi = 40 is possible oanly if plant i is shut down (%i = 0). 

For the following conversa theorem we need a condition 

on a., Recall that o is sald t@ be segregating iff, for any 

  

two distinct plants, ai and,aj 
e 

. and for any nqmber ¢fi‘we have - / 

X a{a]hi(a) - hj(a) = ¢} u;a. 
et 

(For example, Lebesgue measure on the Euclidean plane is 

  

segregatznq)h) The effe@t? £ this proPerty is to make the 

system of potential demand ragians Pye ?2,... nanyoverlapping 

almost everywhere (provided not allfipi’s yre infinite). 

fifi?* ‘Theorem: Let (53, ? yeee) be feasible for;the multiplant service 

system problem (including the constrainfis (38) ‘and fixed plant 
guist 

locations) . Let there exist extended 3eal numbers Pyr 92,..A, 

;Z;L} one for each plant, satisfying the coqglusions of the preceding 

\ theorem. Also let ;g 

Ly |yl + 1y eyl Fafe &im 48) 

(remember that O+« = (), and let o éé segregating.
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Then (83, 68,...) is best for this problem. 

     If any Py ig inf:.nite then L; = 0, so that the only 
feasible c‘iensxty is & i = 0 almost everywhere. we get an 

equivalent problem by' simply eliminating such plants from 
the system. Thus we may assume that all pi“s are finite. 

Let Hi be a null set such that éi(a) maximizes (45) for 
all a é A\Hif 1. " l 2'0.0; let 

Fi5 = {a]h, (a) - hy(a) = P4 Pi@r"y oy (P -p 7 
where (;i., j)runs over all pairs of distinct plants, and let . 

Gy = {alsy(a) > Ol\py,— 450) 

and all the Gi‘ This is a countable union; alaa, the Fij 

are null sets since ¢ is segregating, and the G:i. are null \ 
sets by the competitive rule (43). Hence G itself is a null \g{' v N 

i Vo 
Now let (6 ', 65«",,..) be another feasible solution. We 

must show that [‘6%)1 l 2 "'7",-'511 [6%9) ](standar& Pfi[ 

order)., Since production costs are fixed by (38), this ot 
afzonditicn is%equivalent: to 13| /L & EZ/ 

[ {f(a,é‘*(a) 65’(3);-") *f(ayéifi(a) 6-’-—*(&),...)]0;(&&) > 0: \(‘53.4 A 

where S ;}"’“ 

f“‘\fif(a}xltxzfifiui) = b(alxl+x2+’").-xlhl(a).-xgh (a)" s8e @
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(cf, (31)0 £ is well&defined for any feaaible (61. 62,..‘)3* 

Now let point a' belong to P;\G. If a belonged to p j’ 

for same(? # i, it would also belong to Fij' contradicting 

Fij < G, Hence a' ¢ E for all ij# i, 1f 5§(a') > 0, then 

a' g Gj. cantxadictzng Gj = G. We conclude that 6%(3‘) = 0 

for all 3 i i. Hence §2(a') = 6%(&'), ‘and the two functions 

b(a *) and bi(a ¢*) coincide. g 

Since 68 (a') maximizes (45), wa,obtaln 

'''' P~ (52) 
>[ba',6°0(a") - s"(a')chi(a') - pi)s«;}, 

13¢ ;3“{ 2 13‘11 : | 

§e2(a') (hy (a')+py) -=E (a')mi(@ )+pi)Hé§-n(a')(n <a >+pi>4...j 
% \ "‘”*; A BN @3] ;” 
E Esg—ua')(h S Bl 83%(a") (hy(a’) + 92;4....;} a0 

- The equality in (53) is simply the expansion. of §2e(a') 

by (37). The inéquality arises from the fact that a' belongs 

to the demand region P;+ On the right side of (533 the sum 

of the negative terms is finite; hence the series | cenverges, 

possibly to « . 1 

The series 

e 

is absolutely convergent, since §°° is feasible. This allows 
us validly to transfer these terms bodily from afie side of an
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ineqguality to the other., Combining (5%5 and (53), and 

carrying out this transfer, we obtaingéfter some further 

rearrangement 
33© i 'i j;‘" 

focar 183(a") - 83(a*)hy(a’ )] e 

(9.c. 
[?(a 6°°(a')) - 6“(&') (a‘)-...] 154) 

/ 

!6’} 

> 83(a’ ’P;, [6"(a )py + 532 (a")p, P 
A 

S GV) %&gkffgzly, recalling that 85(& ) = 0 for all j # i, we see that, 

  

b 
on the left side70f (54)filphe first hxackatgg expressicn 

1D 
equals f£(a', 5&(&'), 5&(&'),.¢.), whilélthe second bmacketed 

expression eguals f£(a', Gim(a ) s Ggs(a')....). The right side 

of (54) may also be rewritten, and_fia obtain 

£(a’', 5{(%'):---) - £(a', 6&2(3')';‘)@ (4655 ) 
i _ = 4551 

v W T(8g(ah) - sge(atipy + (63(ah) =55 (a'h)p, +.0u]. 

The rlght smde of (54), hence of (55), converges. 

(55) was proved for any a' ¢ Pi\G. However, we notice 

that the specific index i does not appear in (55); hence (55) 

is valid for any point a' of the set 

(. 4 

(Pl U 22 Uso ')\G_," p ‘(‘5‘5') 

Next, suppose a' ¢ A\(G y P, U Py Useo)e If Gg(a') > 0, 

then a' ¢ Gj U Pj from (50), a contradiction. Hence 

%"c},él ca by 
6§(a ) = 0 for all plants j. (52) refiéins valid for all i, 

and from these inequalities we obtain 

\J
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b(a's0) 2 b(a's§ee(a’)) - ge¢(at)g(a’), G, 

where | ] 

- ‘7 R 
’7:.«",, :, gy 

g(a’) = inf (h;(a') + py). = (s 
“® 

—(53) %? no longer valid as it stands, butjbeqamee revalidated 
if]lgi}a;;‘+ P;) is replaced by gla')s This follows at once 

from (58). (Note| that either 62%(a') = 0 o gla') is finite, 
from (57), hence the right side cf‘(53) still converges.) 

With this change, the rest of the preceding argument remains 

valid, so (55) is established also on the set A\ (G U-?l U g%g...)¢ 

Combined with (56), the validity of (55) is established on A\G. 

Thus (55) is true for almost all a“', 

~EZNOW’the left side ch(SS) is precisely the integrand in 

(51). Henc§16;£ it can be shown that the definitg integral of 
the right side of (55) is weli:defiaed and equal to zero, 

this will establish((él) and complete the proof, 

Define the function 8:A » extended reals by 

1 

Y2 o0(a) = (83(a) + 69°(2)) by | + (88(a) + 8§32 (a)) Ip, [ f+ees 

The typical term on the right side of (55) is 

(F.¢- 81 
(83(a) - 8p2(a))py. ' — 599 

The absolute value of the sum of the terms (59) for i = lieeosn 

does not exceed 6(a) for any a ¢ A, and any finite n. 

Furthermore,



by monotone convergence and (48). Hence we may apply the 

dominated convergence theorem, and conclude that the integral 

of (55), right side, is the lifiit of the integrals of the 

partial sums. But the integral of a typical term (59) is 

(Ly = L;)p; = 0. Hence the integral of each partial sum is 

zero, and so is the entire integral., This—completes-the 

| XX —pucede LW L&    
Let us examine this pair of theorems., The former, giving 

necessary conditions for an optimum, uses premises-éhée& are 

scarcely more stringent than in the one-plant case. In the 

1atte£, which gives sufficient conditions for an optimum, the 

assumption that o is segregating is usually satisfied. 

Agssumption (48) is automatically satisfied if the number of 

plants is finite, but it fails, for example, in the case of 

an infinite lattice repetition of plante on the Euclidean 

plane, unless prices are zero. 

Of the two theorems, the one giying necessary conditions 

is, -as—usual, the more useful.»fleneflgéasen*ifiwthat we are 

dealing with a subproblem. Optimality in a subproblem does 

not guarantee optimality in the original problem. On"the 

other-hand, suppose that (83, 63,...) is unsurpassed for the 

general multiplant problem, with variable plant outputs 

Lyr Lz,... » Then it clearly remains unsurpassed for the
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subproblem in which outputs are fixed at LI' Lz,..., the 

C% M\}evels generated by (GI. ,...). New let benefit function = 
. b satisfy the premise;Lgf the "necessity" theorem. It follows 

That™ that numbers Pyr Poress exist waieh function simultaneously 
6} T 

as "shadow prices™ in all one-plant subproblems and in the 

demand region subproblem of the general multiplant service 

system problem, 

Let us,%then,,allow output levels to vary. We saw in the 

one-plant prafilem that — under certain conditions - an 

optimal solution could be sustained by a free marke£ system 

if the plant controller used a marginal-cost-pricing rule. 

The conditions were that the production cost function was 

differentiable and that benefits b'(a,*) as seen by a client 
(B at point a coincided with benefits b(a,*) in the objective 

function, Does this situation continue to hold in the multii 

plant case? 

It does, provided b = b' again, all cost functions C; are 

dxfferentiable, o is segregating, and the premises of the 

"necessity" theorem hold. Tor suppose fihas-(&i, 5%,.,.) is 

an unsurpassed solution (with positive output at each plant), 

and let Pys Pgrees be the marginal costs: ;> 

: Pi o Dci (Lf) v 

Y > e : S 

> i=1,2,... . Each 61 is unsurpassed for the one=-plant subg 

= 

problem in which 5%:15 fixed, all j # i. The analysis of the
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one~-plant subproblem showed that Py functioned as a "shadow- 

pricefié so that (45) is maximized by 5%(a) algoit everywhere, 

The proof of the "necessity" theorem égén shows that% for the 

same marginal costs, Pyr Poreces the resuliing set ofxpotential 

demand regions obey#'the measure~theoretic competitive rule. 

Let G be the union of the sets fii' Fij of (49)f§and Gi of 

(50), as in the preceding proof. G is then a null set! P 

a(G) = 0. 

Now gonsider a client 1ocate§ at point a' ¢ G. e must- 

decide ,—fi¥rsg, which plant or plahts to buy from. These will 

be the plants i for which transéort cost plus ;&11 price is 

a minimum., Under marginal—cosé pricing the criterion is 

h;(a') + p;, so that the cliafit will buy only from these 

piants in ;hose potential demand regions he is located. gfibw 

his purchases are distributed among these plants is a matter 

of indifference). 

There are two casas.‘ First, let a' belong to some 

potential demand region, say a' ¢ Pi' Since a' ¢ G, it follows 

that a' belongs to ndZ&éher demand fégion Py, SO that 63(a’) = 

0 for all j # i; hence Si(a') ¥1§S(a'). Also Giia') maximizas‘ 

(45) , which here is the same as saying that §%2(a') maximizes 

{ff 1Gdp © 

b(a',x) - x(h;(a') + p,;) (60) 

over x > 0. Now the client at a' will buy exclusively from 

plant i, since hj(a’) + Py has a unique minimizer at j = i.\\\\\\\ 

,‘_‘_4'
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The amount he will buy maximizes his benefits minus transport 

costs and plant charges.— that-is; it maximizes (60). 

S?cond, suppose a' begongs to no potential démand region, 

Siné;L;% 4 G;, it follows that Gg(a?) = 0 for all i. Hence 

X = 0 maximizes (4571for all i, which implies 

b(a',0) > bla’,x) - xg(a') (61)- 

for all x > 0, g(a') defined as in (58). From (61) we deduce 

that a client at a' had best buy nothing at allJ lfior suppose 

he buys . from plant i, i = 1,2,... . Let X=x +x ..o 

His net b;nefit is 

b | 

p(a',X) = xl[hl(a.) + PIJ w0 (9,64 

PN (62) 
& S_E(a',g) - (%, + =, f...)\/q(a‘flf_b(a‘.o).m 

(The first inequality in (62) arises from (58); the second 

inequatity is from (61).) /» 

Thus we have shown that, except for a null set G, if 

mill prices are set equal t§ marginal costs at the respective 

optimal outputs Lf, then the unsurpassed solution (6§, 855ve0) 

can be sustainedbfiy individual clients each maximizing his 

own net benefit in a frqé market system. 

One might try to aitain an optimal solution by successive 

trial values of prices, seeing how market demand varies and 

adjusting until price equals marginal cosé#. This procedure 

has all the vicissitudes of the one-plant case, plus the 

additional problem of interaction: Changing‘gi will affect
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demand not only at plant i but at neighboring plants, as 

clients are shifted between demand regions. 

?Xg ‘Shipment Patterns and Mills-Lav Arrangements 

Our discussion thus far has run solely in terms of 

potential demand regions. It is also of interest to investi=- 

gate the system of_effective demand regions. Recall that Ei’ 

the effective demand region of plant i is, intuitively, the 

region to which plant i actually ships. This is complately 

different from the potential demand region concept, which 

refers to the region where plant i has lowest mill prié& plus 

unit transport cost. = 

Formally, we are given a topology T on space A, over and 

above its measure structure. (B4, the effective demand region 

of plant g,,is then the sp§p0r£ éf xi (with respect to f), 

where A, is fihe distribufiion of shiéfients from plant i over Ag 

In terms of the density function Gi 

S iy - [} Gi&da. 

What_eaamhe-said about the shape of E}@ In general, very 

littlexwithout“further assumptlcns. Irregularities in the 

benefit function b(a,x) can lead to all sorts of irregular 

holes and indentations in E;» We now assume that the benefit 

function does not depend on location; hh&%iisyxp(g,xj is
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independent of its first argument. Iet us rewrite the benefit 

function as b:reals + reals, b(x) being the benefit density 

arising from a delivery density of x. | 

Consider the one~plant case on the Euclidean plane. If 

the benefit function is uniform over space, it seems 

intuitive that an optimal delivery pattern would have an 

effective demand ragionwfihiéh is a circular disc centered at 

the planfisite. With a more general transport cost fgnction 

h;, one expects again that deliveries will be made té the 

more accessible points, so that perhaps the effective demand 

region would be a set of the form 

(46l 

{Aalhi(,a) L e} £63) 

for some number c. What if there are many plants? Well, from 

the theory of market regions we know that under fairly : 

general conditions we have‘Ei & Pi (the topological competitive 

rule). This suggests that E, might be the intersection ofAPi, 

the potential demand region, and a region of the form (63). 

It turns out that these ideas are essentially correct, 

though there are a few complicationsfi’and some extra mi 

'assumptions seem to be needed. Of thése assumptions only one 

needs discussion® 
Sy 

  

&= Definition: Given measure space (A,I,a) and topology T, o is L [ SRRaERa 
&lgf ubiguitous iff support a = A. 

L) o—— _ 
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For example, with the usual topology of n-space, 

Lebesgue measure is ubiquitous; the normal distribution is 

ubiquitous on the real line;fifif In practice the ubiquity 

condition on a will usually be satisfied. vaen when it is 

not, one can usually redefine the problem so that it becomes 

satisfied: "o be-speeific, suppose there is a set F of 

a-measure zexo, such that 

> Ffi? (support a) = A. 
™~ 

s — v B 

(The existence of such an F is guaranteed if T has the strong 

Lindeldf proPertfl)yf No positive deliveries can be made to F. 
J s’ 

flhnce we have essentially,the same problem if gpaée is 

restricted to A\F, restricting I, o, b, and all h; to this 

set, and taking the relative topology T'. But with these 

changes, o is now ubiquitous on A\F. Thus the assumption is 

mild indeed. 

The conclusion of the following theorem uses - the 

topological concepts of "closure" and "interior". Given fi/b 

on A, the interior of a set P ¢ A is the union of all open 

sets contained in P; we denote this Int(P). For example, if 

P is a hexagon on the plane with its usual topology, then 

Int(P) is obtained simply by removing all boundary points 

from P. The closure of a set BE ¢ A is the intersection of all 

closed sets containing H; we denote this CL(H). For example, 

if H is the circular dis;&(x,y) lxz + yz < :;2}, x a>,0 0, then 

CA(H) is obtained by replacing *<" bynhgfi
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The concept of "essential supremum” is used in the proof. 

Recall a‘fl‘that the essential supremum of a function 

  

) ' Ne = ; 
h:G -+ reals“\ abbreviate&Zess sup [ (h]G), < is . o 

% 2 

"#/ Q1MWM_ 312 m“_“”,,,,g/;> i b 
“ 

= e w2 

‘ 

Gy inf sup{h(a)|a ¢ G\F} A - \Fry Y 

5 the infimum taken over all/oa-null sets F. 
   

%f;1£?&Lf’Theerem. Given (A,Z,a), b:A x reals + reals, hizfi + reals, and 

"Z/ i = 1,2,..., let (51, 62..,.) be feasible densities for 

the resulting mult%k}ant service system problem, 

Let b(a,x) = b(#) be uniform over space, let ¢f be 

segregating, and let therxe exist extended real numbers 

Py pz,..,xsuch that 6i(a) maximizes (45) for almost all 

f/”wx a€A i=1,2,..., and such that the resulting system of S potential demand regicns{ gl; gz,..., satisfy the measure< 

theoretic competitive rulé; 

Also let there be a topology T on A such that h, is 

continuous (as well as measurable), i = 1,2,..., and such that 

o is ubiquitous. 

Then, for each effective demand region Ei’ there is an /}Wi, 
¥ extended real number ¢, such that ¢t o 

e 
: A 5.‘17‘5,;;":,,» L ) x \ -Cs-.’.?'[{éli}i(@)‘?i} n ;nj\:(l?«i)]c E, ;[{glhi(@)igi}n Pi]““" {64) 

»fl,T—“fggt?roof= Define ¢; by 

i L 1,2(.». . | (1:1‘ : g (, 
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Let-us first prove the right-hand inclusion in (64). 

i%flmflrffi?%fldqvby the theory of market regions (page 0oQ)., 

Pi is closed, since each hj is continuous; this and the measure~ 

theoretic.oompetitive rule imply the topological competitive 

mlfi ? M; 

Ei s Py (66) 

; 5 

2\ Next _suppose there—wers a point a, € Eikwith 

hi(a ) > Cy The se£25alhi(a) > oi} is open, hence it is a 

measurable neighborhood of a Since a, supports Ay we must 

   

have 7z 

xi{alhi(a) >e;} > 0. HF{G#% 

Translated into density form, (67) reads ({~J;;; » 

hi(a) > «::L and Gi(a) > 0} > 0. £68) 

(Compare the translation of (41) into (43Y3A 
{,fi y 

5},~ 
(68) implies c; < A,  Let Xys Xppee0 be a deoreasing 

sequence of numbers with limit Sy Consider the sets obtained 

by replacing ¢y successively with each x in the set (68). 

This is an increasing sequence of sets whose limit iz the set 

(68) ., By the continuity theorem for measures, -thexe exists 

an x > gixsuch that (68) remains true when_oi is replaced by 

X, But this is incompatible with the definition of Sy (65). 

This contradiction proves that 

E; = {alhy(a) < o). 69y
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HGG) and (69) together yield the rightehsmd inclusion in (64). 
- “__,;« 

  

  
(4 ¢ 

a[{a]hi(a) <e;lnkn Pi] > 0.4 fi%% 

  

L
o
 

-:;.i‘.———-—m- We shall establish that ,-‘éf“‘f 
__? /g 

[{aihiia) < "i} n Int(Pi)] & Ei. 70 

A Ei )boing a support, must be W closed;met. Hence (70) implies 

the leftpimend inclusion in (64). Thus the establishment of 

(70) will complete the proof. 

We argue h\}% ‘oontradiotion. 1f (70) is false, there is 

a point a_ ¢ (Int;(?i))\Ei with hi(a ) < ey Since a, does 

not support J\i, there—axe sets G ¢ Tzfnd K¢ I: suoh that 

a, € Gg K and ‘ £ 0y 
. A (K) = 0. lany 

Translated into density form, (71) reads 

alk n {a]s;(a) > 03] = o, 72) 

Alsof | [y 
. , , h+~ 

W 2y e [taln @ <epncn ffl?%’] e (7.6 
_ S /a [(a!hi(a) <ec;lnkn Pi]’ 

i bracketed 
a The smaller,\set in (73) is open, and the larger is measurable. 

% Also a, supports a, since o is ubiquitoos. It follows that 
y 3 Jp )
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E For extended real numbers X, define the sets 

      

cloge up 
, (@i 75) 

®O0und | | do ™ g'hi(a) <x and ¢§,(a) = 0} NEAP .o 175) \ n ¥ o= 2 
f an g ‘ = : 

bracke e d 4 4 lreckelad m,%the,\sot in (74) is contained in the union of J,, and the P ‘ i set in (72). It follows that > 

— a((fci) » 0. ' ; M 

}Y ¢ fi £e 4 é/‘ 
- i 

E— (74) 1mplies that ¢; > ==, I‘ienoe there is an increasing 

soquenoe of numbers Xy xz,... with limit <4 (;éote that ¢ 

may equal +«), An argument simi}.ar to the one following (68) 

shows that there exists an X, < gi“’suoh that 

AV a3l ) » 0.2 _ ~ 76) X =~ 
O j niAd > 4 - o VP We must also have W 

close u : _ : (9.6 :\yuw\.x' ; o{gl};i(a) > X, “and 5i(§) > 0} > 0. €77) 
W i B and -' ; 

For if (77) were 'falsejthen the ess sup in (65) would be 

less than e | o ck 
“;\ Su’T | Gonsid;er the s‘et ! H U[F' 

ale g v : : , )] 

m p(qw,) Jxo\(n {»?ijljal.z,....m- U{q ljwl.zm.}]. » 178) [} v U{j- 

i ‘s < where Hy 5.3 a null set such that 6‘ (a) maximizes (45) for all 
\q ver- { 

flgk ofi § A\Hl, Fi] is given by (49), and GJ by (50). (g'j:j is not well- 

Speu«\, % defined if p; = pj ®; but if p, = =, then 6;(a) = 0 almost 
symbo i . . 
70 J everywhere, so oi = --m:t:ontradioting (74) ; hence py must be  
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finite) i is null for all i # i, since a is segregatings 

YG is null for all je by the measure-theoretic competitive rule. 

Hence, from (76) ,_ the set (78) still has positive a~measure, 

80 it is not empty. 

Let a' be a point of set (78). We claim that 64 (a’) 

maximizes 

b(x) - ’_"”}i (a*) + Pi] m) i~ 

over real x > 0, To- beg&n with, § (a ) maximizos 
'm, P K ek 1 

b(&(a') - 6 (a') + x) - x[hi(a') # pil *ffi‘&) 

over real X > 0, by (45), since a' { i' Furthermore, a' ¢ P /¢ H(' 

bj2~75); hence a' ¢ Pj for all j # i, since a' ¢ Fij‘ hence ' 

S, (a') = 0 for alil? # i, since a' ¢ Gj But this means that 

(80) is the same as (79). 

mioiaus now repeat the enfiire argument beginning at (78) 

with ch replaced by the set in (77). The corresponding set 

in (78) is again nondempty. Let a" belong to this set. We 

claim that 61(3”) maximizes 

b(x) - x[h(a") + p,] “(81) 
over realfix > 0. For% §;(a") maximizes (80) with a" in place 

1 
of o', since a" ¢ H,. Also éi(a“) >0, from (77), and 

a" ¢ G;; hence a" ¢ Qi.!'Tho remainder of the argument is the 

same as above.
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We now show that the respective maximizations of (79) 

and (Szflyiela a contradiction. 'Efi—fiaoo, letting Gi(a“) = 

Y (75), we obtain N 
e 

Yy > 0, and noting that §;(a') = 0, 
. 

= b(0) 2 bly) - y[hi(a') +py] 2 

from (79), and ) 

Adding these inequalities and si 
23 

lifying, we 
~  from (81). 

(a") < hy(a’).,   
“F 5 hi : ) 

I
 

e
 

~ But in fact . 

o
 

= hy(a") > X, > hy(a'), 

e
 

,
 

A 5;2577) and (75). Thisrcontradio;ion establishes (70) and 

| _completes the proof. [W< [II@ 
L pmm—————, : 

The conclusion of this theorem, (64), brackets the 

effective demand region Ei between lower and upper bounds in 

4Ifi“fifififlflfik&flkfifl?&efl~thfi%;in Many., 

In these 

the sense of set-containment. 

ox most, cases of interest these bounds coincide. 

cases we can say unambiguously that By is the intersection of 

the potential demand region P; and a disc of the form (63). 

Note adso that nothing ig the premises of this theorem is said 

directly about the optimality of the shipment pattern (61,62,...): 

rather, the premise is framed in terms of the existence of 

““N‘shadow ‘grioes P3s Pprees « This form tu:nawoutwbe very 

convenient for applications.
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As an example, let-us take the famous honeycomb lattice 

arrangement of plants on the Euclidean plane.‘ (o is plane 

iebesgue measure and T the usual plang topoiogg.) Recall 

here that each plant has six nearest neigoboring plants - (at 

distance r, sayj-thesa forming the ooxoers of a regular 

hexagon. We sufipose the benefit function is uniform over 

space,iofiat-thazezis-a shipmen;z?;ttern (840 62,...);ho§ing 

real numbers Pyr Poreee ohioh a:éshado&lgfioes in the sense 

of the theorem. We further‘suppose that these numberozii are 

all equal, Under these oonditionsfiithe potential damanhu 

regions P; are 2:1033&) rogular hexagons centered at their 

respective plantsites, the distance from plant i to an edge 

of Pi being :/2, and the distance from plant i to a corner 

of P, being xr/v3. ’ 

‘All the premises of the preceding theorem are now 

satisfied, so we obtain (64). The lower and upper bounds in 

(64) coincide, so we can definitely say that each effective 

demand region is the intersection of a regular hexagon and a 

concentric circular disc. Furthermore, it is not difficult to 

show that the numbers ¢y of (65) must all have a common value 

c; thozmioithe radii of the discs are all equal, so that the 

regionsfii are congruent to each other. There are four casesg 
oot — 

  

lfigéi/ ¢ = -», This is the no-production case, and all 

Xeffeotive demand regions are empty.
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5, T8E) 0 < ¢ < x/2 (fhe case =» < ¢ < 0 is impossible). 

Here the disc is contained in the hexagon, so thot the 

affective demand regions are circular discs. _ 

efiiitfii) x/2 < ¢ < xr//3. Here neither the disc nor the r/WEj 

hexagon contains the other. The effective demand regions are 3 

twelve-sided "polygonggé)having six straight and six curved 

sides alternating with each other. 

4-Tiv) e = r//3. Here the hexagon is contained in the 

disc, so that the effective demand regions coincide with the 

potential demand regions: E; = P;, i =1,2,,.. . (The case 

¢ > ¥/V/3 is impossible, by the measure-theoretic competitive   - ek rulgig 
L 

2% This examplé brings us close to the work of Mills and Lag{%i/ 

£ ?hé—iafitogwxhowevor, approach the subject in terms of a 

specific institutional framewori(:Joonopolistio oompétitio@, 

with each firm a profiéQmaximizer and having just one plant, 

igérus trace the implications of this framework. 

4fiau§ssumefixfor the present, that the number and locations 

of all plants are fixed (not necessarily in a honeycomb 

lattice pattern). Priecing is on an f.o.bh. basis§k~thé£:§&,w 

the price to a client purchasing from plant i is the mill 

price pi plus the unit tfonsport cost. We are still on the 

Euclidean plane;\ and a,*f)and h, retain the meanings they had 

above; b is still uniform over %paoe. We also make the weak 

assumption that the potential demand regions cover SpaceA«ww
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so that each client finds at least one plant for which the 

combined mill price and transport oosoj Py f 1;1(&),,w is 

minimized, Each client will purchase from*ohe leaso expensive 

outlet, which means he will buy only fromjkhese plants in 

whose potential demand regions he is looatea. For all but a 

null set of locations the choice of plant is uniquely 

determined, since a is segfegating.;’Furthermoro, the quantity 

purchased by a client will be a maximizer of (45). Thus we 

may expect that the mill prices pi, Porees will fulfill the 

ahadow—price conditions for the resulting shipment pattern. 

(Tfifi-immaflniggfargument,w%nflfaet, is identical with that 

used in showing how a decentralized pricing system can sustain 

an optimal shipment pattern, The only difference here is that 

the plant manager will generally set mill price above 

marginal production cost father than equal to it.) 

But the foregoing argument, together with the other 

standard assumptions, shows that the premises of the preceding 

theorem are fulfilled, Thus again we have (64). The upper 

and lower bounding sets in (64) will generally coincide 

(except in some rather artificial special cases). In general, 

then, E; will be the intersection of a circular disc with.?ii 

P, in turn is the intersection of hyperbolic regions and 8 

holprlanes. In tho special case in which firms have their 

plants arranged in a honeycomb lattice, and all mill prices 

are identical, the four cases outlined above;={i)={i¥), are 

the oniy possibilities. Thus the speculations of Mills and
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Lav concerning effective market regions in tho'shape of 

£ ‘ én-polygons seem to be off the track(sa/ | 

; The most important accomplishment of Mills and Lav is 

the demonstration that there are situations where, in equig 

librium, effective demand regions do not coincide with potential 

demand regions, contrary to an imprasoion left by LBBohigfi/ A 

single counterexample is,,ot_eoafse;vsuffioient to refute an 

invalid generalization. But it is:also useful to examine 

the underlying principles involved. Accordingly, we restate 

the Mills-Lav argument in a geporal servicefloyogoflwooggffil) 

““We start by focusing atténtion on just one plant, located 

    

   

= at a . Our assumptions are as followss . 

"f?‘j) L.§§3 The production.cost function atrthe plantsite,. 

C(x), is nonrnegative and c(0) = 0. 

5, (k&) The benefit-density function b(a,x) is uniform over 

space, s0 it may be written b(x); b is continuous, and 

‘E ) strictly concave on the nonrnegative real numbers, 

: 2 i) Let §(a,p) be the maximizer of ' 

\ b(x) - x[h(a) + pl {82) 

over x > 0, Here h(a) is the unit transport cost to a from 
A4 ST 

planfibitéligf From the assumptions on b there is at most one 

such maximiger; in fact, either such a maximizer exists, or 

(82) increases indefinitely with x. In the latter case we   
% set §(a,p) = +» by convention.
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Farg {;f, \ ,;f}w.),w {,I‘ £ A u’;\ s, 

;(83) implies that the anomalous region on which §(a,0) = 4w 
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By bage 0, above, 8(*,9) is measurable for all P. Our 
third assumption is 

i 
Wiy r‘? £3) 

[ 6(5'6,«“(@) < o, o 
A 

must be an a-null set; lfiemand is finite almost everywhere, 
The same must be true for any positive P, since §(a,p) is 
noniinoreasing in p. 

H%E§70ur fourth and last assumption is that,'if there were 
just a single plant at a,» and no other plants in the system, 
then thexe fixisto}a prlcfjif,j generating positive demand, 
at which (economic) profits are zero, and sooh that profits 

. are negative at any other price. 

Before we begin drawing conclusions from these assumptions 
let us examine their economic meaning. Essentially no 

assumption is imposed on prodfiotion costs C. The strict conS 
cavity of b is oéwconxaa the principle of diminishing marqinal 
benefits. (If b is quadratio we get linear demand functions, 
the case examined by Mills and Lav). cOntinuity of b merely 

assures that b iakes no “jump” at x = O.IF(QB} statos that, 
at mill price zero,, total demand is finite. 

Thesethree assumptions[are all weak and plausxble. The 

fourth is the one with teeth in it and provides the nub of 

the argument. Tho idma is that, even with no competitors, the 
=\ 

firm just barely manages to survive (in the sense of not
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ex{i}ing from the industry). If a competitor now tears a 

piece out of the firm's demand region and thereby shrinks 

its demand, this is the last straw and the firm leaves the 

industry. 

Note—that it is easy to find functions satisfying all 

these assumptions, since C is virtually unrestricted. We now 

show how the argument just sketched can bed?ustified. 

e sxislenl pxies p, A8 assumption $eur must be non+ 

negative, for negative pgjimplies negative revenue, hence 

negative profit. It must be finite, since demand is;positive. 
) 
{ Let F be a region satisfying A 

%A1 
: (4 

a[F n {alé(a,po} > fl}] » 0.2 (84) 

We will show that if the fifm is denied the opportunity to 

sell in region‘g}«(oay by competitive encroachment}» then it 

cannot avoid making losses at any positive production levelt 

From the assumptions on b it is not difficult to show 

that é(a,p) is continuous in p, wherever §(a,p) is finite. 

From this it follows that the demond function 

d51 u___fl.tw__.g_/—-) 
éfi'/ 

  

(dofinad for p > 0) is continqous\ ,ior let Pys Poress be a 

monotone sequence converging to p. For each a € A, G(a,pn), 

n=1,2,..., is a monotone sequence converging to 8(a,p). 

J’fl(t({ 

(83) allows us to apply the monotone convergence theorem and 

conclude that f£(p,) + £(p).
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Furthermore, for each a¢a, §(a,p) oonvorges monotonically 
to zexo as p goes to +», By monotone oonvergenco again_ it 

2 follows that £(p) + 0 as P+ e, 

Now suppose th at&\after the loss of region F, there 

existed a price{%p'&quneratlng a demand 9" > 0, for which 
profit is non+negat1ves 

ptql _Agiqo) i 0. Q {85) 

.52 
z 

‘Zgbviously p’ > 0., We clearly have g' € f(p'), since £(p') is 
the &emanélfyer the whole space including region F. Since f 

is continuous and goes to.zero, there must exist p"” * p'%suoh 
that £(p") = q'., Hence 

9"f(p"): = C(£(p")) > P'at -~ Clg')ea ~(~8€~) -\ 1 ey ftas 
(85) and (86) imply that the firm makes nonfnegativo profits 
when it sets the mill price to p” and has the entire space, 

including region F, at its disposal. By assumption fggg there 
is just one price, pc, at which this is possible. Hence 

p" = P,» @nd the left side of (86) equals zero. It follows 

that 636) is actually an equality. This is possible iff 

p' = p", since the quantity sold is positive, 

But this yields a contradiction. Ffor (84) implies that 
q » the quantity sold at price p' = p after region F has been 

deleted, must be less than f(po) = f(g ), the qguantity sold 
at price P, before F has been deleted. Hence the firm cannot 
avoid losses at positive production levels if F is deleted.® ,//
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The rest of the argument is purely qeofietrical. Go to 

the special case of the Euclidean planetkand assume that 

production costs C (as well as benefits b) are uniform over 

Space. There are b and C functions such that the firm just 

“oanages to survive in the absenco of any competitors. The 

effective demand region will be a closed circular disc 

centered on the plantsite L say of radius r)u-by (64) ., Now 

enter other firms, each operating a single plant. Suppose 

two such plants were olose:fthan distance 2r to each other. 

Then at least one of the}firms will hfi%e a region‘F satisfying 

(84) deleted from its dohand region. By the argument just 

given it cannot then awoid 1osses&yand will leave the industry. 

Thus the only possible equilibriumvsituation is one in which 

the distance between any two plants is > 2r, It is theo 

_obvious that the effective d%mand regions cannot cover the 

‘plane. This concludes tfie Mills-Lav argument.- 

(This argument assumes that r is finite. If r = +«, then 

a firm needs the entire plane in-order to survive, and there 

is no room for even one additional firm). 

/!‘A number of oomments on this argument are called for. 

First, assumption, éou:, that the firm just manages to survive 

at one mill price'go, could be weakened slightly, to allow a 

modicum of encroach;ont on the circular demand region by 

other firms, but not enough to £ill in all the gaps in the 

plane. If the arrangement of plants is a honeycomb lattice, 

the effective demand regions will have the form of oasewfiggii.
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twelve-sided "polygons” with alternating straight and curved 

sides. 

Second, a similar argument could be mado’for disoriminatg 

ing monopolists, :athogxghe fob=pricing firfis discussed above. 

For, in general, the effective demand region of a lone 

discriminating monopolist on the plane will again be a 

circular disc. Thefieaazefbenefit and production cost functions ~+7 

such that the monopolist joat survivés, and arguments similar 

to those above show that plants must be far enough apart to 

avoid encroaching on each othar'staffective demand regions, 

which again means that the plane will not be covered. 

Finally, it is quite instructive to see what happens if, 

instea& of the Euclidean metric on the plane, we have the 

city-block metric. For a single plant on the plane, the 

effective demand region will be a diamond rather than a 

circular disc, by (64). The diamond of radius r centered at 

(30; ) i§xr _Y ;i 
= "2 / A {hf‘ y 

{(x.y)’:!x - Rl ly =g i;}- ! 

As above, we can find funotiooglgfand C such that the firm 

just manages to survive without competitive encroacomett. But 

the geometrical part of the argument breaks down, %o&flgiamonds, 

unlike circles, can be fitted together to cover the plane. As 

an example, consider the arrangement in which plants occupy 

all points of the form (m,n), where m, n range over the 

integers 0, 41, +2,..., and m + n is an even number.§9/_ 
"‘7“"‘"‘V ~
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One easily verifies that the set of diamonds of radius one 

centered at these plantsites covers the planez; Furthermore, 

these diamonds overlap only along their bordétlines. Since 

the borders have area zero, this is not anfenoroaohment in the 

sense of (84). Thus the Mills=-Lav argumont breaks down for 

the city-block metric. 

Variable Plant lLocations and Numbers 

It will be noticed that the arguments above rely only on 

the option of firms to leave the’industryj fiothing is said 

about the option of new firms to enter the industry. The 

possibility of entry imposes;furthor conditions on any equiZl 

librium; ,/There must be no éoint at which a new plant can 

insinuate itself and make positive profits. LOsch believed 

that new firms would crowd into the industry until profits of 

all firms were ariven‘to zero.éz’ However, later writers noted 

that firms could indeed be spread out sufficiently to make 

positive profito)but not so far apart as to gilow a niche 

where another firm could enter with positive profits(sa Thus 

the free entry condition does not imply that equilibrium 

profits must be zero, even with identical firms and uniform 

cost and benefit functions. 

There—is a olosely related Loschian principle that is 

rather intorestingk' that the number of firms is maximizea 

(subject to no firm making 1035@3).59' The heuristic argument
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for this condition again turns on the free entry option (and 

a limitless supply of potential entrepreneurs). The principle 
is at best an approximate characterization'of equilibrium, 

and one easily finds situations wfiiéh violate it. The 

Beckmann example cited above violatosmtt. In general, just 

as in packing a trunk, careful coordination of the locations 

of plants is needed to maximize numbers; Melter-skelter entry 
generally leads to a suéifiaximal result., 

Nonetheless, even as an approximating principle it 

commands attentiontktooause of its simplicity, genorality and 

extremal form. No normative significance should be attached 

to the fact that something is being maximizeda 2his is merely 

a oon#enient descriptive davioo.QD 

To implement the L&schian principle, we must face up to 

an aspect of the service system problem that we have studiously 

avoi&ed to this point, and allow locations to vary. (Up to 

now we have only oonsidered subproblems in which locations of 

all plants are given). It turns out that the variable loca~- 

tion problem is quxte difficult. Further;*Several‘allegod 

"results" widely accepted in the location literature turn out 

to be erroneous. Finally, as-we shall-see, there-are serious 

conceptual difficulties which arise concerning the very 

meaning of "maximization” in the L8schian principle ,or in 

social optimization. | 

Qur discussionfwtiimbe devoted mainly to clarifying these 

conceptual issues. %he difficulty arises when the number of
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plants is infinite fijan important theoretical case since it 

includes the lattices, honeycomb and otherg. Our basic method 

for deciding when one arrangement is superior to another is 

to interpret the resulting values in the objootive function —~, 

e.g., (36).for social optimizatiofi);-as pseudomeasures and 

then apply standard ordering to them. Thisvapproaoh, which 

has served us so well throughout this book, proves to be 

inadequate when plant locations are allowed to vary in the 

service system problem. 

. To see where the trouble lies, We- shall let space A be 

the plane (although the following discussion is wvalid in 

fairly general spaces). Consider the social optimization 

objective function (36),%and ignore everything except the 

production cost terms, which may be written 

(Lf{,;" .,‘w.;) 

Claj,Ly) + Claj,Ly)+.e. o (87) 

Here C(ai,Li) is the cost incurred in producing output Li at 

plantFite aj. For simplicity assume that C is a nonrnegative 

: funotion. ?536), including the part (87), is to be interpreted 

as a pseudomeasure over space A, The natural way of doing 

this for (87) is to think of each g(ai,Li) as representing a 

measure over A, oonoentioted at the point fii, the production 

cost being the total mass, [(87) is then;to; sum of this 

countable collection of meaoures. (As mentioned above, the 

assumption that each singleton (gi} is measurable insures that 

(87) is sigma-finite. Since plant locations may now vary, we
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must assume that all singleton oets {a} are measurable, as 

is true for the Borel field on the plano). 

Let A' = {al, az....}, the set of plantsites in (87). 

Consider now to; effect of a shift to a new set of planqoites 

A" = {al, ajrese} dis oint from the old set. (Since there are 

just a countable number of points to avoid, this can be 

accomplished simply by o rigid transiation of the plane&Q 

Suppose that (87), thought of as an ordinary infinite series, 

goes to infinity, and that the saoe is true for the new set 

of planqsiteo A" {so that the two resulting measures are 

infinite, though sigma—finite). 

0{7 _ZZ;?t then turns-out that the original and the shifted 

arrangements are not comgatable under standard ordering of 

pseudomeasures, To see this, recall that u » v (standard 

order) iff _v ‘ : Go g0 

=@ > =-v"@) <o (88) 

If p is the cost measire (87) and v is the same after the 

shift, thteP€§?§ u;t(A“) = o, and u(A") = v(A') = 0. Thus 

¢ and v are infinit%lond mutually singfilar when restricted to 

A' y A", %'Eho upper and lower variations in (88) ar?:el’;‘oth 

infinite, and this precludes comparability. Nor would the 

inclusion of the benefit and tranooort cost terms of (36) 

: $ 
alter this oonolusion§~/yor A' U A", being countable, hayg 

area zero, s0 that these other terms are zero on this set.
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The same situation arises if one uses the Ldschian prin- 

ciple asgoriterion instead of social optimization. Assume 

each firm has just one plant., How does one compare the number 

of firms under two arrangements, when this number is infinite 

in both cases? The natural thing is to think of the "number 

of firms" as a measure over space. Specifically, let each 

firm correspond to a measure of mass one concentrated at its 

plontsite, th;& *number of firms" is simply the sum of these 

measures. But this leads to just a special case of the 

preceding construction, nomeiy the case- iolwhich each 

c(oi,Li) of (87) has the value one. {Also, of course, we are 

maximiaingzgya number of firms here and minimizing*costs 

above; but this reversal does not affect the comparability 

argument just given.) ' 

We conclude that standard ordoting is inadequate for the 

variable location problemfiktecauso it refuses to make a com~ 

parison between many pairs of arrangements J%ieo gg'seem 

comparable to intuition. To take a concrete example, apply 

the ILdschian principle to two honeycomb lattice arrangements 

of plants, nearest neighbors being distance x apart in the 

first latticofikand distance y < x apgrt in the second. Intui- 

tion suggests that the second lattice has "more firms" than the 

first(\bocause plants are "more densely packed" into space. 

But these arrangements are not comparable under standard 

ordering, if the two sets of plantsites are disjoint.
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%inx Definition: wl > wz (extended o:&oring with respect to extension LT 2 
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What we need is a more complete ordering among pscudo@ 

measures than standard ordering allows. At the same time, 

if wl and wz %;g comparable under standard order, intuition 

suggests that the indicated preference should be preserved, 

That is, if wi = wz (standard order), then we should have 

wl >! wz for the more complete orfiering:»‘~%%¥§.xeplaoes 

standard order, and similarly wl a wz should imply wi ' wz. 

Now chapter 3 defined a large class of orderings whioh 

have precisely these properties: the extended orderings of 

pseudomeasures. ile recall the basic concepts, referring to 

Chapter 3 for details and justifications. An extended ordering 

is determined by an extension class, which is a class of 

measurable sets G having the following two proportiesgv ) 

(i) For every Gy G, € ghlttero is a Gy € 6 suchwthat 

Gy =2 (6 U %i, and 2Py 

e (1i) thero is a countable subcollection of Gnsets whose 

union is the universe set A, 

Given the extension ciass, the extended orderingrp is 

defined as follows. First!defino the restricted domain EW of 
  

pseudomeasure Y as the class of all measurable sets E for 

which w+(E) and § (E) are not both infinite. On % 

V(E) as ¥¥(E) - ¥7(E). Then 
w'dofino 

(= 

5y 293 
+ class G) iff Ak} 6 zw, where tw is the restricted domain of 

V=9 = ¥, afif}(i}) for all € > 0 there is a set G ¢ ¢ such 

that, for all H 2 G, H ¢ é,we have §(H) > -e. 
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There still remains the problem of which of the many 

extended oxderings to choose. This is a matter of intuitive 

appealsy Choose an ordering and see whether the preferences 

it expresses accord with intuition. On the plane we shaill 

choose the ordering which—is determined by the class of all 

closed circular discs, tfiotmis, the class of all sets of the 

form 

{ald(a,,a) < r}, 7 +89). 
-y 

d being the Euclidean distancetJI 

for all points a  and real numb;:;i;—;%;j>(g;e immediately 

verifies that tfiis is, indeed,,an extension classn For any 

  

two discs there is obviously a third disc containing both of 

them; also, for fixed a , the dises (89) with r = 1,2,... are 

a countable covering of—the plane. We shall refer to this 

extended ordering as the circles criterionig;’ 

As discussed in chapter 3, the circles criterion is a 

natural generalization of the "overtaking" criterion -im on 

the nooinegative real line. Tfi;m*overtakinq‘”Ekiterion in 

turn is an extension of the Ramsey method for comparing im< 

proper integrals in one dimension, -and the Ramsey method is 

just a special application of standard ordering (see §§é§é 

’ ): Thus the extension to the circles criterion 

is the tfio-démensional analog of the extension from Ramsey 

A7 ordering to “overtaking®.> 2 

/:%ég;%;offéivenxtwo arbitrary pseudomeasures on the plane, the task 

) of determining their comparability under the circles criterion 

is not all that easy. It is therefore useful to find some
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A 

easilfkverified sufficient conditions for comparability. The 

following theorem gives a conditionco%%%h is satisfied by a 

wide variety of pairs of pseudomeasures, including those 

arising from the lattice arrangemonto wirich=are common in 
& location theory. 

The diameter of a set E in a motrio space is given by 

diam(E) = sup{d(a,b)|a,b ¢ E}. 2 (90) 

A set is bounded iff it has finite diameter. 1In the following, 

one key assumption is that the plane is partitioned into 

uniformly bounded sets. éfiét—is, there is a fixed real number 5 
k such that none of the sets has a diameter exceeding k. 

The distances referred to are the Euclidean distances. 

: < : i?}‘ Theorem: Let (A,I,a) be two-dimensional Lebesgue measure ("area") 

on the Borel field of the plane. Let u, v be two oégg;-finito 

measures on the plane, with v finite on every bounded 

measurable set. Let {a,, BAgyreee}, and {fll. Byrewe} be two 

3 oog%table measurable partitions of the plane such that 
340 

fifi(i)geaoh A, and each B has positive finite area; § g ~— 1‘ 
=8 & 

(iifX there is a real number k with - ) » s 
) e = 

15 - diam(a ) < k, Q§?$M}Bn} <k 

for all nr= 1,2,.-0’
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(iii) shere—are numbers x and y such that 

u(a ) v(B_) | (4 
2 e, 

Ry x> /“T‘ia B !'T i 

for all n = 1,2,... (x may equal +x), 

5 
{ LU 

5 

Then 4 » v on the circles criterion. 

   
 Proof: Suppose there were a closed circular disc F and a 

] Eositivo number ¢ such that, for all oiooafi oircular discs 

F?—Foi F H F_, we have 

u(F) - v(F) > c. (92) 

Then u » v (circles criterion). To prove this, let—us first 

show that u » v. ILet (¢, V") be the Jordan form of pseudof 

measure ¥ = (u,v). By the equivalence theorem for pseudoS 

neasures, 

0 ¢ ensely 
It now follows that 

W(E) = 3T (F) = 9@ = u(E) - v(F) > ¢ (94) 

disc 
for any set P 2 F . The inoquality in (94) is simply (92)4   N(F) is finit?fsinoe F is boundoqb hence § (F) is finite, by 

the minimizing property of the Jordan form. -This justifies 

transposing the terms of (93) at F to obtain the second 

equality in (94). The first equality in (94) is true by 

definition, and incidentally we have shown that F ¢ Xw »   
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K mu # v follows at once from (94). For, given any ¢ > 0, 

choose F; then for any closed circular disc F 2 F, we have 

Vi) L8 ¥ =8 
Furthermore, v ¥ u. To see this, choose positive g < <, 

and,\ for any closed oircular disc H, choose a closed circular 

dise F{ 2 (Hy F ).f-&(94} applies to F,. so\ 

(v~u)(F) = ~¢(F) < =c < ~8.\ 

S T 

=t so, we cannot have (v-u)(F) > =g, 

k ?Thus r. given (92) we have proved that u » v. To complete 

the overall proof, we will show the existence of a disc F 

R
S
 
P
 
e
,
 

0 and 

number ¢ such that (92) is satisfied for dises F 2 F . 

%fi e “To this end, let a, be any fixed point of the plane, and 

let r be any real number > k. Let E, F, G be three closed 

circular discs all centered at aye with radii r-k, r, and r+k,j 

respectively. Let H be the union of all sets A, which—are 

contained in F, and let J be the union of all sets B_ whieh 

are not disjoint from F, We claim that 

I
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GL. 15D 
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! EcHgFegJdg G <95) 

" To prove the first incluslon,let a ¢ E; a must belong to 

some A , say|a € A .. For any b € A we have d(a,b) < k; hence 

g(go,;g) < (go,_é) +ld(a,b) £ (r=k) + k = r; hence A,s F, 80 

that Am ¢ H. This proves E ¢ H, 

“"Hg F is clear, Let a ¢ F; 2 belongs to, saag),sm, which 

is therefore not disjoint from F; hence B, s J. This proves 

*’* Fagd, 
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Finally, let a & g\so that, say, a € B, where B, Meets 

D F. Thugl iflb € B N F we have d(a,b) < k; hence 
AL i % 

d(ao,fi) 5’d(ao,b) + d(b,a) é]fflf k, so that a ¢ G. This 

coofiietes the proof of (95), 

Now , 

for all A , from (91). This implies 

u(F) > u(H) > x’:g(r;) > x}cn) e o7 

The left and right inequalities in (97) come from (95). Add 

inoqualiéies (96) over all §n contained in H; since these 

partition H, we obtain the middle inequality of (97). Similar 

reasoning yields 

V() < V() < yold) < ya(G). o o8y 

We then obtain 

u(F) - v(g_.) * m(g):yfif‘f}g % q6 

= = xzw(r-k)? - ymlr+k) 2, o 

The inequality in (99) results from subtracting (98) from 

(97). The equality arises from the observation that a(E) 

and a(G) are simply the ordinary areas of circular discs of 

radii (r-k) and (¥¥E7*Ktespactivaly. 

We are now ready to choose Fo and ¢ > 0 satisfying (92). ,F >6 

If x = ®, let F, be any closed oi;cular disc of radius r > k. 8 
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Any disc F 2 F, must also have a radius r > k. Hence 

U(F) - v(F) = », by (99), so (92) is satisfied by any ¢ > 0, 

If x < », let Fo be any c¢closed qucular disc of radius 

g 
( ’:,‘? . IGO0 

r>2k(x+y)/(x-y),o 100} 

Any disc F 2 F, must also have a radius r satisfying (100). 
The right side of (99) may be rearranged to)road 

S
 
e
 
S
 

W ¥ 1 
nrfrix - y) -2k(x + ] + mx -y, (1o1) 

The bracketed component in (101) is obviously positive if r R
S
 

satisfies (100). Hence (92) is satisfied for all closed 

e 
T 

PR
 

R
 

circular discs F o Fo if we choose ¢ = nkz(x -y) >0, “This 
% A\ 'oomgieteo~thoxproo£;fi;LkFflwfiffié 

i i - 

A number of comments are called for. Note that the 

theorem involves the comparison of two measures,lg and v, 

If, more generally, one is called upon to compare two pseudo= 
mcasuresfi\tl and *2' one must first express their difference 

wl » wz = § as the différenoe of two measures in order to 

apply this theorem. One way of doing this is by writing 

P o= w+ - ¢, but other decompositions may be more convenient, 

A very convenient technique is to add a multiple of a to both 

¥, and wz. This method is available, of course, only if 

b; + xa is a measure for sufficiently large real x, i=1,2, 

@ condition which—is usually fulfilled in practice,.
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It-should be-noted that the use of the circles criterion 

imposes no restriction on the unit transport cost function h; 

in particular, h need not be Euclidean, or even a metric, 

fi - we now show that this thoorem is not vacuous?°in the 

v sense that -thexre exist moasurcs‘which are not comparable under 

standaxd ordoring{;but~w%ioh satisfy the promises'of the 

thooromfilond are thorefore comparable under the cizoles cris 

terion. Consider two arrangements of plants in a diamond 

'iattice, the diagonals of the diamonds being};l and r, > r, in 1 

length. We use the Loschian p:égoipie to evaluate these 

arrangements, so that each planfloite carries a mass of one. 

We have already noted that arrangooents of this type are not 

comparable under standard ordering if none of the plaoé;ites 

in the two arrangements coincide. 

Let the partition elements A Aqgs Az,...fi\anfi By Bz,,..,“ 

be tho*oiamonds themselves in the respective lattices. 

(Border}ines may be assigned to one or another adjacent region 

in any arbitrary manner.) Then u(An} = v(B ) = 1 for all n, 

since each diamond contains just one plant. Also, a(A ) = 

rl/z and a(B ) = r2/2 for all n, the areas of the reopeotivo 

\Zfiamonds. Hence 5 

*o\ u(a ) = s 2 b 
Ay =Y ® 7Y LR 

R /X 52 /D 

“for all n:lio (91) is satisfied. The other premises are 
obviously also satisfied, so we may conclude that H> Vv on
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the circles criterion. This accords with intuition) /éhe 
"more densely" packed arrangement has "more" firma. 

This example illustrates an important speoial case of the 

preceding theorem, where the arrangements ooing compared are 

“repetitive®. Suppose that, for each artoogemcnt, Space can 

be oartitionod into uniformly bounded roéions such that "net 

benefits?,dpi, are the same for each respective region, 
i=1,2, an&ralso the areas, %;, are the same for the respec- 

tive regions, i = 1,2 (g, ay ;ositioe finite, by 52 finite). 

Then the first arrangement is proforable to the secorid on the . 

circles criterion if 

[ 3 ; 

by/ay) > (by/a,) 1102y 

This statement follows at once from the theorem if bl' b, > 0. 

If this is not so, choose an x sufficiently large to moke 

both bl + xog and‘b2 + xo, nonsnegative, and then add éic to 

the two pseudomeasures being compared. AfThio amounts to 

translating them simultaneously in psoudomcasure\spacefl:and 

leaves their comparability unaltered under the circles ! 

oriterionkf-or any other vector partial order for that mattefi}t 

Under these new evaluations, b. is changed to bi +‘xoi, 

i=1,2; oy is unaltered. Now (102) obviously implies 

= by + xal)/a1 > (b, + x“z’/“z' 

80 that the preceding theorem again yields preferability of 

the first arrangement. 

(G.6.10 2)
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Intuitively, (102) says that the preferabio arrangement 

is the one with higher "average density of benefitsfii When 

one—is comparing repetitive arranqements, &he use of this 

criterion is almost inevitable, -and indeed it has been used 

by Isard, Mills and Lav, and perhaps othets, It is therefore 

comforting to know that it can be deduced from the circles 

criterion. The trouble with (102) is tfiot it is so specialized. 

Very fewlarrangements are sufficiently regular for anything 

like oz\‘averaQe density of benefitSQ%Zo exist. That is 

why the service system literature hasiacarcoly gone beyond the 

comparison of arrangements in which all potential market 

regions are congruent 37 4-, or 6-gons. This is not good 

enoughs) An arrangement whieh—is alleged to be optimal must 

test its mettle against all feasible alternatives, not just 

those'whioh are simple and regular. The circles criterion 

offers a general principle by which such a program could be 

carried out.?? 

‘&Qt~us finish by examining the claims to optimality of the 

honeycomb lattice arrangoment of plants. Here we are toking 

the Euclidean plane, assuming that the production cost function 

Q‘is the same at all locations,rand assuming that demand 

density is uniform over the pione, at constant level q > 0. 

(This last condition may be thought of either as stating a 

subproblem of the general social optimization or 18schian 

prohlem,\or as arising from a benefit function of the form 
A
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b(x) = 0 for x < q, b(x) = m for x > 4, where m is a "very 

large" number).\ 

The claim that a honeycomb lattice arrangement of plants 

(or cities) is efficient in some sonse may have been first 

made by Christaller, and;;as then greatly elaborated on by 

18sch 24 As mentioned above, the honeycomb lattice has been 

compared in the literature with only a very small number of 

alternative arrangements, Despite this fact, LOsch claimed 

that the honeycomb lattice wasauindeechOPtimal, and this cloim 

has been uncritically repeated bj later writers.?§ 

\/6 ~attempt to deduce the optimality of the honeycomb 

lattice from packing theory has been made by Daoey.fifi/ A 

typical result from packing theory is: Given that no two 

plants may be closer than some fixed distance r, the "densest 

packing” of plants (in a sense that can be made precise) is 

attained with a honeycomb lattice arrangement. The trouble 

with this approach is that it introduces an irrelevant con= 

straint® PFirms are not constrained to avoid each other but 

to avoid losses. They can and will locate "on top of each 

other" if profits can be increased by doing so (the “clustering 

of trades" phenomenon). This "minimal distance" oonstfioint is 

also irrelevant for the social optimization problem. Thus the 

packing approach does not accomplish anything, 
= & | 5 e g X 

      ,» the honeycomb lattice arrangement 

of plants is not always optimal, at least for the social 

optimization version of the service system problem. That is,
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for a certain class of production cost functions, there is a 

nooitoneycomb arrangement -which surpasséfijany honeycomb 

arrangomentfi on the circles criterion. -It-turne—out, -in fact, 

ttkat,thio superior alternative isg “repotitivo” in the sense 

disoussod above, and that (102) obtains@ The alternative has 
a higher w"w'era«;;e density of benefits" than any honeycomb 

lattice arrangement, and therefore surpasses them all on the 

circles criterion. We shall just outline the major findings 

here, referring to the original artiole for proofs and 

disoussion.ng 

As stated above, the problem is set on the Fuclidean 
plane with fixed constant demaoo;density q. Since demand is 

fixed, the benefit terms of the objective function are fixed 

and may be dropped; Social optimization reduces to total 

cost minimization. And since we shei&wbe dealing only with 

"repetitive" arrangements, this in turn reduces to the 

minimization of total cost per unit area, which is (102). 

The key to the result is the form of the production cost 

function, C. We assume that 

(qQ. ¢ 
C(x) = ax® - bx/2 4 aX. €103) 

Here a, b, ¢ are positive constants. Let these constants 

satisfy 
Slons i ~ 

q 2 (:0: 705/ 1 iy 32ac > fib,»~ (104) 6 ; 
L Sshierg Actually, (104) is not needed for what follows, but is 1 = 

inserted only to guarantee that marginal cost is positive. It
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should be emphasized that (103) and (104) determine a cost 

function=%§icfi is not at all freakish or pathological; it is 

a perfect textbook example, witofihfi;shaped“'averaqe cost curve, 

-It—-turns—out—that the desired result obtains if the 

parameter b lies in a cortain interval. Specifically, 

24 it “1/2,-7/4 | . 1/2,-1 3/2,-7/4 4 26! - log 27)2 3 >bg™ "t ™ > (4 + log 27)2 3 < (105} 

Here t is the cost of transporting unit mass unit distance; 

the left and right limits are about 0.486 and 0.377, 

respectively. 

If (105) is satisfied, then, these}cxisto\onjarroogoofgt) 

?%fiioh»surpasses any honeycomb lattice arrangement. We indicate 

briefly the nature of this superior alternative and why it 

works. The right<lemd inequality in (105) guarantees the 

existence of a best one in the class of honeycomb lattices. 

The leftehamd.inequality then guarantees that, in this best= 

sized hexagon, total costs can be reduced even further if 

demand at points near the corners of the hexagoo is supplied 

locally. That is, new plants should be founded near the 

corners, producing on a small scale for their immediate 

?icinityf teplaoing shipments from the big plant at the center. 

This new arrangement is superior to the best honeycomb lattice, 

henoo:superior to any honeyoomb 1attice&g§‘ 

Note we do not claim that this new arrangement is optimal. 

Some other pattern - perhaps a very irregular one;-may do
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even better. lote a2lsc, by-the way, that the counterf 

example above depends essentially on the fact that discs in the 

Euclidean mgtric (thotwio. circles) cannot be fitted together 

to cover the plane (a fact also responsible for the Mills-Lav 

result). Thus the argument does not carry over to the diamond 

lattice in a city-block metric. It is at least possible, then, 
e 

that the diamond lattice is unsurpassed, or even best, in 

this metric. 

,Q —~We end our discussion at this point. In particular, we 

4/»’£%Ql<;12:(:ot go on to discussithe central place scheme of a 

hierarchy of service syctoms. We have indeed found in 

chapter 8 that a cityfiootivity hierarchy arises from a 

Thiinen system with aflimitedwaoceso transportation network:; 

but we are referring here to the geometrical aspect of the 

scheme, with its rather dubious structure of nested honeycomb 

lattices. 1In viow of the preceding discussion, it is perhaps 

prudent not to build too high when the foundation itself is 

shaky.
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Lo & fi%’i "We have discussed Fubini's theorem only in connection 

4 
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with nogtnegative intogrand;lg. For general measurable f, - 

write f = f+ - f", and apply Fubini's théorem separately to 77 
’».,-- 

f+ and f—. If in at least one of these two cases the integrals /fif 

involved are finite, we may/subtract the equalities and con- 

  

clude that Fubini's theorem continuoo to hold for f. gwe 

ignore here a minor complication involving null sets,). u is 

assumed to be abcont. 

  

i Cich G. S. Becker, The Economics of Discrimination 5./ 
; “2nel-edilizn, )151) 16, 

(Univocaity—ef Chicago Press, Chicago, fi page f. It may 

be important to distinguish these different sources of 

preference for normative, policy-making, porposés. 

  

7f¢ 53See M. Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of 

Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (Praeger, New York, 1966). 

  

’:;5A4To take an analogy from Schopenhauer, a group of 

porcu%inos will huddle together closely for warmth, but not too 
- U : Dk 

closely. Studies in Pessimism, pase 100, in The Complete 
\ T - 

Essays of Schopenhauer, T. B. Saunder§4 translator (Willey Book 
A 

Co., New York, 1942). 

  3 c 
I »”stor the general study of "proxemigs®" or "personal space" 

preferences, see E. T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (Doubleday, 
  

Garden City, N.Y., 1966). 
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{ G"No, Sir, when a man is tired of London, he is tired of 

life} for there is in London all that life can affoxd". 

Boswell's Life of Johnson (Oxford Univexsity Press, London, 

1953), page 859. = 

  

e 7C. R. Carpenter, "Territoriality: _a Review of Concepts 

and Problems™, inffiehé?ior oh& Evolutiog) A. Roe and G. G. 

Slmpson, editors (Yale Unlvofiootmeress, New Haven, 1958), 

vpogos 224~ 250. 

  

ki:sThe well-known Bogardus social distance scale is based on 

the degree of association to which one would admit someone: 

marriage, residential proximity, citizenship, etc. E. 8. 

Bogardus,‘*M@asuring/fibcial,Distance‘; Journal-of Applied 

sociolegy 9é299;3036{é925) 
  1) &S 

  

\/ 9T. C. Kecopmans and M. J. Beckmann, ‘A391gnment,?foblems 

and the pocation OffECQBONleACthltiES, Econometricéas.ziL 
- 

53476‘ Janwary,—1957. Much literature has appeared since this 

early article, 

  

‘ E{,IOS. Reiter and G. R. Sherman, ™Allocating Indivisible 

/Resources‘Affording,fixternal/Economies or Diseconomieé‘, 

Intecnational-nconomrc Revreuw 3:108+135, vJanuasyq 1962, also 

Se Reiter, ®Choosing an ;nvestment’Program aoong Interdependent 

oy 
' 

?&ojects" Review—e% EconomtewStudies,.30§3273§)§Feo§uau§* 1963, 
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f;vfillThis is just one approach to the classification problem, 

which has an enormous literature strstching over most fields of 

human knowledge. As examplesh\we may note R, R, Sokal and 

P, H. A, Sneath, Principles of Numerical Taxonomy (Freeman, 

San Francisco, 1963),;§23§te£:7; B. J; L. Berry, ™Grouping and 

Regionalizing“,~§agss~a48~45&£SE Quantitative Geography,‘PartuI,Ffla 

W. L. Garrison and D. F. Marble, séité@s (Nerthweatera © 

Universtoy Studies~in Geogrsghgs Ne. 13, Evanston, 1947), aad 

W. D. Fisher, fllusterlqg,and Aggregation in Economics (Johns 

Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1968). 

  

1** . 12For further discussion of these concepts, see A. M, 

Faden, Essays in Spatial Economics (Ph.D.inssgggat@anfi 
— 2 " \ - 3 ¥ 

Columbia University, 1967), pages 20§23. Chapter 1 of this 

work is devoted to the study of commuting, as defined above., 

  

6 

V-5 We mention just one application of an analysis of this 

sort. Assuming that f;%ilities benefit is given by ?(xl,...,xn), 

where Xy is visitation frequency to facility i,qand §jis a 

function subject to rather mild conditions, and ossuming that 

the agent choosesz§l,...,§n to maximize B minus transport cost, 

one can deduce a form of the "gravity" lawZEf spatial 1nter- 

action. See Faden, Essays in—Spatial Eoonomicsfivsagas 42N50 

A different approach to this mysteriouéZSopirical regularity 

is found in J. H. Niedercorn and B. V. Bechdolt, Jr., ®an 

/ficonomio/fisrivation of the 2giavity/zow' of,B%atial/znteraction:%? 

Journai-of Regional Sc1enoc 5273N282,1Auq5st*~1969) 
O \ 
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QA /*;4This point is stressed in various writings of A. G. Hart, 
Lo : 

T. C. Koopmans, and B. A. Weisbrod. 

N 
  

.15 
V() A more comprehensive theory might include the tendency 

T 

Suanl q\ Ahcsd" or; ¢ b 
for suchv "dissonant" taste patterns to disappear. “J4 F. Heider, 

The Psychology of Interpersonal Relations (Wiley, New York, 

1958); and L. Festinger, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance 
  

(Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1957). 

  

"v{:lsFor more on the effects of ethnic borderlines on land 

; o ; n . 

values see M., J. Bailey,l‘Note:ofi the ficonomics of Késidential 

Zoning and frban Renewal,™ Land Econocion%,35&288##52,gAug§9h,~w 

» O e 
29597 
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The reader may have trouble distinguishing a preference 

for "low density" from a preference for "wide spacingfb.say, or 

distinguishing "uniform density" from "equal Spacinqu These 

concepts are, in fact, completely different, the first arising 

from an areal measure and applying to absolutely continuous 

measures, the second arising from a metric and applying to 

integer-valued measures. The confusion arises from the special 

connection between Euclidean area and Euclidean metric: With 

"ideal" areas or "ideal" distances the distinction is clear. 

Encidsntaliy,nghere is a general method for constructing measures 

from metrics s;éég is not discussed in this book and whieh may 

prove important in future applications. The derivation of 

Buclidean area (= Lebesgue #weo~-dimensional measure) from
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Euclidean distance is a special case. See/»C. A. Rogers, 

Hausdorff Measures (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 

_,%QLL 1970) , -pages 5053, 

3 **“?b”laFor disoussion of these programs see E. P. Wolf and 

Co M Lebeaux, *Class and Race in the Changing Citylw:99wia9—e£¥ 

(Urban Research and Policy Planning, L. F. Schnore and H. Fagin, 

editors. (Sage Publieattonsfi Beverly Hills, Calt, 1967), v a2y, 

  

e §%§;;i9M. Grodzins, The Metropolitan Area as a Racial Problem 

(Uniysfsityzos Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, 1958). U.8. 

Commission on Civil Rights, Report: Housing (Govecncest 

Printing-Offiee, Washington, D.C., 1961). : 

  

20 \ 
0, 

C. M. Tiebout, ™A ?ure iheory of Local Expenditures ™ 

Jousnai~e{ Politieal hconomy, 64 416- 424, Octqpas, 1956 
3/ 

  

16% 3y \)v?IOn this point see J. Margolis,**A,EGmment on the Pure 

/Theory of Public Expenditure,™ Reviuuwof EconomicsmandwStattstsss) 
O 

37 347-349,’Novemha£, 1955} 

  

(U 2ZAccording to J. H. Dales, Pollution Property and Prices 

(Univecsitymofi Toronto Press, Toronto, 1968), p age as. 
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v 
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S gf?sse could easily write a system of differential equations 

to represent this process. A similar phenomenon arises in the 

"pollution“ models discussed above where, for sxample, if the 

fisgzo population in a neighborhood comes to exXceed a certain 

critical percentage, a cumulative process "tips" the neighbor— 

hood toward complete segrsgation. See/hT. Ce Schelling, ‘TAQ frocess of RES\dehTml Segreqalin, : "Q“)l\l:mfl\ood -r",m, 

  

  

  
b e o s, Mayr—196 ' E. P. Wolf, “The/Tippln }bintaicfljge fiy{ !u'u, mj o“J';_' ) 

Fhanglng }fleigkéorhoods,* Journal-of -the Zmerican Institute of R 

L2lanners, 29; 217”?22 \Au9“9*~ 1963) is Skeptical conoerning o 

the realism of such models. 

  

'24This line of argument should be compared with that of 

Harold Hotelling, who argues that competition for adherents 

should drive parties, sects, firms, etc.. to become more, not 

less, similar to each othei.sy*Stability in/éompetition . 

Eoonomic~Jonsaai* 39 41157,&Marcs. 1929) The issues involved, 
embracing t‘ie whole theory of the division of labor, remain 

one of the great unexplored areas of economics, despite the 

auspicious start of Adam Smith. 

  
25 e N J. Keats, The Insolent Chariots (Lippincott, Philadelphia, 

1958), ¢haptes 7? Glenn and Simmons found that differences in 

attitudes among the four U.S. Kensus regions are, if anything, 

widening over time, as judged by age differences in question? 

naire responses. They attribute this to differentials in 

urbanization and its concomitants, however, rather than to 

O e raé Ao 4 o g. o0 I : / 
] ele A ol CO fi e /78 }oed 2 o Xlp t. L Lo f'. Dot / 

KA. oKX Atmals
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differential migration. N. D. Glenn and J. L. Simmons, “*Are 

Regional dfiltural{Eifferences/niminishing7‘, Public Opinien- 
O 

uartgggg, 31 176 193fi Summer, 1967; 

  

) f""l‘“ /JNZG 
\v O In his article Tiebout makes a passing reference to the 

fact that the consumer-voter desires association with "nice" 

peoP1s, and thereby introduces a note foreign to facilities 

models. fi&;?urs,mheory of Yocal Expenditures®™, page 418 note 

12. This merely underlines the faot that his major argument 

places no reliance whatsoever on motives of this sort. 

  

\ QO 
Rsvxsuuo% Economiosdasd Statistmes, 40: 332-1"38° [Novembe, 1958} 

P. A, Samuelson, “"Aspects of yhblicfExpenditure/wheoriesf*- 

Ths oritique occurs on paqos 33§§~ 

.28 [, ()" Incidentally, the Samuelson marriage model may be thought 

of as a special case of the quality—quality association models 

discussed in Lhepter-§, —Seo—-parges—-“—abeve-., 

7-’29William Alonso has noted that the annulus is a rather 

unwieldy shape for a single individual's domain. The argument 

just given notes the same thing for neighborhoods. We have 

examined Alonso's proposed solution above in chapter-6, section 

©-§. See W. Alonso, Location and Land Use (Harvard University 

Press, Cambridge, 1964), page Appedin. B | 
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: BOH. Hoyt, The Structure and Growth of Residential 

Neighborhoods in Amorican Cities (Feéocaimaousing~Adm1nistra— 

tion, Washington, 1939). 

  o~ ;‘? 
] 

ijgkslo. A, Davis and A. B. Whinston, “Economics oflfirban 

Rsnewsl‘, Law and Contemposasy ProblemfiK‘ZG 105—;17%{Winter,“ 

1961, \ 

  

Q_« 32This argument amounts to an extension of the quality= 

eclion’ quality association model of chapteswa,‘é Lo ‘ from two 
= 

factors to %‘ factors (the participants in the housing market). 

There is, indeed, a corresponding extension of the allotment= 

assignment model from two factors (the left and right marginal 

spaces) to'§>factors} This-will not be discussed in the 500k, 

present book. 

  
b/ 

{ L)BBHence the advice of Dr. Johnson: ™A man, 8ir, should 

keep his friendship in constant repair™ g Boswell's Life of 

Johnson)t@s@ow@s,~: 

  

  

. page 214. 

  

P3'4‘34That is, wheat-rice indifference curves become more 

closely parallel to the wheat axis in Eastland than in Westland. 

Note that the resulting shifts in tastes tend to equalize price—t\ 

ratios. There is an interesting analogv here with the 

Heckscher~Ohlin theory of international trade. 
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V/ 355ee/}G. C. Homans, The Human Group (Haxrcourt, Brace, 

New York, 1950). 

  

Q36 
(3" According to Pieter Geyl, part of the present frontier 

between Holland and Belgium traces back to the cease-~fire line 

between the armies of Maurice of Orange and the Duke of Parma, 

about 1590, This line corrgsponded neither to the religio;s 

nor the linguistic frontier of the time. P, Gevl, Debates with 

Historians (Meridian Books, World, Cleveland, l958), paqos 

20}—299. The frontiers between the two Koreas, Israel and the 

Arab states,wlndia and Pakistan are possible contemporary 

instances of the same process in the making. 

  

- —(37 
() There are of course other approaches to the agglomeras 

tion problem, such as the Thiinen apparatus of chapter 8. 

  
- (JK 

1 

{(» Some examples are cited in E. M. Hoover, The Location of 

Economic Activity (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1948), page- 22, 
( 
- 

  V)P 
? By Hoover,'&hg Location of Economic Activity, pages 

30§§, 40-42, BOI?u E. M. Hoover, An Introduction to Regional 

Economics (Knopf New York, 1971), pages 48-54 

  CF"40 
N0 L. N, Moses,%*Location and the fiheory ofgfi}oduction*f 

Quartec%y-Jonrnaiwoé»Econem*em* 72:2594;72,;May, 1958; We 

shas& discuss this, and related work by Sakashita and Alonso, 

A 
further in the mext section in connection with subproblems. 
o emn a0 T D D B eae Gm S EE e e e - o @ -o s E0 en o G mn o OB an TN D 6T T O o G0 I 6D (D 50 @9 G0 C7R 4 O @D
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4 
= \fg§ Here is a counterexample? S has three points; h is 

symmetric, h(s,s) = 0, a1£7s € S, h(sl,s ) = h(sz,s ) = 1, 

h(s;,s3) = 3. Let My be ocncentrated on {s gt i=1,2,3, and 
show that (16) is false. 

R 

0¥ G \ — 4 : \ / & "\ L. Kantorovitch, ™0On the Translocation of Masses™, 

Comptes Rendus (Doklady) de 1'Académie des Sciences de 1'URSS, 
  

vok. 37, No. 7:8, 1995201, (1542))) Recall, however \ / 
. 

  

—above} that in this early article Kantorovitch did not clearly 

distinguish between transhipment and transportation. Indeed, 

Mhis problem is stated in transportation form. 

  

L on To judge how good an approximation this dichotomous 

anEms represents, we would need extensive data confiérning 

industries in terms of their Xantorovitch distances, rather 

than in terms of ”location quotients?@ "segregation indices?; 

etc. Unfortunately;luencept for some sporadic solutions to 

the transhipment problen);-such data does not exist. 

N 
\ 

y 01 
QA xngfifiActivity Analysis of Production and Allooationfd%nes 

\_1+L . Koopmans, editor (Wiley, New York, 1951), :fheptefia-7“8w&wiae 
\ \ 

  

)\, efgihis statement is slightly inaccurate. If h is not > 

symmetric we need integrals for both in- and out-shipments, as 

o 

in (2), to attain a full generalization of the interplant problem. 
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m&- Moses, ®Location and the,fi%eory of,Produotiofl*a . 

  

  

Sakashita, 'Production/runction, fiemand‘Function and LocationA 

Theoxry of the Firm™, Regional Science Associat&en Papenfit 20: 

109L122 Y968; W. Alonso, *A.;bformulation of‘fllassical 
/ ) 

;ooation‘fiheory and};tslkelation to/Pent/?fi&ory ‘tbi&, 19 23- 

44, 1967, -at—pages—34££, 

— | ) ( 

v 1 R. Bellman, Dynamic Programming (Princeton Unive*cit§4 

Press, Princeton, 1957), page 83. 

  
21 4fo. the more detailed discussion of this point above,. 

2 
06H.- ;;'Q. It was shown there that this very weak 

  

motivational assumption was all that was needed to insure the 

formation of a Thiinen system. 

  ,f}‘v g . > “i‘ AN « 

, \’¢fi§qu. Losch, The Economics of Location, W. H. Woglom,- 

-sranslator (Yale University. Press, New Haven, 1954), p%-ge 164, 

  

note 53. 

N\ 150 “» . 2, ® H. w. Kuhn, On a Pair of Dual Nonlinear Programs™, 

pagesM31=54no£ Nonlinear Programming, J. Abadie, edxtor 

(Wiley, New York, 1967).i 
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4filb§ For the classical Weber problem, see ygzred Weber's 

le91 

Theory of the Location of Industries, C. J. Friedrich, editor 

(Univessity—sf Chicago Press, Chicago, 1928); E. M, Hoover, 

Location Theory and the Shoe and Leather Industries (Harvard 

University Press, Cambridge, 1937),_phapters 3,5; W. Isard, 

Location and Space-Economy (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1956), 

chaptes 5; H. We Kuhn and R. E. Kuenne, ’An.fiffioient)plgorithm 

for the Numerical Solution of the{fieneralizsd Weber/?roblem in 

/Sbatial/Economics*, Journal of Regfiona& Scisnes*'voi 4, No. 2fuw 

peges 21-33, Winter,-%sézc 

  

rSL : 
\,y These remarks should be compared with the discussion of 

the hierarchy of Thiinen systems and "generalized accessibility" - 

as indexed, say, by Stewart's potential f-of~¢ha§£ox:£ef§ection 

/+9. A point displaying "nodality" is likely to be a point at 

which "accessibility" attains a local maximum, so that the two 

approaches are not necessarily incompatible. On nodality see 

H. J. Mackinder, Britain and the British sgas (Appleton, 

New York, 1902), and the discussion of "interposts" in R. G. 

Hawtrey The Economic Problem (Lohjmqhg Green Lono\oi\, ltn;,é) Q(L*j,:n':.‘ 9 qz 

-B+—M. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity 1ficfiraw-8ill, 

~New-York; 1948), pages 41, 301&, has an interesting 

hypothetical example. 
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N 53 

\‘;’/ - Readers who do not feel at home with pseudomeasures 

are free to add the extra premise that h is bounded. Every- 

thing that follows remains valid under this restrictive 

assumption. 

  

For an earlier discussion of symmetry and convexity in 

the location of medians see ‘m,éivlgEssai(s JEn=8patial Economics, 

pages 101-103. 

  

ss ¥ ' e P Losch, The Economics of Location, W+ H:—Woglomy 

translator (Yale University Press, New Haven;-1954), paée 125 

and page 129, note 13. 
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3 56!==!~ Hoover, Zhe Looation of Economic Aotivitx 

-4Heeremufieeieu&cw~¥ork7~iaéa+, pagts 62-63. 

  

6/*57M’ Yeates has formulated the school assignment problem 

as a transportation problem; P. R. Gould and T. R. Leinbach 

have done the same for hospital services. For references and 

discussion seeffietwork Analgsis in Geogrephx, By P. Haggstt and 

Re Js Chorley (St. Martin s Press, New York, 1969), 4 : 208= 0 

B 

  

VQESSP. A. Samueison,”'xntertemporal,érioe,Equilibrium: A 

,2roiogue to thetwteory of Speculation®, Weitwirtsoheftliohes 

Archiv, 79:181=227, (1957) 

  

& rsg“eusing“ is the policy of departing from this transport~— 

cost-minimizing assignment imsesder to attain other social 

objectives. 

  

,,,FoAn explicit distinction between them is drawn in my 

ics —(PhiDi-Dissertation;Columbia 

1967], pages 70=71, 141. A closely related 

    

distinction between "wvirtual" and "actual" production is made 

by R+ E. Kuenne, The Theory of General Economic Equilibrium - 

(Princeton Univgfsnty,?ress, Princeton, N.J., 1963), g?go~441. 

Is faet Kuenne uses the term "potential market area" for what 

we call "potential demand regioniu o) dbid, 
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Fe As Fetter,fihwhe ficononiciLaw of‘fierket areas“ 
L 

  

Journalenf Econemies 38 520,529,‘1924) 
) Y, 

  

  

  

V163 \( _fG%as LOsch, Bhke. Economics of Location, ngge 95, 

R *%, 5. Mills and M. R. Lav, ™A Model of M%rket,fireas with 
p%ee,&ntry*, Jensee%uof ?olitiee% Eoon 72w2781288, éune, 9e4) 

;fff;plsst. We shnei discuss this peper tfitflws in seotion{s. 

  

v64The continuity of h implies its measurability. ror4 h 

continuous implies h continuous for all plants i, which implies 

ni measurable (s;noe T ¢ I), which implies h measurable (since 

A' is countable and I' is discrete). 

  

Ny (8 Gfiaxzfit MeIlroy has outlined the derivation of a related 

result in a special case. Namely, he adduces the existence of 

numbers vy (the negatives of our mill prices pi) such that, 

in our terminology, the measure-theoretic competitive rule (14) 

obtains. (Since he deals with the plane, whose topology has 

the‘strong ;indelcf property, this follows from our conclusion 

(21).) WMHis paper also inspired the idea we have used of working 

with mill prices pi oniy, rather tnan with a price«fieid defined 

over the entire space A, rflen Plaoement of Central Offioes‘yk 

~ S{Bell Labs internal memorandum, Holmdel, N.J., May 12, 1961y,
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McIlroy's work was drawn ¢o my attention by Dr. W. W. 

Hardgrave. An abstract appears inARecent Advances in 

Mathematical Programming, ( R. L. Graves and P. Woife, eddbors ) 

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 196%), pafios 335e$36. 

   
  

  

T sl : \;Qfiah. R. Ford, Jr., and D. R. Fulkerson, Flows in Networks 
A 

(Princeton Univewsdiey Press, Princeton, 1962), ¢hapter I. O ; = O 

  

W kfichtualiyy this statement is strictly correot only if the 

sum is finite. For infinite total production oosts) e.g.)in 

the case of a lattice on the endless plene;k-we must introduce 

pseudomeasure concepts, as discussed below. 

  

T(flfiafigsThs setup in (1)5(2) is the same as the objective 

function in the allocation-of-effort model of ctapter 5. 

  

A0\ ng?or still other interpretations soe 3 6, Pafifi \?‘f\ g \Lf 

  

fi@ i 70 A~ L8sch, ggp Economics of Location, oh&fltnse I endéix 

This is also the assumption in most models of spatial 

competition, €.g. ¥ Hotelling, $stability in\zompetitionfitt‘ 

Becnmmie Jousnaly-39t41=5Ty-Massh,1920) S b (4 et 

  ‘ DT Z&- 
%5{1 A. Marshall, Frinoiples of Eoonomios (Macmillan, London, 

iy 104 H‘, !J 
1 Stheeddtion, 1920), BOOR-E$, chegeefis §v=¥i¥=§ii¥?\E. M. 

Hoover and R. Vernon, Anatomx of a Metropolis {(Doubleday, 

Garden City, N.Y., 1962), e%gaa 45-49, 58-694. R, M. L"-W"LU:) 
M—w(flwvud Umvmkfi/ Press, (qmbno\ae ) I‘iéo) 
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72 
¢f<‘ See *No,rlaoe Like... y Newsweek, Mameh~14, 1966, 

p&\;«s 95-—96. 

  

: fi \& 2}7 3. B. Teitz, “Toward a fTheory of ¥rban Public Facility 

cation®, Re Science Assoc&ut&on Pa 21& Si flo ? __%Qm- - Pf”t;\ 3 '\Flp 

3968, especially pPages 39-40. 
O ‘ 
  

{:‘(7dconneotive systems especially are often organized in 

hierarchical form; this marks still a further departure from 

the service system model. For an approach to such hierarchies 
¥ 

in terms of Thiinen systems see chapter=8, section 9. 

  

{;\gjsFor further discussion on costs and benefits in 

various service systems see W. S. Vickrey, “General and 

Specific Financing of Urban Services,™ a;éasm63u®e~o§4pnbiio 

gfigeneitsre pecisions inbthe Urban COmmnnitgkgn. G. Schaller, 

séitof jgesguroes Por the Future, Inc., washington, BCsyr 

1963); A. W. Drake, R. L. Keeney, P. M. Morse, ed?fiisfia; 

Analysis of Public Systems (M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, 1972). 

  

'\' { 

\ i, r376Recall, however, that two density functions,,&l and 62, 
“\ 

which are equal o=almost everywhere}yield the same measure | 

in (3), and are therefore not to be considered as distinct 

solutions, 

  

K !\}lf v



~ 
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-~ (79 

295 o 
fK77 oy If o is nontatomic,.teon no concavity assumptions at 

all are being made. Nonetheless, the conolusion is still 

valid: B is concave, 

  # 78 Lo It may also bé combined with a "continuous" Space as 

we have done in the analysis of competitive Thiinen equilitrium, 

ehoseeewa seotion 7, and market equilibrium,aetosteness 
(s 

section 6. 

  

\x« Taking o nonfatonic Zs pPrecisely the Aumann "continuum- 

of-traders" approach, Seefipege——-————etevos Location 

theorists have worked with uniform distributions of consumers, 

etc. for a long time, -and so it may be said that they have 

entioipated Aumann by several decades! Of course it may also 

be said that Aumann was the first eme to realize what he was 
doing (and to draw deep conclusions from this realization). 

  

\J‘;§Qneshort comment on the zero-output case, which was not 

discussed above. If Li = 0, the possibility that pi = oo 

cannot be eliminated; if so, the rlght~1ix ineqeality in (33) 

disappears, B(0) is still well~defined by (34),;but might take 

on the value ~-», Apart from this the preceding discussion 

remains valid for L = 0, 
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ke e ,;FiThe notion of a ubiquitous resource in location theory 

seems to involve this concept, strengthened by the condition 

of availability everywhere on the same terms, 

  

  

  

  

  

O~ 

qf?k %};?ZE. S, Mills and M., R, Lav, *A Model of Mar&et Areas 

'1%” with Free Entry,® Jgssna&—es Politfieel Eoonoggw 553278&??8. 

‘oune, 1964, 

SN _ R 

: 7?\?§¥83This same conclusion is reached in{nyfiéssays-ifizgpztsai- e.1416 

277 _goonomice—iPhsDi—bissertation;—cotunbte Untversity, 1967), X 

et 

W $¥issch postulates that the entire space is served. 
b% Vv O 

Since he never clearly distinguishes potential from effective 

regions, it is possible that Ldsch is merely stating tfifi#:taet 

that potential demand regions cover Space, rather than making 

the (incorrect) statement that effective demand regions cover 

Space. —See—page————abeove. . LOsch, The Economics of Loca- 

tion, p?ge 95. 

o, >T'=»,, 

3 L85 

  

  

Qifi A less elaborate version of this argunent may be found 

in Q;znss;ys W"E@mfi.fiz pages gL, 
D 

,'*'%i;gisfig diamond lattice is defined as any lattice obtained from 

this one by the affine transformation (x,y)+(ax+b, ay+b), a,b 

real, a # 0, The present argument applies to any diamond lattice. 
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«"C- 87 - "’ o (o VA A~ Ldsch, %he Economics of Location, g@ga 95 and 109 
L neto 1, following E. H, Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic 

s Comgetition (Karvard Univeeeéty Press, Cambridge, lst e&itiennk 
1933), : - 

K (8 
' V;E\ aB J. L, Berry and W. L. Garrison,"AJflOte on,éentral 

jfileoe Pheory and the Range of a Good*, Economie Geog£32§§, 3% 
304~Bll “1958, and more formally in M, Beckmann, Location 

  

[ ‘\”?2 

"/,‘ 

Theorz (Random House, New York, 1968), pfi?e 44, 
s & 

  

112;,“\ AagLoseh, Tne Economics of Location, pLges,B 95, 259, 
Losch does not stats the parenthetical condition explicitly, 

but it is obviously needed. 

  
90 S ‘;‘w As a champion of small:business, Losch finds virtue in 

this principle on sooiologicel grounds. —~The Economics of 

.Y, Location oooes 66~67. By the usual economic criteria, it will 
/ generally be true that the resulting equilibrium has too many 

firms, each producing too little at too high a price. 

X 

  

XX | nghe class of open discs, and the class of o open and A 

olosed discs together, both yield the same rseudomeasure 
,f;wnf Snohe 2L, 

ordering as (89). Seeg ——— « Alternatively, o other normed ‘ 
v ) nemr-Ruckidean metrics such as the eity~block metric could be 

\i/ 

  

used. It seems unlikely that any two "reasonable" pseudoi 

measures on the plane would be ordered differently by these 

alternatives. in eans cass, the following theorem ie valid 
for all these alternetive versions,
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il 0 220ther criteria have been proposed for comparing Q‘ 

arrangements in two~ and higher~dimensional spaces. See L, 
Fejes T6th, Lagerungen in der Ebene auf der Kugel und im Raum 

1972) A (Springer, Berlin,sseoondaoé§o£§£2f§§gg%»557§o, 
and C, A. 

\fif Rogers, Packing and Covering (Cambridge BniVesoety Press, 1964), 
flfimos 22. These criteria do not seem as appealing as those 
deriving from pseudomeasure theory. 

X w;{?30f course the circles criterion may itself prove 

inadequate - perhaps because, like standard ordering, it 

refuses to make a comparison where intuition demands one. 

Where we should go in this circumstance is not clear. The 
alternative approaches of Fejes Téth and Rogers should be kept 

in mind. 

  
Q) 94 

\L; 

iC. W. Beskin, transiator (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, e gTmeR e 

\W Ned., 1965),-£%ge €63 (German original, 1933) ; ", Ldsch, flgg; 
A 7 

* 

Economics of Looetion,agtges l10~i14* 

W. Christaller, Central Places in Southern Germany, " 
% 3 N 

> 
v
 

  

R ; 95I-‘or example, B. J, L. Berry and A, Pred, Central Place 

Studies (Regional Scienoo Researeh Institute, Philadelphia, 

‘ 1961), gage 4, and J, Serok~Hanssen ‘The Optimal Number of 
<5f‘ -Factories in a Spatial Marketf‘ 2€3~781 of Towards Balanced 

“ International Growthk H. Cs Bos, edttor (Wiley, New York, 

1969), page 278, note 6. 

  

wq 24 ,
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o 
A\ 6‘96:4. F., Dacey, *®The fieometry of ,z:entral Flace %heoryf 

Geografiska Annaler, 47313 ll-&;A, @.965) a.t-page 113. On packing 

theory consult the works of Fejes T6th and Rogers cited above. 

,.l... 

  

i \5\(37“ M. Paden, ""Ineffioiency of the /fiegular /n’exagon in 

/fndustrial /t.ocation,"“ Geogrte%éc*l Analgfio.,, l\,321*-‘.§28, 

(Octobe, 1969‘) 

  

B JQSMGBWM VIsard mentioned the possibility 

that the honeycomb lattice could be improved in this waye ?& 

«:,1; a sententious though obsoure fcuotnoteJ However, he did not 

demonstrate that such a possibility was realizable:\\ and 

seems to have misstated the needed conditions on the cost 

function. Ws Isard, Location and Spaoe—Eoonomy)M 

-emnb!i:ég-e%pg\ge 242, note 39, 

 


